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This dissertation provides a preliminary description of the phonology and morphology of Kɔɖa 
[cdz], an endangered language of Bangladesh and one of the least described Munda languages of 
South Asia. It has four chapters: 1) Introduction, 2) Phonology, 3) Morphology, and 4) Kɔɖa in 
the Context of Language Contact. Chapter 1 provides a demographic overview of Kɔɖa speakers 
of Bangladesh, a discussion of Kɔɖa as a Munda language, a typological sketch of the language, 
a summary of previous work on Kɔɖa, and a summary of the fieldwork and methodology used in 
collecting data. Chapter 1 also previews the descriptive frameworks adopted to describe and 
explain the synchronic sound patterns and word classes of Kɔɖa.  Chapter 2 provides a detailed 
description of the phonology of the language, including segmental and prosodic aspects of sound 
patterns.  Chapter 3 presents a description of Kɔɖa word classes and word structure, including 
productive derivational and inflectional processes in the language. Finally, Chapter 4 presents a 
study of Kɔɖa in the context of language contact. Evidence for early Indic contact is observed, 
while more recent contact with Bangla has given rise to phonological and morphological features 
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1.1 The Language and Its Speakers 
The Kɔɖa language is spoken in Rajshahi, a north-western district of Bangladesh, shown 
in Map 1-1 and in Jharkhand (previously a part of West Bengal Province), an eastern province of 
India. The speakers of the language call themselves Kɔɖa as well. Sten Konow (1906), the first 
linguist who worked on Kɔɖa of Birbhum and Bankura of West Bengal, India, commented that 
“the language of the Kōḍās is not a uniform dialect” (p. 108). Very little has been learned about 
the language or dialects of the language since then.  A sociolinguistic survey conducted among 
five of the Munda languages of the Rajshahi district by the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) 
states that “the Kodas of Rajshahi perceive themselves to have a uniform speech” and “this is 
borne out by the result of the lexical similarity study” conducted as part of the survey (Kim et al., 
2010, p. 18). 
Kɔɖa is surrounded mostly by Bengali (also known as Bangla), the state/official language 
of Bangladesh as well as West Bengal, India. UNESCO (2010) listed Kɔɖa as one of the 
vulnerable languages of India. According to the census of India, 2011, cited in Ethnologue 
(2019) the number of Kɔɖa speakers in India was 47,300. Kim et al. (2010, p. 18) suggest that 
the total number of Kɔɖa speakers in Bangladesh is somewhere between 1000 and 1500. The 
Kɔɖa speakers that I worked with estimated that there are about 1400 Kɔɖas in Bangladesh. They 
expressed their concern that even though their population is growing, their language is “going 





Kɔɖa speakers of Bankura district, Bengal presidency: “Kōḍās of Bankura will soon abandon 
their language for Bengali” (Konow, 1906, p. 114).  
Today, Kɔɖas of Bangladesh live in six villages of Rajshahi district: Krishnapur, Kundang, 
Belna, Jhalpukur, Mushmoil, and Nounagar. Krishnapur and Kundang are shown in Map 1-2. In 
Rajshahi, the primary vocation of Kɔɖas is related to agriculture, mostly wet rice cultivation. They 
work in the paddy fields owned by Bengali farmers on a seasonal basis. Most Kɔɖa men move to 
the area of their workplaces and stay there throughout the work season, leaving their families 
behind at home. Most Kɔɖa women take care of their families, however a significant number of 
them work as daily laborers in agricultural farms owned by Bengali farmers. The neighboring 
Bengalis recognize Kɔɖa speakers as Bhuingas, which means “foreigners” in the local dialect of 
Bengali. Some Bengalis view Kɔɖas as a sub-caste of the Santali community and describe them as 
speaking “some dialect of Santali tinged with Hindi.” The SIL survey sates that Kɔɖas are very 
much overlooked or ignored by the government, the neighboring societies, and even by NGOs that 
are ubiquitous in the country. The Christian church, too, appears to have had little contact with 
Kɔɖa people and little influence on Kɔɖa culture:  many Kɔɖa still adhere to the Sonaton religion, 
and some practice Hinduism. (Kim et al, 2010, p. 18). The Sonaton (also spelled as Sanatana) of 
Kɔɖas in Bangladesh is an amalgamation of Animism and Hinduism. In the Sonaton religion of 
Kɔɖa people, the chief spirit worshipped is called Bonga. The chief priestess who officiates the 
worship of Bonga is called Jatadhari. In their main religious festival, Kɔɖas worship the spirits of 
their ancestors. All Kɔɖas, including young children, are bilingual in Kɔɖa and Bangla,  learning 
Kɔɖa and the Rajshahi dialect of Bangla at home. School-going Kɔɖa children, who are very few, 
learn standard Bangla as a medium of education. For these students, their first language, Kɔɖa, 





Language vitality is a matter of grave concern for Kɔɖa speakers. The concern is valid 
because the survival of a language depends more on political and socio-economic factors than on 
the number of speakers. In a context where the speakers of majority languages hold the 
economic, political, social and cultural power, minority languages are often marginalized, with 
their speakers under great economic and social pressure to shift to a dominant language. A 
disadvantageous change in the socioeconomic ecology of a language sets the speech community 
on course to adapt to the new environment, which affects their attitude to their native language, 
and that, in turn, brings changes in their language use and strategies. Often “[t]hey abandon their 
languages and cultures in hopes of overcoming discrimination, to secure a livelihood, and 
enhance social mobility, or to assimilate to the global marketplace” (UNESCO, 2003). This kind 
of language shift can eventually lead to language death.  
It is difficult to write about Kɔɖa without writing about language death, as most of the 
factors leading to language extinction are found in the Kɔɖa communities I worked in.  
Languages die because their speakers shift away from them (Mufwene, 2007, p. 381) The shift 
situation is sometimes described in terms of two levels: (a) “the environment, consisting of 
political, historical, economic, and linguistic realities”, and (b) “the speech community with its 
pattern of language use, attitude and strategies” (Brenziger & Dimmendaal, 1992, p. 3). Linguists 
concur that language shift usually happens in the context of an extended period of heavy cultural 
contact with bilingualism. During this time, acculturation to dominant ways of life result in many 
new domains in which the native language is not used. Over time, the second or dominant 
language gradually supplants the first or native language used in the old domains as well. 
Linguists also observe that when a second/dominant language is used on day-to-day basis by the 





dominant language lexemes to the first (Myers-Scotton, 1992, p. 33). With time “structures from 
the dominant language get calqued and transferred into the language falling into disuse” 
(Aikhenvald, 2012, p. 19).   
In a study on language use, attitude and vitality focused on Kɔɖa speakers of Bangladesh, 
Kim et. al (2010) suggested that Kɔɖa is likely to co-exist with Bengali for some time but 
observed that colloquial Bengali is gradually becoming the more dominant language for Kɔɖa 
speakers. The people of the Kɔɖa community that I talked to explicitly expressed their concern 
about the future of their language. From adults to young adults, all want to keep their language 
vibrant and strong.  I visited Krishnapur, a Kɔɖa village in Rajshahi for the first time in the 
summer of 2012. During that visit, I met Arun Kɔɖa (male, born in 1989), a language activist and 
a Kɔɖa language tutor, who worked with the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), Bangladesh 
in their short-lived project to develop Kɔɖa language materials. Arun informed me that the 
project was terminated prematurely. Since that time, Arun had been looking for language experts 
to work with him to document his language, and so, was happy to work with me. Although my 
primary goal in this dissertation is to present a descriptive work on Kɔɖa phonology and 
morphology to general linguists, Munda specialists, and those interested in language 
endangerment and mixed languages, I hope to continue working with Kɔɖa communities in their 
ongoing efforts to stabilize their bilingual status by including Kɔɖa in the local school system 
curricula. This became a reachable goal in 2009 when the national education policy of 
Bangladesh proposed a first-language based policy for ethnolinguistic minorities (Rahman, 
2010). 
All the Munda language communities in Bangladesh are in two divisions of the country: 
Rangpur and Rajshahi as shown darkened in the map of Bangladesh in Map 1-1. Map 1-2 shows 















Map 1-2 (Kim et al., 2010) 









1.2 Kɔɖa as a Munda language 
Generally, Kɔɖa is classified as a Munda language, with Munda a well-defined subgroup 
of the bigger Austroasiatic language family (Konow, 1906: 1908; Bright, 1992; Anderson, 2007: 
2008; Kim et al., 2010). Based on Grierson’s classification of Munda languages in the Linguistic 
Survey of India (1906), Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) lists Kɔɖa as a Kherwarian language together 
with Santali, Mundari, and Ho. The place of Kɔɖa in the Munda languages following the 
subgrouping of Anderson (2007, p. 3) is shown in (1.1). The structure in (1) suggests that Kɔɖa 
should have more in common with Santali, Mundari, and Ho than with Korku, or with South 
Munda languages. The location Munda languages in India are presented in Map 1-3 to aid the 
reader with an approximate geographical distribution of North and South Munda languages. In 
carrying out my own fieldwork, wherever possible, I have tried to compare my findings with 
descriptions of other North Munda languages, and to not similarities and differences. 
 








Map 1-3: Location of the Munda Languages (Anderson, 2008, p. 2) 
 
Most Munda languages have simple peripheral five-vowel inventories with two high 
vowels, two mid vowels and a low vowel /i u e o a/, where the mid vowels may be tense or lax. 
In most cases, these properties appear to be directly inherited. Sidwell and Rau propose that 
proto-Munda vowel inventory contained at least eight phonemic monophthongs (2014, p. 315) 





inventory to as few as five members”, which is “consistent with the local areal tendency the five-
vowel system” (2014, p. 314).  
Following Sidwell & Raw (3014, p. 315) we hypothesize that Proto-Munda had an eight-
vowel system that looked something like that shown in Table 1-1, with a contrast between high 
and non-high front and back vowels, and a contrast between mid and low central vowels. 
Whether the three-way contrast in height for front and back vowels was one of high/mid/low or 
high/higher-mid/mid, or high/lower-mid/low is, at present, underdetermined by the data. 
Table 1-1: Proto-Munda vowels. Note that * indicates that they are reconstructed1. 
* i   u  
 e  o 
  ə  
 ɛ  ɔ 
  a   
Munda consonant inventories typically have oral and nasal stops at four places of 
articulation: bilabial, dental/alveolar, palatal and velar, a voicing contrast for stops, and a single 
sibilant /s/. Sidwell and Rau (2014, p. 313) suggest that the Proto-Munda had four points of 
articulation: labial, alveolar, palatal and velar. They propose that proto Munda consonants had 
four pairs of oral stops, */p, b/, */t, d/, */c, ɟ/, and */k, g/, four nasals, */m, n, ɲ, ŋ/, two fricatives, 
*/s, h/ and two liquids, */l,r/, two glides */w,j/. We represent the Proto-Munda consonant system 
in Table 1-2 following Sidwell and Rau (2014, p. 13). It should be noted that they use a double 
** to indicate the provisional status of their proposed reconstructions of consonants as well. 
 
1 In citing Sidwell & Rau's preliminary Proto-Munda reconstructions, I have replaced their 






Table 1-2: Proto-Munda consonants. Note that * indicates that they are reconstructed. 
* p t c k 
 b d ɟ g 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w l, r j  
  s  h 
In contrast to the four points of articulation for stops in Proto-Munda, the consonant 
inventories of North Munda languages typically have five, adding a post-alveolar (retroflex) 
series to the original labial, dental, palatal, and velar. Kɔɖa, like its sister languages, for example 
Santali, Mundari and Ho, has five pairs of oral stops including the retroflex stops /ʈ, ɖ./ South 
Munda languages are not uniform in this respect. For example, Sora does not have retroflex 
stops/ ʈ, ɖ/, while Gorum and Gotub have post-alveolar voiceless retroflex /ʈ/ only in loanwords. 
Linguists suggest that the retroflex stops /ʈ, ɖ / in South Munda languages are a contact-induced 
innovation due to the influence of neighboring Dravidian languages (Anderson, 2014, p. 380). In 
Chapter 4, contact with Indic is considered as a source of the retroflex stop series in North 
Munda languages, including Kɔɖa. 
Kɔɖa is a typical Munda language in terms of its phonotactics. Sidwell and Rau (2014, p. 
315) reconstructs the Proto-Munda maximal syllable as *CV(Vʔ)C, where Vʔ indicates syllable 
weight in their reconstruction. In Kɔɖa, the maximal syllable is CV(G)C, where G is a glide 
derived from a corresponding vowel. In other Munda languages, any consonants, except velar 
nasal ŋ, palatal nasal ɲ, glottal stop ʔ, and retroflex flap ɽ, can occur word initially, and this is 
true for Kɔɖa as well. Syllable-initial consonant clusters do not occur in North Munda languages, 





Munda languages, word final consonant clusters are rare as well. Inherited Munda morphological 
words are predominantly disyllabic, and tautomorphemic CC clusters are found. Word medial 
coda clusters in Munda languages are mainly restricted to NC, where N is a nasal homorganic to 
the following consonant. Northernmost Munda languages, for example Santali and Mundari, 
have “a characteristic  preglottalization or ‘checking’ of some consonant in word- or morpheme 
final coda position” (Anderson, 2014, p. 377) and the +/- voicing contrast of all obstruents, 
except post-alveolar /ʈ, ɖ/, is neutralization in coda position (see Ghosh, 2008, p. 20 for Santali 
and Osada, 2008, p. 101 for Mundari). In Santali, a syllable final obstruent surfaces as 
preglottalized and voiceless, i.e., syllable final voiced plosives /b, d, ɟ, g/ surface as checked 
voiceless plosives [p’, t’, ɟ’, k’] (Ghosh, 2008, p. 26). Neukom (2001, p. 5) maintains that the 
Santali plosives in stem-final position are unreleased. In Mundari, a syllable final obstruent 
surfaces as preglottalized, voiceless and with an optional nasal release. The nasal release only 
occurs in a monosyllabic word, thus /ub/ ‘hair [uʔb̥m] but /udub/ ‘to tell’ [uduʔb̥] (Osada, 2008, p. 
100). However, final neutralization does not seem to apply on loanwords, for example in Santali 
[bʰag] ‘fortune’ (Neukom, 2001, p. 6) and in Mundari [nɛg] ‘religious fest’ (Osada, 2008, p. 
102).  No Munda languages have tone except Korku, and this appears to be an innovation in that 
North Munda language. 
Stress does not appear to be contrastive in Munda languages. Stress patterns in South 
Munda languages are not adequately studied. In North Munda languages, different types stress 
patterns are found.  In a disyllabic word, the first syllable of a phonological word is stressed in 
Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, p. 40), and the second or final syllable is stressed in Mundari (Osada, 
2008, p. 104), Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 11), and Kɔɖa. In a word with three of more syllables, 





syllable weight. Words with more than two syllables are rare in Santali, so other patterns are 
difficult to determine (Ghosh, 2008, p. 31). In Kɔɖa, stress falls on the final syllable of a 
phonological word irrespective of syllable weight as demonstrated in section 2.3. Kɔɖa, like 
Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 25), Mundari (Osada, 2008, p. 105) and Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, pp. 41-
42) has tautomorphemic vowel harmony, where high vowels do not co-occur with mid vowels, 
but low vowels can co-occur with high or mid vowels.  
Though Chapter 4 will demonstrate many features of Kɔɖa that are not inherited, a great 
number of basic vocabulary items in Kɔɖa can be traced back to Proto-Munda, as reconstructed 
by Sidwell and Rau (2014). About  one third of the Swadesh 100 list for Proto-Munda (Sidwell 
& Rau, 2014, pp. 340-363) have clear Kɔɖa cognates,  as shown in Table 1-3. As should be clear 
from these comparisons, in many ways, Kɔɖa appears to be a phonologically conservative 
language, with in some cases, as in words for ‘ear’, ‘oil’, and ‘nose’, almost identical forms to 
those reconstructed to Proto-Munda. Note that Sidwell and Rau use capital letters to indicate 
underdetermined vowel reconstruction, for example *E and *O represent all non-high front and 
back vowels respectively (2014, p. 315). In the same light, we assume that they used *A and *U 
to indicate all low and high-back vowels respectively.  
Table 1-3 Comparative word list of Proto Munda and Kɔɖa   
No. Gloss Proto-Munda Kɔɖa 
a. ‘belly’ *(sə)laɟ lahiʔc̚ / lahiʔ 
b. ‘big’ *məraŋ maraŋ 
c. ‘black’ *kE(n)dE hɛnd̪ɛ 
d. ‘blood’ *məjam mai̯ɔm 





f. ‘die’ *gOʔj gɔj 
g. ‘dog’ *sOʔt ʃɛt̪a 
h. ‘drink (v.)’ *uʔt nu: 
i. ‘ear’ *lutur lut̪ur 
j. ‘eat’ *ɟOm ɟɔm 
k. ‘eye’ *maʔt mɛt̪̚ 
l. ‘oil’ *sunum ʃunum 
m. ‘fire’ *səŋal ʃɛŋgɛl 
n. ‘fish (n.)’ *ka haku 
o.  ‘give’ *ʔam ɛm 
p.  ‘hand’ *ti:ʔ tihi 
q.  ‘long’ *ɟələŋ ɟiliŋ 
r. ‘man’ *kOrOʔ hɔrɔ 
s.  ‘meat’ *ɟəlU(Uʔ) ɟilu 
t.  ‘name’ *ɲUm nut̪um 
u.  ‘nose’ *mu:ʔ mu: 
v. ‘see’ *(n)El lɛl 
w.  ‘speak’ *gam gam 
x. ‘stand’ *təŋgə tiŋgu 
y.  ‘sun’ *siŋi(iʔ) ʃiŋgi 
z. ‘tongue’ *la:ʔŋ alaŋ 
aa. ‘thou/you’ *(n)Am am 





cc.  ‘go’ *sEn ʃɛn 
dd. ‘water’ *da:ʔk daʔa 
ee. ‘yellow’ *saŋsaŋ ʃaʃaŋ 
 
Kɔɖa also shares a large number of mutually comprehensible cognates with other North 
Munda languages. Table 1-4 shows a comparative word-lists of Munda languages, with Mundari, 
Kɔɖa, and Santali representing North Munda, and Sora, Gtaʔ, and Remo representing South 
Munda. 
As illustrated by the words for ‘dog’, ‘star’, and ‘three’, in some cases, basic vocabulary 
items in the two groups are non-cognate. And, as illustrated by the words for ‘salt’ and ‘eye’, 
North Munda languages appear to be more phonologically conservative than South Munda 
languages. 
 
Table 1-4 A Comparative wordlists of Munda languages. 
 North Munda languages South Munda Languages 
No. Gloss Mundari Kɔɖa Santali Sora Gtaʔ Remo 
a. ‘dog’ ʃɛta ʃɛta ʃɛta kɨnsot gəsuig gusoʔ 
b. ‘egg’ bɛlɛ bili bɛlɛ arre, abresi ntaʔəsæŋ ntoʔsiŋ 
c. ‘eye’ mɛt’, mɛʔ mɛt’ mɛt’ amɔd, mɔd moʔ moʔ 
d.  ‘fire’ sɛŋgɛl ʃɛŋgɛl sɛŋgɛl sɛŋgel sõhõ suŋoʔ 
e. ‘fish’ haku haku hako ajo(n)  haʔɽe aʔɖoŋ 
f. ‘water’ daaʔ daʔaʔ daʔ daʔa ndiʔ daʔ 





h. ‘salt’ buluŋ buluŋ bulʊŋ basɨd bti[g] bitiʔ 
i.  ‘star’ ipil ipil ipil tutuʤan ɖãhã arkej mumorto 
j. ‘tree’ daru daru darɛ araʔ slaʔ semuʔ 
k. ‘tongue’ alaŋ alaŋ alaŋ alaŋ  nle leʔaŋ 
l. ‘give’ ɛm ɛm ɛm ti:ŋ biʔ bibeʔ 
m. ‘one’ mijat miŋa  mɪt aboj múj mujõ 
m. ‘two’ baria baria bar ba:gu mbar mbaʔar 
o. ‘three’ apia apia pɛ jagi ndʤi ŋgiʔi 
p. ‘white’ pundi punɖi põd taʔar tlojtune tulibaj 
q. ‘yellow’ ʃasaŋ ʃaʃaŋ sasaŋ saŋsaŋ  nseri saŋsaŋbaj 
r. ‘big’ maraŋ maraŋ lɨtu sura mnœg munaʔ 
s. ‘small’ hudɪŋ hudiŋ kɨtɪt sana ɖhã ɖau 
 
Munda languages differ morphologically from other Austro-Asiatic languages. Other 
Austro-Asiatic languages show productive prefixation and infixation, but suffixation is rare or 
sporadic (Jenny et al., 2014, p. 45). In contrast, the productivity of prefixation and infixation in 
many Munda languages is on the decline. South Munda languages preserve reflexes of the older 
prefix system, while Kherwarian languages have lost most traces of it (Anderson, 2014, p. 404). 
To take one example, Anderson and Zide (2001, p. 15) reconstruct a Proto-Munda causative 
prefix, *a’b-/ *o’b- consisting of a labial consonant and an initial vowel, based on data like that 







(1.2) Causative prefix in South Munda languages (Anderson & Zide, 2001, p. 14-15) 
Kharia ob-puɖ-na 
CAUS-jump-INF 
‘to make jump’  
(cf. puʔɖ ‘jump’) 
o-leŋ-na 
CAUS-fly-INF 
‘to cause to fly’ (Malhotra, 1982, p. 165 as cited in Anderson & Zide, 2001, p. 14) 
(cf. leŋ ‘fly’) 
Gorum ab-geb-u 
CAUS-burn-TRAN.INF 
‘to burn’ (A. Zide field notes as cited in Anderson & Zide, 2001, p. 14) 
(cf. geb ‘burn’) 
Remo ɔ-gi-ge’b 
CAUS-REDUP-heat 
cause to heat up, burn’ (Bhattacharya, 1968, p.12 as cited in Anderson & Zide, 
2001, p. 14) 
(cf. gegep’ ‘heat’) 
Gtaʔ n̩-aʔ-coŋ-ke 
1-CAUS-eat-PAST.B 
‘I fed’ (Mahapatra et al., 1989, p. 29 as cited in Anderson & Zide, 2001, p. 14) 





However, only a small number of stems of some North Munda languages preserve the old 
causative prefixes. Some of these lexicalized causatives are shown in (1.3), with the vast 
majority of Kherwarian languages innovating a new productive causative suffix (Anderson & 
Zide, 2001, p. 14; Osada, 1992, p. 137; Ghosh, 2008, p. 68; Pucilowski, 2013, p. 99). 
(1.3) Lexicalized causatives in North Munda languages 
Mundari a-jal  
CAUS-lick 
‘make s.o. lick’  




(cf. kiriŋ ‘buy’) 
(Osada, 1992, p. 94) 
Santali a-jɔ (<*a-jɔm) 
CAUS-eat 
‘feed’ 
(cf. jɔm ‘eat’) 
 ə-ɲu  
CAUS-drink 
'give to drink'  
(cf. ɲu ‘drink’) 





Ho a-kariŋ (<*a-kiriŋ) 
CAUS-buy 
‘sell’  
(cf. kiriŋ ‘buy’) 
(Pucilowski, 2013, pp. 119, 121) 
Kɔɖa a-kʰiriŋ (<*a-kiriŋ) 
CAUS-buy 
‘sell’ 
(cf. kiriŋ ‘buy’) 
  
Anderson and Zide (2001, p. 14) suggest that the Proto-Munda causative prefix was used 
with monosyllabic stems. For stems longer than one syllable, the causative was marked by an 
infixal allomorph consisting of a preglottalized labial consonant. Reflexes of this Proto-Munda 
infix *-’b-  are continued as a productive mechanism for causativization in some South Munda 
languages as illustrated in (1.4). 
(1.4) Reflex of PM *-’b- causative in South Munda languages  
 
Kharia ɖo-b-ko-na  
sit-CAUS-sit-INF 
‘make sit, seat’  
(cf. ɖoko ‘sit’) 
(Malhotra, 1982, p. 165 as cited in Anderson & Zide, 2001, p. 14) 






‘to frighten’  
(cf. butɔŋ ‘fear’) 
(Anderson & Rau, 2008, p. 404) 
 
The causative prefix with its infixal allomorph is of great importance in comparative 
Austro-Asiatic studies. Cognate causative morphemes with parallel distribution can be found in 
many Khmer languages, providing grammatical evidence that Proto-Munda and Proto-Mon-
Khmer languages are related (Anderson & Zide, 2001, p. 16). Some examples of Khmer 
causative are given in (1.5):  
(1.5) Causative prefix and infix in Mon-Khmer and Nicobarese languages 
Kammu (Khrmuʔic) p-háan ‘kill’ 
(cf. háan ‘die’) 
k-m-sés ‘drop’ 
(cf. k-sés ‘fall’ (Svantesson, 1983, p. 104 as cited in Anderson & 




(cf. lôch ‘die’ (Banker, 1964, p. 105 as cited in Anderson & 
Zide, 2001, p. 16) 
Nancowry h-um-káh ‘make know’ (Radhakrishnan, 1981, p. 55)  
(cf. ʔakáh ‘to know’ (Radhakrishnan, 1981, p. 94) ) 
While examples in (1.3) show traces of the causative prefix in North Munda languages, 





of any Proto-Munda causatives. However, North Munda languages do continue the nominalizing 
infix *-nV-. In some Munda languages it is a productive mechanism, for example in Santali 
(Ghosh, 2008, p. 51) and Kharia bel ‘spread out (a bed/mat)’ benel ‘bedding’ (Peterson, 2008, p. 
452). In other Munda languages it can be found in lexicalized pairs such as Gorum and Kɔɖa ɟOʔ 
‘sweep’, ɟOnOʔ ‘broom’ (Sidwell & Rau, 2014, p. 322). Infixes -nV- NMLZ and -pV- 
INTENS/RECP are found in Santali, Mundari and Ho. Santali also has -tV- NMLZ. But Kɔɖa has 
none of them. Some examples are given in Table 1-5.  
Table 1-5 Infixes in Kherwarian Languages  
Infix Santali Mundari Ho 
-nV- ɔ-nɔ-l  
write-NMLZ-write 
‘(a piece of) writing’ 
(cf. ɔl ‘write’) 
ɔ-nɔ-l  
write-NMLZ-write 
‘(a piece of) writing’ 




(cf. dub ‘sit’) 
-pV- ɔ-pɔ-r  
pull-RECP-pull 
‘pull/draw each other’ 




‘beat each other’ 








‘very big’   
(cf. maraŋ ‘big’) 
 ne-pe-l 
see-RECP-see 
‘see each other’ 




‘give each other’ 
(cf. em ‘give’) 






bɔr ‘to fear’  
bɔtɔr ‘fear (n.)’   
 
  Instead of infixation, Kɔɖa expresses some of the same concepts with free morphemes. 
For example, Kɔɖa uses an adverb ɟɛ ‘very’, a Bengali loan, as an adverbial: ɟɛ ɟiliŋ ‘very tall’; ɟɛ 
maraŋ ‘very big’, etc. And where Santali uses a derivational infix -tV- as a nominalizer, in Kɔɖa, 
the same process appears to take place with zero derivation:  bɔrɔ ‘to fear’ and ‘bɔrɔ fear’.  (See 
Chapter 3 where the general question of category status in Kɔɖa is addressed.)  
Within the greater Austroasiatic language family, derivational suffixation is rare. 
However, in Munda languages it is not uncommon. In Juang, for example, we find gata ‘say’, 
and agatae ‘untold story’, in Remo, one says aŋ ‘be taboo’, and aŋta ‘taboo’ (Jenny et al., 2014, 
p. 50), and in Santali one hears ɔl ‘write’, and ɔlic ‘writer’ (Ghosh, 2008, p. 50). Kɔɖa nouns do 
not undergo any clear derivational processes. Kɔɖa adjectives, however, optionally take a 
nominalizing morpheme -iʔ when used as nouns. For example, from maraŋ ‘big’ and huɖiŋ 
‘little’ we get maraŋ(-iʔ)-ʈa ‘the big one’, huɖiŋ(-iʔ)-ʈa ‘the little one’. This derivational suffix 
may be related to the 3rd person singular suffix /-iʔ/ and may contribute a meaning like ‘one’. 
Munda languages  also show many instances of verbal derivation, and Kɔɖa is no exception, as 









1.3 A typological sketch of Kɔɖa 
At the phonological level, Kɔɖa is closer to Mundari than to Ho and Santali. Kɔɖa, like 
Mundari, has a phonemic inventory consisting of five vowels /i, ɛ, a, ɔ, u/ and vowel length and 
vowel nasalization are not phonemic. Santali has an elaborate vowel inventory with eight 
vowels; all, except /e/ and /o/, have nasalized counterparts (Ghosh, 2008, p. 20) but are rarely 
used (Neukom, 2001, p. 4).  Ho, like Kɔɖa has five vowels. But unlike Kɔɖa, Ho vowels have 
two additional contrastive features: vowel length and nasalization (Pucilowski, 2013, p. 29). 
Kɔɖa semivowels [ɛ̯, ɔ̯, i̯, u̯] are derived from corresponding vowels with a rule of 
devocalization: a non-nuclear vowel turns into a semivowel, for example ʃɔɛa ~ ʃɔɛ̯a ‘rotten’, 
tɔɔa ~ tɔɔ̯a ‘milk’, tuiu ~ tui̯u ‘fox’, and t̪aua ~ t̪au̯a ‘fall’. Compared to Mundari, Santali, and 
Ho, Kɔɖa has a relatively small consonant inventory consisting of 18 consonants. Mundari 23 
consonants and both Santali and Ho have 21 each. All of these languages have five pairs of oral 
stops, and a pair of fricatives /s/ or /ʃ/ and /h/. Kɔɖa, Mundari and Ho all have glottal stop /ʔ/ but 
Santali does not. Santali, Mundari and Ho have retroflex flap /ɽ/, bilabial and palatal glides /w, j/ 
as phonemes, but Kɔɖa does not. Kɔɖa and Ho have three nasals /m, n, ŋ/, Santali has four /m, n, 
ɲ, ŋ/ and Mundari have five /m, n, ɳ, ɲ, ŋ/. The Kɔɖa consonant system contrasts oral stops at six 
places of articulation: bilabial, dental, alveolar, postalveolar, alveo-palatal, and velar, with two 
series, voiceless and voiced.  Nasals contrast at only three points of articulation: labial, alveolar, 
and velar. This is also a single sibilant, a rhotic tap, a laterals approximant, and two laryngeals 
/h/ and /ʔ/. Table 1-6 shows the native consonant inventory. Note that we use ‘r’ to indicate the 







Table 1-6 Native Kɔɖa Consonants 
  bi- 
labial 
dental alveolar postalveolar  palatal velar glottal 
voiceless stop p t̪    ʈ c k ʔ 
voiced stop b d̪   ɖ ɟ g   
fricative       ʃ   h 
nasal m   n     ŋ   
tap     r         
lateral 
approximant 
  l     
 
Typical of Munda languages, Kɔɖa syllables can be open or closed. Where a period 
marks syllable boundaries, we find: a.gu ‘bring’, nu ‘drink’, mɔ ‘swell’, ca.pi ‘wash’, mɔ.ca 
‘mouth’ ɛm ‘give’, biŋ ‘snake’, la.hiʔ ‘belly’, ham.bal ‘heavy’. Any consonant except the velar 
nasal /ŋ/ and the glottal stop /ʔ/ can occur in onset position. Regarding closed syllables, only 
sonorants, checked consonants (neutralized instances of oral stops), glottal stop /ʔ/ and the 
palatal fricative /ʃ/ can occur in coda. Kɔɖa roots are predominantly disyllabic. The minimal 
word in Kɔɖa is bimoraic, where a vowel or coda consonant counts as one mora. Due to the 
minimal word constraint, a monosyllabic word of the form /CV/ is ill formed, having only one 





realized as [CV:]. For example, Kɔɖa /mu/ ‘nose’ is pronounced as ~ [mu:], /nu/ ‘drink’ is 
pronounced as [nu:] and /mɔ/ ‘swell’ is pronounced as [mɔ:]. Like other Munda languages, Kɔɖa 
stress is predictable, not contrastive. In Kɔɖa, primary stress typically falls on the final syllable 
of the phonological word, for example lɔˈlɔ ‘hot’, haˈku ‘fish’, ʈɛmˈpa ‘through’, buˈʈi ‘navel’, 
t̪iˈɟu ‘bug’, t̪iŋˈgu ‘stand’ and kukuˈmu ‘dream’.  
In many Munda languages bare roots are ambiguous as to category, and can function as 
nouns, verbs, or adjectives (Hoffman, 1903; Pinnow, 1966; Bhat, 1997; Hengelveld & Rijkhoff, 
2005; Peterson, 2011). Kɔɖa is no different in this respect: roots appear to be flexible in terms of 
their ability to function as nouns, verbs, or adjectives. This ambiguity or flexibility is a widely 
discussed feature of , due, in part, to Hoffman’s (1903, p. xxi) famous suggestion  that Mundari 
may not have a distinct word classes: “…the same unchanged form is at the same time a 
Conjunct, an Adjective, a Pronoun, an Adverb, a Verb and a Noun, or to speak precisely, it may 
become a Conjunct, an Adjective etic., etc.; but by itself alone it is none of them” (1903, p. xxi) 
[emphasis mine]. A slightly different view of Munda word classes was expressed a half-century 
later by Pinnow, when he said that “[t]heoretically any word for any concept, i.e., all words, can 
function as a verb base” and attributed the general property to an inherited feature of Proto-
Munda (1966, p. 101) and kindled a lasting inquiry into whether or not Munda languages have 
distinct word classes. The long-standing debate as to whether Mundari has distinctive word 
classes has engaged many linguists. Hoffman (1903), Pinnow (1966), Bhat (1997), Peterson 
(2005), Hengelveld and Rijkhoff (2005) take the view that Mundari does not have distinctive 
lexical categories, while Peterson (2011, p. 117) suggests the same for Kharia, a south Munda 





have distinctive word classes, and Pucilowski (2013, p. 51) suggests the same for Ho, a sister 
language of Mundari. 
Linguists, including Evans & Osada (2005) and Croft (2005) have developed different 
heuristics and theoretical frameworks to determine word categories in a language. These 
heuristics and frameworks examine the extent of flexibility of a Munda root  being used as a 
noun, adjective and verb without being further modified morphologically. Although we attempt 
to use a framework-neutral definition of word categories for Kɔɖa, we also make use of the 
observation that Kɔɖa roots in different construction types have limits in how they can be used. 
For example, while some entity-denoting roots (i.e. nouns) can be use as verbs, others cannot. 
Consider the entity-denoting root lahiʔ ‘belly’, which we will call a noun. This noun can be used 
as a verb as in (1.6). In contrast the nouns haku ‘fish’ cannot be used as a verb, as shown by the 
unacceptable sentence in (1.7). (An asterisk mark indicates that the sentence is not acceptable 
and not used by native speakers.)  
(1.6)  iŋ    ajʔ-kɛ     lahiʔtiʔiŋ 
iŋ    aɟ-kɛ      lahiɟ-tɛ-iʔ-=iŋ 
1SG 3SG-OBJ  belly-AOR.TR.3SG.OBJ-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
‘I got her pregnant’ [Elicitation X, 76]  
 
(1.7) *iŋ   ajʔ-kɛ      hakutiʔiŋ 
      iŋ     aɟ-kɛ       haku-tɛ-iʔ=iŋ 
     1SG  3SG-OBJ   fish-AOR.TR-3SG.OBJ-=1SG.SBJ 






Other evidence concerning inherent category involves adjectives. In (1.8) and (1.9) 
maraŋ ‘big’ and huɖiŋ ‘little’ optionally take a nominalizer /-iʔ/ when used as nouns, suggesting 
that Kɔɖa has a definable class of adjectives. Nouns do not occur with this suffix, nor do verbs.  
 
(1.8) maraŋ(iʔ)ʈaʔ                  nutum bokul 
maraŋ-iʔ-ʈa-aʔ               nutum bokul 
big-NMLZ-DEF.SG-GEN  name   bokul 
‘The big one’s is Bokul’ [Love and Salt, 6] 
 
(1.9)  huɖiŋ(iʔ)ʈaʔ                   nutum ʈaki 
huɖiŋ-iʔ-ʈa-aʔ                nutum ʈaki 
little-NMLZ-DEF.SG-GEN name taki 
‘The little one’s name is Taki’ [Elicitation X, 79] 
 
Verbs also show some evidence of categorial affiliation since they are structurally 
encoded to act as modifiers as in (1.10) and (1.11) for the root uɟu ‘fall’. If the construction 
uɟugɔʔt̪a in (10) is compared with the construction uɟugɔt̪a (1.12), one can see the former is a 
relative clause modifying the noun pat̪ariʔ ‘leaf’. The same can be said about the construction 
uɟugaka in (1.11) after comparing that with the construction uɟugaka in (1.13).  
 
(1.10)  uɟugɔʔt̪a                              pat̪ariʔʈa ʃaʔam 
uɟug-ɔʔ-t̪a-a                        patariʔ-ʈa ʃaʔa=m 
fall-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN leaf-DEF.SG catch=2SG.SBJ 






(1.11) uɟugaka               pat̪ariʔʈa rakɔbɛm 
uɟug-ak-a            pat̪ariʔ-ʈa rakab-ɛʔ=m 
fall-PRF.INTR-FIN leaf-DEF.SG pick-TR.A=2SG.SBJ 
‘Pick up the fallen leaf’ [Elicitation X, 78] 
 
(1.12)  pat̪ariʔʈa   uɟugɔʔt̪a 
pat̪ariʔ-ʈa  uɟug-ɔʔ-t̪a-a 
leaf-DEF     fall-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN 
‘The leaf is falling’ [Elicitation X, 81] 
 
(1.13) pat̪ariʔʈa   uɟugaka 
pat̪ariʔ-ʈa  uɟug-aka-a 
leaf-DEF        fall-PRF.INTR-FIN 
‘The leaf is/has fallen’ [Elicitation X, 82] 
 
Based on the data in (1.6)–(1.11), and similar examples, we claim that Kɔɖa has definable 
nouns, adjectives, and verbs. Additional evidence for this claim and implications of these 
observations are discussed further in Chapter 3. 
As mentioned earlier, there is no evidence of productive prefixation or infixation in Kɔɖa 
outside of a handful of lexicalized pairs, including: kiriŋ ‘buy’, akʰiriŋ ‘sell’/ and ɟɔʔ ‘sweep’, 
ɟɔnɔʔ ‘broom’. Suffixation, compounding, and reduplication are the only productive types of 
word formation. As noted earlier, the nominalizing suffix /-iʔ/ derives a noun phrase from an 





does have categorical adpositions. Instead, Kɔɖa words that denote temporal or spatial relations 
are relational nouns and/or relational nouns plus a locative case marker. These relational nouns 
follow the nouns they relate to. Also, the related noun optionally takes genitive case as shown in 
(1.14-1.15). 
(1.14) daru(rɛn) cɛt̪an(rɛ) 
daru(-rɛn) cɛt̪an(-rɛ) 
tree(-GEN) top-LOC 
‘on top of the tree’ [EXT and COND, 24] 
 
(1.15)  daru(rɛn) lat̪ar(rɛ) 
daru(-rɛn) lat̪ar(-rɛ) 
tree(-GEN) bottom(-LOC) 
‘at the bottom of tree’ [ELICITATION V,  8] 
This pattern with the case markers appears to be calqued from Bengali: compare (1.14-1.15) with 
Bengali examples in (1.16-1.17) below.   
BENGALI 
(1.16)  gacʰer upɔre 
gacʰ-er upɔr-e 
tree-GEN top-LOC 
‘on top of the tree’ 
 







‘at the bottom of tree’ 
 
Most common adverbs in Kɔɖa are Bengali loanwords, for example, aʃɔlɛ ‘truly’, ɟɔrɛ 
‘forcefully’, t̪arat̪ari ‘quick’, ɟɛ ‘very’, and kʰali ‘only’. Native words that modify verbs or 
adjectives are also derived from adjectives with or without further modification as shown in 
(1.18-1.20). 
(1.18)  bugin-kɛhɛ 
good-PRF.PTCP 
‘well’ (adverb) [Directions to Krishnapur, 36] 
 
(1.19) amt̪i ca 
a.lot.of tea 
‘a lot of tea’ [Drinking tea ADJ, 10] 
 
(1.20) amt̪i bugin 
very good 
‘very good’ [Phonemes Distribution, Shohag, 212] 
 
In terms of word order, Kɔɖa is a typical of Munda language both in sentence and phrase 
level. Kɔɖa basic clauses show Subject Object Verb order. At the phrasal level, the head follows 
its modifier. Like all Kherwarian languages, Kɔɖa shows a nominative-accusative case system. 





2008, p. 34; Osada, 2008, p. 108). Kɔɖa, employs a differential object marking system. In this 
system, human objects get case marked both in direct and indirect position; animals get case 
marked when they are recipients; and inanimate objects do not get case marked. The direct 
animate object and the indirect object get the same marker, -kɛ. This object case marker -kɛ is a 
borrowing from Bengali and can be found in Konow’s description of Kɔɖa as well. Whereas, in 
Ho, object case marker -kɛ is used on animate patient NPs mostly by the young speakers 
(Pucilowski, 2013, p. 140). Case markers can occur on one or all elements in a noun phrase. 
Typical of Kherwarian languages, Kɔɖa nouns do not inflect for number. However, the bound 
morpheme -ku works as an associative plural and as a plural marker that simultaneously marks a 
sense of specificity or definiteness. In contrast, the bound morpheme -ʈa works as a portmanteau 
suffix for definiteness and singular number. It is noteworthy that -ʈa is a Bengali borrowing 
which we will discuss in detail in section § 3.2.2. Typical of Munda languages, direct objects are 
indexed on the verb. Santali, Mundari, and Ho have a range of hosts for a subject clitic, whereas 
in Kɔɖa, like in Kharia, the subject clitics either encliticize to the finite verb and/or to the 
preverbal negation marker. There is no grammatical gender in Kɔɖa.  
 
1.4 Kɔɖa as Mixed Language 
As described earlier, all speakers of Kɔɖa are bilingual in Bengali, with Kɔɖa quickly 
losing ground to Bengali’s dominance. The effect of the dominant language is not only to limit 
more and more the contexts where Kɔɖa is used less in everyday life. Even when Kɔɖa is 
spoken, it is spoken in a different way, a way that suggests a Bengali influence on nearly all 
aspects of Kɔɖa grammar and lexicon. Nouns, adjectives, adverbs and even verb stems and 





that are not yet evidenced in Kɔɖa are personal pronouns and verbal morphology, which appear 
to be strictly inherited. To get a sense of how “Bengalified” Kɔɖa can be, consider the sentence 
in (1.21). In this sentence all major content morphemes are borrowed from Bengali. The only 
inherited Kɔɖa morphemes in the sentences are the emphasis marker and the TAM suffixes on 
the verb.  In (1.22) the noun / bɔɖɛiʔ / (denoting an indigenous alcoholic drink), the possessive 
pronoun /abu-a/ and the TAM suffixed are native Kɔɖa, but the adverbs, the definite article and 
the verb root are Bengali loans. Note that in (1.21) and (1.22) Bengali borrowed 
words/morphemes are in bold font.  
(1.21)  tacʰara puɟaʈa             hɔ       bɛʃ ʃundɔr huiaka 
tacʰara puɟa-ʈa            hɔ       bɛʃ ʃundɔr hui-ak-a 
besides    worship-DEF.SG EMPH very beautiful be-PRF.INTR-FIN 
‘Besides, the puja was very beautiful.’ [Shohag Thanks Arun for the Puja, 16] 
 
(1.22)  tacʰara bɔɖɛiʔʈa abua pɔdʰan hiʃabɛ calaɔʔta 
tacʰara bɔɖɛiʔ-ʈa abu-a pɔdʰan hiʃabɛ cala-ɔʔ-ta-a 
besides wine-DEF.SG 1PL.INCL-GEN main as move-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN 
‘Besides, the wine remains as our main (thing).’ [Alcohol, 6] 
In (1.23), inflectional and derivational morphology on the verb is Munda, as are the pronouns, 
but all other content words and their associated suffixes are from Bengali. 
(1.23) 
tarpɔrɛ ini abua kɔtta-ʈa-kɛ ɟaʈadʰori kɔttaʈakɛ cʰobi rakɔbkiʔɛ 
tarpɔrɛ ini abu-a kɔtta-ʈa-kɛ ɟaʈadʰori kɔtta-ʈa-kɛ cʰobi rakɔb-kɛ-iʔ=ɛ 
then 3SG.HON 1PL-POS chief-DEF-OBJ Jatadhori chief-DEF-OBJ photo get-PRF.TR-3SG.OBJ=3SG.SBJ 





Sentences like (1.21), (1.22) and (1.23) suggest that Kɔɖa may have characteristic 
features of a mixed language. A mixed language is one that results from ‘the fusion of two 
identifiable source languages normally in situations of community bilingualism’ (Meakins, 2013, 
p. 159). Thomason (2005, p. 16) distinguishes mixed languages from creoles and pidgins by the 
fact that mixed languages arise in conditions of full, or at least extensive, bilingualism, whereas 
creoles and pidgins develop in the absence of full bilingualism or multilingualism.  Several 
examples of mixed languages are described in the linguistics literature. One is Michif, a language 
spoken by the Metis people in Canada. In Michif ‘[v]erbs, personal pronouns, and 
demonstratives are always Cree; nouns, numerals and articles are always French’ (Bakker, 1991, 
p. 9). In other words, in Michif, there is nominal and verbal opposition in mixing, as seen in 
(1.24), where morphemes of French-origin are in bold. 
(1.24) li       bɔn      mark a lɪkɔl   mIšI-mIjoestam-Ih-Iko-w 
DAP   good.F    mark    at school big-be.glad-CAUS-INV-3 
‘Good marks in school make him very happy’ [Bakker, 1997, p. 112] 
 
Another example of a mixed language is Media Lengua, spoken in Central Ecuador. The 
grammar of Media Lengua is based on Quechua, with derivational and inflectional morphemes 
from Quechua, but most content morphemes are from Spanish (Muysken, 1997, pp. 365-366). 
An example sentence is shown in (1.25) with morphemes of Spanish origin in bold. 
(1.25) una fabur-ta pidi-nga-bu bini-xu-ni  
one favor-ACC ask-NOM-BEN come-PROG-1 






Kɔɖa appears to show the same kind of mixed structures found in Michif and Media 
Lengua, and others as well. Like Michif, the majority of content morphemes in Kɔɖa that are 
borrowed from Bengali are nouns, along with elements of Bengali nominal morphology like the 
article -ʈa, and the objective case marker -kɛ. Like Media Lengua, Kɔɖa borrows a wide range of 
lexical elements but is more restrictive in the borrowing of grammatical/functional elements. In 
particular, the verbal morphology and personal pronouns of Kɔɖa have not yet been infiltrated by 
Bengali formatives. In all, the similarities between Michif, Media Lengua and Kɔɖa suggest that 
Kɔɖa is a mixed language. While this classification is preliminary, discussion of the phonology 
and morphology of Kɔɖa in chapters 2 and 3 will allow us to highlight further features 
suggesting mixed language status. In order to assist in the reader’s appreciation of the extent to 
which Bengali has influenced Kɔɖa, we will continue to use bold face for Bengali loans in 
transcriptions throughout this dissertation.   
 
1.5 Previous work on Kɔɖa 
The first known descriptive work on Kɔɖa appeared in the fourth volume of G. A. 
Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India published in 1906. In this volume entitled “Munda and 
Dravidian Languages”, Sten Konow, who Grierson was indebted to for the preparation of the 
volume, presented an overview of the phonology and morphology of Kɔɖa as spoken in a couple 
of districts of present-day West Bengal, India: Birbhum and Bankura (1906, pp. 107-115).  There 
has been no descriptive work on Kɔɖa since Konow’s brief description of 1906 (Anderson, 2008, 
p. 195). As mentioned earlier, sociolinguistic research among the speakers of five Munda 





This groups worked with a group of Kɔɖa speakers and developed an alphabet for Kɔɖa adapting 
the Bengali script in 2010.  
The dialect of Kɔɖa described in this dissertation bears a close relationship to that 
described by Konow in 1906. Table 1-7 shows the major points of agreement between Konow’s 
account and ours.  
Table 1-7 Similarities between Kɔɖa as described by Konow, and as spoken today 
 Kɔɖa (Konow, 1906) Kɔɖa (Bangladesh) 
Personal 
pronoun 
iɳ ‘1SG’  
am ‘2SG’ 
acʰ' ‘3SG’ 
iŋ ‘1SG’  
am ‘2SG’  
aʔc̚ ‘3SG’ 
Nouns nutum ‘name’  
tihi ‘hand’  
kaʈa ‘leg’ 
hɔn ‘boy’  
lahɛcʰ' ‘belly’  




kaʈa ‘leg  
hɔn ‘boy’ 
lahi ʔc̚ ‘belly’ 
manɖi ‘rice’  
rɛŋgɛʔc̚ ‘hunger’ 
Adjectives miat' ‘one’ 
baria ‘two’ 





huɖiŋ ‘little’  
maraŋ ‘big’ 
bugin ‘good’ 





-ko ‘DEF.PL’ -ku ‘DEF.PL’ 
Particles dɔ ‘EMPH’  




gɛn ‘FOC’  
ka ‘NEG’ 
lɔhɔɛ̯ ‘NEG.COP’ 




Object Case  -ke -kɛ 
Locative case -re, -te -rɛ, -t̪ɛ 




Verbs gam ‘tell’,  
tɔhɔn ‘be’  
agu ‘bring’  
gɔcʰ' ‘die’  






gam ‘tell’,  
t̪ɔhɔn ‘be’  
agu ‘bring’  
gɔʔc̚ ‘die’  












































Subject clitic = iɳ ‘1SG.SBJ’ 




=m, =mɛ ‘2SG.SBJ’ 
=ɛ ‘3SG.SBJ’ 
=kin ‘3DL.SBJ’ 
Others kete ‘PRF.PTCP’ kɛt̪ɛ, kɛhɛ ‘PRF.PTCP’ 
 
Table 1-7 shows a great degree of overlap in the two descriptions. While there are some 
phonological differences between Kɔɖa of Birbhum (Konow, 1906) and Kɔɖa in Bangladesh, 
there are two ways of interpreting these. One possibility is that the two varieties are different, 





that Kɔɖa has changed in the past 100 years or so, and that the Kɔɖa described in this dissertation 
reflects these changes.  Because most of the differences appear to be leniting, and because some, 
like /s/ > /ʃ/ appear to be the consequence of contact with Bengali, I take the view that the major 
phonological differences between Konow’s description and my own are due to sound changes 
that have taken place in the last century, however it could be that the sound changes are older. In 
either case, we can represent the correspondences between dialects in the data in (1.26) with the 
following sound changes: (i) k’>ʔ; (ii) t’>ʔ; (iii) tʃ ’>ʔ; (iv) s>ʃ . These changes are discussed 
further in sections 2.4.5 and 4.2.1. 
 
(1.26) Some sound changes in Kɔɖa (Konow’s <ch> = tʃ)  
Kɔɖa (Konow, 1906) Kɔɖa (Bangladesh) Gloss 
disōm diʃum  ‘country’ 
sā̈n ʃɛn ‘go’ 
nik’i  niʔi  ‘this’ 
lā̂k’  lɔʔ  ‘with’ 
-at’  -aʔ  ‘applicative suffix’ 
sēt’  ʃɛʔ  ‘go’ 
āch’  aʲʔ  ‘3SG.SBJ’ 
-ich’ -iʔ  ‘3SG.OBJ’ 
 
In terms of its overall grammar, the Birbhum dialect of Kɔɖa from 1906 is similar to the 
Kɔɖa described in this dissertation in showing clear features of a mixed language. In (1.27), 





all words, the consistent use of Kɔɖa suffixes. If this is an earlier stage of modern Kɔɖa, it could 
be very much like Media Lengua. 
  
(1.27)  hā̈ bābā sīrmā-rēn ār ām-ak’ samāṅ-rē pāp-tāt’-īñ 
‘O father, heaven-of and thy presence-in sin-did-I’ [Konow, 1906, p. 112] 
(O father, I have sinned to you and the heaven) 
 
Konow (1906) also presents a specimen from Kɔɖa as spoken in Bankura district of 
Bengal presidency. In that specimen one can find a higher frequency of Bengali words. In (2.28) 
nouns and nominal morphology are Bengali, while the verbs and the verbal morphology is native 
Kɔɖa.  In contrast to (18), this variety of Kɔɖa has the general features of Michif. 
Konow comments on the specimen from Bankura, saying that some forms agree with the dialect 
of Birbhum but “other forms occurring in the specimen do not furnish any indication regarding 
the relationship of the dialect” (Konow, 1906, p. 114). 
 
(1.28)  bābā, jor ghorkonno-r bhāg nāmi im-āṅg-me-dâ 
‘father, what property-of share shall-get give-to-me-thou’  [Konow, 1906, p. 115] 
(Father, give the share of the property that I will get).  
 
There are also some morphological differences between Kɔɖa from Birbhum, described 
by Konow (1906) and the Kɔɖa of Rajshahi as described here. Certain possessum in Kɔɖa from 
Birbhum bear an agreement suffix which encodes the person of the possessor as shown in (1.29) 





person) or -tet’ (3rd person) respectively.  The corresponding examples in (2.31) and (2.32) from 
my Kɔɖa fieldwork in Bangladesh show apparent fusion of an old second person agreement 
suffix -m with apu ‘father’, with the prefix as the sole marker of person.  
Kɔɖa (Konow, 1906) Kɔɖa (Rajshahi, Bangladesh) 
(1.29) 
am-ak’    apu-m-dā̂ 
2SG-GEN father-2-FOC 
‘your father’ [p. 112] 
(1.31) 
am-aʔ     apum 
2SG-GEN  father 








‘his father’ [Elicitation X] 
 
1.6 Fieldwork and methodology 
The Kɔɖa dialect discussed in this thesis is spoken in Rajshahi, Bangladesh. The Kɔɖa data 
presented here is based on my fieldwork, supported by NSF DEL grant #1500753 and the 
Endangered Language Initiative, unless stated otherwise. Two primary consultants, Arun Kɔɖa 
(male, born 1989) and Shohag Kɔɖa (male, born 1994) are bilingual. They are native speakers of 
Kɔɖa, and they are also fluent in colloquial Bengali. Arun is a college graduate and educated in 
the Bengali medium. Shohag left school when he was an undergraduate student in a Bengali 
medium college. As a result, I did not have any problem communicating with them in Bengali, 





I collected Kɔɖa data in various ways. In the earliest stages, to facilitate collection and 
comparison of Kɔɖa words, I created a Bengali version of the Swadesh list (1971), and asked 
Arun and Shohag to create a Kɔɖa version of the same. Then I went beyond the Swadesh list and 
gathered around five hundred Kɔɖa words. I found a good number of Kɔɖa words that could be 
grouped in semantic categories of animals, plants, household items and utensils, tools, body 
parts, words related to farming, and words related to festivals and ceremonies. Many of those 
words constituted minimal or near minimal pairs, suitable for determining phonemes of the 
language. I explained the concept of minimal pairs to my consultants with the examples I 
gathered from the words they gave me. After that, whenever they spoke a Kɔɖa word, I would 
ask if there was any word that sounds very similar but means something different, a process 
which yielded many minimal and near minimal pairs in the language and was helpful in 
establishing the phonological system of contrasts. While studying Kɔɖa stress patterns, I used the 
carrier phrase aiʔ X Kɔɖarɛ gamiʔtɛ ‘He says X in Kɔɖa’, where X was the placeholder for a 
target word. In this way, I gathered recordings which could be used for future acoustic analysis 
of stress correlates, or for other acoustic parameters which require some control of phrasal 
context. 
To analyze the morphology of the language, I started with basic sentences minimally 
different from each other. I tried to vary a single item or morphological feature at a time. In 
gathering Kɔɖa sentences, I used different techniques. First, I asked the language consultants to 
make sentences with the words I already gathered from the speakers in order to discover the 
conjugation and/or declension of the word. I also recorded their free and guided conversations. 
They improvised most of the conversations based on a given topic and a context. I chose the 





conversations with a view to gathering realistic data. For example, I gave them the topic 
"Looking for a job". I laid out the context clues in Bengali as follows: “Shohag works in the 
paddy plantation field of a Bengali farmer. The farm has an opening for another plantation 
worker. Shohag knows that Arun is looking for work. They meet each other in the local tea stall. 
And they talk about work.” I chose this topic with the assumption that they would produce 
realistic speech simply because of the fact that Kɔɖas are daily laborers and asking each other for 
a lead to having work is commonplace in the Kɔɖa community. As expected, I gathered a 
number of sentences in future tense from this conversation. In a similar way, I gave them 
contexts to elicit sentences in different tenses and grammatical aspects. This technique was very 
successful. 
I also gave Arun and Shohag various pre-meditated topics and contexts with a view to 
eliciting desired linguistic data. Here are some examples. To elicit the personal pronouns in 
realistic speech, I provided them the following context clues for their conversation: “Jami, a 
friend of Arun, along with Sujana, Jami's girlfriend, is visiting Arun. Shohag meets them at 
Arun’s place. Shohag and Arun have a conversation. Shohag asks questions about Jami and 
Sujana.” To elicit descriptive words, I used real objects of different colors and sizes. To obtain 
causative forms, I gave contexts like “Arun and Shohag are caretakers of two different paddy 
plantation farms. Both of them hired a couple of planters in their respective farms. They ask each 
other about the things they make their employees do.” In addition, I used Bengali sentences to 
elicit Kɔɖa counterparts with questions like “How would you say ‘I am learning how to shoot an 
arrow and Arun is teaching me’ in Kɔɖa?” I recorded their conversations and played those 





All recordings were made on a Sony Linear PCM M10 Portable Audio Recorder in the 
WAV format at 24/44.1 kHz. I used Praat, version: 5.4.15 for acoustic analysis of frequency, 
amplitude, duration in analyzing the stress patterns of Kɔɖa. All my audio-video data is stored in 
the archive of the Endangered Language Alliance, New York, NY. Some of the media, for 
example, “Looking for Work”, “Visiting a friend”, “Fishing” and “Eating” is available on 
YouTube (The small talks in the videos are transcribed in IPA and subtitled in English) with time 





The complete materials are archived by ELA at the Internet Archive (see: 
https://archive.org/details/elalliance).  
I created a glossed corpus of Kɔɖa data in FieldWorks Language Explorer, version 
8.3.12, (FLEx) which is the lexical and text tools component of FieldWorks, a software tool that 
helps manage linguistic and cultural data developed by Summer Institute of Linguistics. The 
FLEx database, currently in progress, is available online through Kratylos (www.kratylos.org), a 
web-based corpus tool developed by the Endangered Language Alliance (ELA), New York, NY. 
This is the only corpus of Kɔɖa language that are available online. It contains around 30 hours of 
recorded Kɔɖa data. The data comprises various genre of texts, for instance narratives, 
information about place and people, job inquiries, directions and instructions, explanations and 
so on. This corpus uses ELA’s Kratylos system to create a linked online concordance and 





corpus will be useful to scholars as well as the young, increasingly technologically savvy 
members of the community. 
(1.33) Sample sentences from the Kɔɖa corpus on www.kratylos.org 
 
 
1.7 Descriptive Framework 
In order to describe and analyze the sound patterns and word structures of Kɔɖa, an 
attempt was made to used standard tools of descriptive linguistics, and basic terms and features 
that will be familiar to general linguists.  In the phonology section, Kɔɖa segments are described 
in terms of distinctive features, of the kind assumed in generative and post-generative treatments 
(Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Kenstowicz & Kisseberth, 1979; Clements, 1985; Goldsmith, 1990; 
Kenstowicz, 1994), though no theoretical status is given to these features. Sound patterns 
involving alternations in the language are also expressed as generative rule statements, but, 
again, no theoretical status is given to these statements; they are simply clear and precise ways of 
expressing the sound pattern in question. Phonotactics are described using a basic notion of the 
syllable as an organizational unit of sonority, with subcomponents onset and rime (Blevins, 





Kɔɖa, VV and VC rimes have two moras, but V rimes have only one, which is cross-
linguistically the most common syllable weight typology (McCarthy & Prince, 1986; Hayes, 
1989). A higher level of prosody above the syllable is the foot, a metrical unit in which the head 
is stressed, and the non-head is unstressed. Since all prosodic words are stressed, and since the 
minimal word in Kɔɖa is bimoraic, we assume that the minimal foot in Kɔɖa is also bimoraic, 
and that the minimal foot defines the minimal word (Hayes, 1985; McCarthy & Prince, 1996). 
Where synchronic alternations are involved, a rightward arrow is used to express a change, e.g.  
A → B… Where a diachronic change has occurred, it is expressed as A > B…  
In the description of morphology, standard terms are used for Kɔɖa, word categories: 
nouns for entity-denoting roots, stems or words; adjectives for property-denoting roots, stems or 
words; and verbs for action-denoting roots, stems or words. The structure of Kɔɖa words are 
described in terms of root, stem and affixes, with word-formation process distinguished as 
derivation, inflection, compounding, reduplication and so on. Although Koɖa syntax is out of the 
scope of the dissertation, a description of the  distribution of clitics, a morpho-syntactic category, 
is included, as clitics are part of the phonological word.  
Chapter 4 addresses the potential status of Kɔɖa as mixed language. This description is 
based on a comparison of general features of Kɔɖa with general features of two languages that 
are widely acknowledged to be mixed languages: Michif, the language of the Métis people of 










2.0 Phonology  
In this chapter I investigate the sound patterns of Kɔɖa. Since Kɔɖa may be classified as a 
mixed language, with extensive influence from Bengali, as outlined in 1.4, a description of sound 
patterns in the language must take the mixed status of the language into account. In this chapter, 
the sound patterns described are those found in the directly inherited Munda vocabulary of Kɔɖa, 
unless otherwise specified. Other aspects of Kɔɖa sound patterns that appear to be the 
consequence of language contact, either with earlier Indic languages, or with Bengali, are 
discussed in this chapter, where relevant, and as well in chapter 4, where Kɔɖa sound patterns are 
assessed in the context of language contact. Having said this, it should be noted that while a 
linguist may have a clear sense of what aspects of the sound systems are native, inherited Kɔɖa, 
and what sounds and sound patterns have arisen through contact with Bengali, it is not clear that 
native speakers of Kɔɖa have the same intuitions. 
 
2.1 Vowels 
The phonemic inventory of Kɔɖa consists of five vowels: high front tense vowel /i/, mid-
front lax vowel /ɛ/, low vowel /a/, mid-back lax rounded vowel /ɔ/, and high back tense vowel 
rounded /u/. These Kɔɖa vowels appear to be inherited from an earlier form of Munda, possibly 
Proto-Kherwarian (Osada, 1996, p. 247). As in proto-Munda, vowel length and vowel 
nasalization in Kɔɖa are not phonemic. Kɔɖa vowel phonemes with their feature specifications 
are presented in Table 2-1 below and minimal pairs illustrating Kɔɖa vowel contrasts are 






Table 2-1 Kɔɖa vowels and their feature specification 
                        i ɛ a ɔ u 
High + -  - - +    
Low - -  + - -    
Back -  - +     + +  
Round - - - + + 
[+/- tense] + - - - + 
 
(2.1) Minimal Pairs illustrating some Kɔɖa vowel contrasts 
Vowels Words 
/a/ and /u/    am ‘2SG’ 
  um ‘bathe’ 
/a/ and /i/    mat̪ ‘bamboo’  
  mit̪ ‘one’ 
/a/ and /ɔ/    araʔ ‘herbs’ 
  ɔraʔ ‘home’  
/a/ and /ɛ/    am ‘2SG’ 
  ɛm ‘give’ 
/ɛ/ and /u/    ul ‘mango’ 
  ɛm ‘give 





  ɔl ‘write’ 
/ɛ/ and /i/    apɛ ‘2PL.NOM’ 
  api ‘three’ 
/i/ and /ɔ/    iŋ ‘1SG.NOM’ 
  ɔŋ ‘blow’ 
/i/ and /u/    it̪u ‘teach’ 
  ut̪u ‘curry’ 
/u/ and /ɔ/    ul ‘mango’ 
  ɔl ‘write’ 
2.1.1 Kɔɖa vowels and their allophones 
The vowels /a, ɛ, ɔ, i, u/ contrast in all positions of the word, and in open and closed 
syllables. While the phonetic realization of these vowels tends to be close to the IPA symbols used 
to write the five contrasting vowel qualities, predictable allophones of these vowels occur in 
several different contexts. First, in V_V, Kɔɖa non-low vowels /ɛ, ɔ, i, u/ surface as phonetic non-
syllabic glides [ɛ̯, ɔ̯, i̯, u̯]. See 2.2.2 where glide-formation is formulated. The lax mid vowels /ɛ, 
ɔ/ have tense/raised allophones [e, o] when the following syllable has a high vowel. This vowel 
harmony pattern is discussed further in section 2.4.2. Another widespread allophone of all vowels 
is [ə]: in trisyllabic words, the medial vowel of an open syllable, which is generally pre-tonic, gets 
reduced to a schwa [ə]. Kɔɖa vowels get nasalized in the context of a following nasal stop. Finally, 
Kɔɖa vowels get laryangealized after the glottal stop ʔ and become breathy vowels after glottal 
fricative h.  In (2.2) the major allophones of contrastive vowels are listed and illustrated. Note a 
word boundary is indicated by a #, morpheme boundary is indicated by a -, and syllable boundary 





(2.2) Kɔɖa vowels and their allophones 
Phonemes Allophones                Context Examples 



















[ci:] ‘QM’/‘yes/no Q’ 
[ɟilu] ‘meat’ 















_[-syll, -cont, +palatal]# 









[leliŋ] ‘I will see’ 
[lɛl] ‘see’ 



































_[+nasal, -syll].  
(C)V(C)_(C)V(C) 









[ɟõmiŋ] ‘I will eat’ 
[ɟɔʔɔ̰] ‘sweep’ 




























Also, when there is a sequence of V#V the vowels coalescence and when there is a sequence of 







2.1.2 Distribution of Kɔɖa vowels 
All vowels can occur initially, medially, and finally in Kɔɖa words as shown in (2.3). 
Kɔɖa vowels can occur both in open and closed syllables as shown in (2.4). 
(2.3) The distribution of Kɔɖa vowels: 
Vowel           Initial          Medial       Final 
/i/ ipil   ‘star’ t̪iʃin   ‘today’ d̪iri   ‘pestle-stone’ 
/ɛ/ ɛm   ‘give’ ʃɛt̪a    ‘dog’ ɔrɛ    ‘bird’ 
/a/ agu  ‘bring’ gapa   ‘tomorrow’ hɔla   ‘yesterday’ 
/ɔ/ ɔl     ‘write’ jɔm     ‘eat’ hɔrɔ   ‘man’ 
/u/ up    ‘hair’ buluŋ  ‘salt’ t̪iɟu    ‘insect’ 
 
(2.4) Vowels occur in both closed and open syllables 
Vowel Closed Syllables Open Syllables 
[i] ʃim      ‘chicken’ t̪i.hi    ‘hand’ 
[u] lu.t̪ur   ‘ear’  mu      ‘nose’ 
[ɛ] mɛt̪      ‘eyes’ a.lɛ     ‘we’ 
[ɔ] hɔ.ʈɔʔ  ‘throat’ bɔ.hɔ   ‘head’ 
[a] a.laŋ    ‘tongue’ ra.ca    ‘yard’ 
There are significant differences between the Kɔɖa and Bangla vowel systems. Bangla has a seven 
vowel system with contrastively nasal counterparts. The contrastive nasal feature in Bangla words 
that are the borrowed in Kɔɖa is lost, for example in Bangla, bã ‘left’ and ba ‘or’ but in Kɔɖa [ba] 





/e, o/ in Bangla words that are borrowed into Kɔɖa appear to retain their quality as it is, for example 
[beʃ] ‘very much’ and [d̪oo̯a] ‘prayer’.   
 
2.2 Consonants 
The contrastive consonant inventory of Kɔɖa includes five sets of voiced and voiceless 
plosives, each at a distinct point of articulation: the bilabials /p/ and /b/; the dentals /t̪/ and /d̪/; 
the post-alveolars (retroflexes) /ʈ/ and /ɖ/; the palato-alveolars /c/ and /ɟ/, and the velars /k/ and 
/g/. There are three nasals in Kɔɖa, and all are voiced: bilabial /m/, alveolar /n/ and velar /ŋ/. 
There is one fricative consonant, the post-alveolar voiceless fricative /ʃ/, and there are two 
liquids, - the alveolar tap /r/, and a lateral approximant /l/. Kɔɖa also has two laryngeals: a glottal 
stop, /ʔ/ and a glottal fricative /h/ (which tends to be voiced between vowels). All these sounds 
appear to be directly inherited from an earlier Munda language, and are included in Table 2-2 
without parentheses. One cannot avoid noticing that in Kɔɖa the stops /t̪, d̪/ are dental whereas 
sonorants /n, l, r/ alveolar. This begs an explanation since in both Proto-Austroasiatic (Sidwell & 
Rau, 2014, p. 249) and Proto-Munda (Sidwell & Rau, 2014, p. 313) the alveolar series is 
reconstructed as *t, *d, *n, *l, *r. We suggest that in some Munda languages alveolar stops /t, d/ 
moved to dental /t̪, d̪/ due to the contact influence of Bangla (or another Indic language): Bangla 
has contrastive dental /t̪, d̪/ vs. retroflex /ʈ, ɖ/ and Kɔɖa has borrowed Bangla words withal of 
these sounds. Another unexpected feature is that Kɔɖa’s sole sibilant is post-alveolar voiceless 
fricative /ʃ/, though the sole sibilant in other Munda languages is a dental fricative /s/. We 






In Kɔɖa, one finds words with contrastive aspirated and breathy voiced /pʰ, bʰ, t̪ʰ, d̪ʰ,ʈʰ, ʈʰ, 
cʰ, ɟʰ, kʰ, gʰ/. However, most words with these sounds are clear Bengali loans, like: pʰɔl ‘fruit’, 
bʰara ‘rent’, t̪ʰari ‘plate’, dʰari ‘side’, ʈʰaɳɖa ‘cold’, ɖʰulki ‘drum’ kicʰu ‘some’, ɟʰal ‘spicey’, kʰub 
‘very’, and gʰaʃar ‘grass’. For each of these words, and many more, the Kɔɖa form is more or 
less phonologically identical to the Bengali form. Aspirated and breathy voiced consonants are in 
parentheses in Table 2-2 to indicate that they are mainly found in Bengali loans. We chose not to 
put retroflex stops /ʈ, ɖ/ in parentheses, because retroflexes also seem to have evolved within 
inherited Kɔɖa words through contact-induced change. We discuss contact-induced retroflexion 
in 2.2.1.  
Table 2-2 Kɔɖa consonants 
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lateral 
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2.2.1 Contact induced sounds in Kɔɖa 
At present we have recorded a handful of Kɔɖa words with retroflex stops /ʈ,ɖ/ and one with 
the breathy-voiced dental /d̪ʰ/. The origin of these sounds is not easy to discern. As stated earlier, 
we suggest that these are contact-induced innovations. Since they are found in a limited number 
of words, we treat them separately and, in this section, we present explanations for these sounds.  
 
2.2.1.1 Retroflex /ʈ, ɖ/  
Most of the Kɔɖa words that have /ʈ, ɖ/ can be trace back to non-Munda origin, for example 
the very name of the people Kɔɖa, as Konow suggests, comes from the Aryan word kʰoɖa ‘dig’ 
(1903, p. 107). The list in (2.5) shows that both aspirated and non-aspirated retroflex stops are 
borrowed into Kɔɖa from Bangla and Sanskrit.  
(2.5) Loanwords with retroflex consonants in Kɔɖa. 
 Kɔɖa Bangla/Indic source word 
a. ʈɔla ‘village’ ʈola ‘area’ 
b. pɔʈa ‘intestine’ bɔʈ ‘intestine’ 
c. paʈkaʈʰi ‘stalk’ paʈkaʈʰi ‘stalk’ 
d. ɖubiɟ ‘drown’ ɖuba ‘drown’ 
e. manɖi ‘cooked rice’ manɖa ‘scum of cooked rice’.  
f. ʈʰik ‘correct’ ʈʰik ‘correct’ 
g paʈʰa ‘he.goat’ paʈʰa ‘he.goat’ 
h. ɖʰulki ‘drum’ ɖʰulki ‘drum’ 






Recall that Proto-Munda is reconstructed with four place series for stops, and that it does 
not include a retroflex series. In addition, North Munda languages tend to show the retroflex 
series, while South Munda languages are not uniform in this respect. Anderson (2014, p. 380) 
suggests that the retroflex stops /ʈ, ɖ/ in Munda languages are an innovation due to contact with 
Dravidian and/or due to later Indo-Aryan influence.  Data from Kɔɖa support the view of 
retroflexes as contact-induced developments.  
In some cases, retroflex stops occur in some apparently native Kɔɖa words like kaʈa ‘leg’, 
kɛʈɛɟ ‘hard’, kaʈup ‘finger’, and ʈɛmpa ‘throw’ from Proto-Kherwarian *kaʈa ‘leg’, *kɛʈɛɟ ‘hard’, 
*kaʈub, and *tapaʔ ‘throw’ respectively (Munda, 1968, pp. 966, 452, 928, 1017). We suggest 
that some of these words may be old loans from Indic/Dravidian. For instance, kaʈa ‘leg’ may be 
from Sanskrit kaʈa ‘thin piece of wood, stick’ (cf. also Sanskrit kaʈi ‘hip’). 
For other words, retroflexion may be a later development. In some cases, a non-retroflex 
*t in Munda may have shifted to retroflex on analogy with semantically and phonologically  
similar Sansrkit and/or Dravidian words. For example, the retroflex stop in Munda kɛʈɛɟ ‘hard’ 
may be based on analogy with Sanskrit kəʈʰinə ‘hard’, while Kɔɖa kɔʈkɔm (cf. proto-Austroasiatic 
*kta:m ‘crab’, Sidwell, 2014, p. 188), shows t>ʈ which may have been triggered by association 
with Sanskrit karkaʈa ‘crab’. The Kɔɖa word ʈɛmpa ‘throw’ seems have cognates in north Munda 
languages for example, in Korku it is teɽpa ‘throw’ (Girard, 1965, p. 47), in Santali and Pre-
Mundari tapaʔ ‘throw’ (Munda, 1965, p. 1017). In this case, the rhotic in Korku, if conservative, 
may be the source of t>ʈ, induced by extensive contact with Bangla via a kind of perceptual 





Finally, consider Kɔɖa ɖumbuɟ ‘dive.’ This word may be related to Proto-Kherwarian 
*hambuɟ ‘sunken’ (Munda, 1968, p. 273), with irregular *h >>  ɖ on analogy with Bangla ɖub 
‘dive’. 
 
2.2.1.2 Aspirated stops in native Kɔɖa 
  The consonant inventories of Munda languages (Anderson, 2014, p. 377) do not have 
native aspirated or breathy voiced stops. Although Munda languages do not have these sounds in 
their native inventory, words borrowed from Indo Aryan languages may show aspirated and 
breathy voiced segments. Like Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 26), Kɔɖa has a sub-system of aspirateds 
(t̪ʰ, d̪ʰ, ʈʰ, ɖʰ, cʰ, ɟʰ, kʰ, gʰ) that are found primarily in Bengali loanwords. Examples of aspirates in 
Kɔɖa loans from Bengali are shown in (2.6).  
(2.6) Borrowed words with aspirates 
 Kɔɖa (borrowed words) Bengali (source) 
a. pʰaʈʈi ‘split’ pʰaʈa 
b. bʰabɛ ‘in such a/this way’ bʰabe 
c. t̪ʰari ‘plate’ t̪ʰali 
d. d̪ʰuri ‘dust’ d̪ʰuli 
e. ʈʰili ‘water pot’ ʈʰilla 
f. ɖʰulki ‘little drum’ ɖʰulki  






As in other Munda languages, several apparently inherited words with aspirates are found 
in Kɔɖa. For example, compare Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 26) and Kɔɖa is dʰiri ‘stone’ with 
Mundari, Ho and Bhumija diri (Pinnow, 59, p. 85), or di’ri in some Mundari and Ho dialects 
(Kobayashi et al, 2003, pp. 349, 355). Linguists concur that the aspirated segments in native 
Munda words are the result of long-standing contact with Indo-Aryan languages. If the 
glottalization in Mundari and Ho dialects is inherited, this glottalization may give rise to 
laryngeal reinterpretation, again, possible triggered by perceptual magnet effects (Blevins 2017). 
It is also possible, for this word that  Munda diri >> dʰiri  is analogically influenced by Munda 
dʰuri ‘dust’, an Indo-Aryan loan. 
 
2.2.2 Kɔɖa consonants and their allophones 
Native Kɔɖa consonants and their allophones are presented in (2.7). Voiced and voiceless 
plosives contrast word-initially and intervocalically, but are neutralized for voicing in syllable-
final position. One can find pre-glottalized unreleased voiceless stops [ʔp̚, ʔt̪̚, ʔc̚, ʔk̚] word/ 
syllable-finally. Additional debuccalization takes coronal and velar pre-glottalized unreleased 
stops to glottal stop [ʔ]. As a result, Kɔɖa has free variants like [ɟɛɦɛʔt̪̚]/[ɟɛɦɛʔ] ‘jump’, 
[hiʔc̚]/[hiʔ] ‘come’, [ud̪uʔk̚]/[ud̪uʔ] ‘show’ and the like. Glottal fricative [h] changes to its voiced 
h. ɟʰuria ‘basket’ ɟʰuri 
j. kʰawa ‘feed’ kʰawa-  





counterpart [ɦ] intervocalically. The lateral approximant /l/ is produced as [n] when followed by 
suffix /-n/ and elsewhere as [l]. We discuss l~n alternation in section 2.5.4.  
 
(2.7) Kɔɖa consonants and their allophones 
Phonemes Allophones Contexts Examples 
















































Glottal stop /ʔ/ [ʔ]  [d̪aʔa̰] ‘water’ 












Bilabial nasal stop /m/ [m]  [maraŋ] ‘big’ 










[maɳɖi] ‘cooked rice’ 
[nu:] ‘drink’ 
Velar nasal stop /ŋ/ [ŋ]  [iŋ] ‘1SG’ 
Alveolar tap /r/ [r]  [bɛrɛl] ‘unripe’ 



















Native Kɔɖa consonants are presented in (2.8) with minimal and near minimal consonant pairs. 
(2.8) Minimal and near minimal pairs of Kɔɖa consonants 
Segments Kɔɖa Gloss Kɔɖa Gloss 





/t̪/ and /d̪/ ut̪u ‘curry’ ud̪uʔ ‘show’ 
/c/ and /ɟ/ ɔcɔ ‘move’ ɟɔɟɔ ‘sour’ 
/k/ and /g/ aku  ‘3PL’ agu ‘bring’ 
/k/ and /h/ laka ‘like/as’ laha ‘more’ 
/ʃ/ and /h/ lɔʃɔt̪ ‘clay’ lɔhɔt̪ ‘wet’ 
/m/ and /n/ mu ‘nose’ nu ‘drink’ 
/m/ and /ŋ/ imt̪ɔ ‘then’ iŋt̪ɔ ‘1SG.EMPH’ 
/n/ and /ŋ/ in ‘that.DEM’ iŋ ‘1SG’ 
/n/ and /l/ nu ‘drink’ lu ‘serve’ 
/r/ and /l/ ur ‘dig’ ul ‘mango’ 
 
2.2.3 Distribution of Consonants 
  As stated earlier, voiced and voiceless plosives occur word-initially and word-medially, 
but they are neutralized for voicing syllable-finally. The voiced sonorants /m, n, l, r/ occur in all 
positions. Velar nasal [ŋ] does not occur word initially. Glottal stop [ʔ] does not occur word-
initially, but does syllable initially. The post-alveolar fricative [ʃ] and glottal fricative [h] do not 
occur word-finally. The distribution of Kɔɖa consonants is presented in (2.9). 
 





Consonant Word-initial Intervocalic Word-final 
/p/ pahi ‘guest’ capi ‘wash’ up ‘hair’  
/b/ buʈi ‘navel’ caba ‘finish’  harup ‘cover’ 
/t̪/  t̪ɔhɔ ‘keep’ at̪ɛn ‘listen’ mit̪ ‘one’ 
/d̪/ d̪ut̪am ‘marriage’ kud̪a ‘berry’  ɟɛhɛt̪  ‘jump’ 
/c/ cinaʔ ‘what’ raca ‘yard’ ajc ‘3SG’ 
/ɟ/ ɟagar ‘language’ ɟɔɟɔ 'sour'  hic ‘come’ 
/k/ kici ‘saree’ t̪iki ‘boil’ ɔrak ‘house’ 
/g/ gapa ‘tomorrow’ agu ‘bring’ ʃɛt̪ak ‘morning’ 
/m/ maraŋ ‘big’ lama ‘money’ gam ‘speak’ 
/n/ numba ‘dark’ ʃunum ‘oil’ ʃɔhɔn ‘smell’ 
/ŋ/  -------- miŋa ‘one’ biŋ ‘snake’ 
/ʔ/  -------- d̪aʔa ‘water’ baʈiʔ ‘lie.down’ 
/ʃ/ ʃɔʈa ‘massage’ ʃɛʃɛn ‘walk’ ------ 
/h/ hiriʔ ‘put out' lɛhɛr 'cold' ------ 
/r/ rɛŋgɛjʔ ‘hunger' bɛrɛl 'unripe' ɛgɛr 'curse' 






2.3.1 Syllable structures 
Kɔɖa syllables can be vowel initial or consonant initial (CV, V) , and they can be open or 
closed (CV, CVC, V, VC). No native word has consonant clusters word-initially or word-finally, 
and intervocalic consonant sequences consist of maximum two consonants. As a consequence, 
every word can be parsed as a sequence of (C)V(C) syllables. The phonotactics of word-
boundaries lead us hypothesize that intervocalic CC clusters are hetero-syllabic: the first 
consonant is the coda of the preceding syllable and the second consonant is the onset of the 
following syllable. This hypothesis gains support from the intuitions of native speakers: they 
syllabify rua ‘fever’ as [ru.a], tihi ‘hand’ as [ti.hi], and kɔʈ.kɔm ‘crab’ as [kɔʈ.kɔm], where 
syllable breaks are marked with a dot (.).  
Arun, who teaches Kɔɖa to young children, demonstrates the following syllabary spelling 
system used by native speakers which appears to align with their native-speaker intuitive 
regarding syllabification. Children orally spell syllables out separately, and then say the full 
word at the end. For example, they would spell the word rua ‘fever’ in two parts: first they spell 
ru as a single unit and then pronounce the vowel a as a separate unit, and finally they pronounce 
the whole word rua. Similarly,  while spelling tihi ‘hand’, they will break it into two units: first 
they will spell ti and then hi and finally utter the whole word tihi. For words with medial 
consonant sequence, for example maɳɖi ‘rice’, they spell man as a unit and then ɖi as another, 
and finally they utter the whole word maɳɖi. This oral spelling convention motivates us to 
assume that Kɔɖa syllable breaks are between a) two consecutive vowels, b) between a vowel 





However, while Kɔɖa speakers show strong agreement on placing syllable breaks in 
VCCV strings, there is some disagreement when it comes to syllabifying words with 
phonological VV sequences (e.g. ʃɔɛ̯a ‘rotten’, tɔɔ̯a ‘milk’) or with intervocalic glottal stop (e.g. 
d̪aʔa ‘water’, ʃaʔa ‘catch’.) With the exception of medial glottal stop, Kɔɖa speakers syllabify 
VCV as V.CV. Given this, we assume that the syllabification of d̪aʔa ‘water’ ʃaʔa ‘catch’, ʃɔɛ̯a 
‘rotten’, tɔɔ̯a ‘milk are [d̪a.ʔa], [ʃa.ʔa], [ʃɔ.ɛ̯a], and [tɔ.ɔ̯a], however, further work is needed to 
clarify this. In addition to a maximal CVC template for inherited syllable types, some constraints 
must be stated: in (C1)V(C2) C1 can be any consonant except the velar nasal /ŋ/, while C2 can be 
any liquid or nasal, the fricative /ʃ/, a voiceless checked consonant, or glottal stop. Sounds that 
are excluded from C2 (coda) position of the syllable are voiced obstruents (unless followed by a 
voiced obstruent) and the glottal fricative /h/. Examples of Kɔɖa syllable types are shown in 
Table 2-3.  
Table 2-3 Kɔɖa syllable types 






















































2.3.2 Analysis of consonant sequences 
Kɔɖa hetero-syllabic consonant sequence C1C2 in native monomorphemic words are 
shown in Table 2-4 where the consonants down the first column indicate C1 and the consonants 





suffix boundary are generally an obstruent-sonorant sequence, where the first consonant is 
glottalized and devoiced due to the syllable final neutralization discussed in §2.5.2.  
Table 2-4 Kɔɖa consonants sequences 
c1c2→ 
 
p b t̪ d̪ ʈ ɖ c ɟ k g m n ŋ ʔ ʃ h l r 
p                   
b                   
t̪                   
d̪                   
ʈ                   
ɖ                   
c                   
ɟ                   
k                   
g    gd̪               
m mp mb                 
n    n̪d̪  ɳɖ  ɳɟ           
ŋ          ŋg         
ʔ                   
ʃ                   
h                   
l                   





Most consonant sequences across the syllable boundary show a decrease in sonority. Examples 





where N is a homorganic nasal and T is a stop  
hɛn̪.d̪ɛʔ      ‘black’  
maɳ.ɖi        ‘cooked rice’  
rim.bil        ‘cloud’ 
ʈɛm.pa        ‘throw’ 
ʃɛŋ.gɛl         ‘fire’ 
 
b. Sonorant-Obstruent sequence nar.t̪a         ‘name-giving ceremony’  
har.t̪a         ‘skin’ 
 
c. Sonorant sequence kur.mu        ‘steal’ 
hɔr.mɔ        ‘back’ 
 
d. Obstruent sequence cig.d̪i          ‘throw’  
 
A couple words needs to be explained since their phonotactics appears to an exception. 
One exception, which has an increase of sonority across syllable boundary, is d̪at̪rɔm ‘sickle’.  
We suggest that this is an old Sanskrit loan, d̪āt̪ra-m ‘sickle-SG.N.NOM’. In Sanskrit the nominal 
stem d̪āt̪ra means ‘crooked knife, sickle’. Nominal stems in Sanskrit inflect for case, number, 
and gender. The neuter singular a-stem takes -m suffix for both nominative and accusative case, 





stem d̪āt̪ra follow the same declension: d̪āt̪ra-m ‘sickle-SG.N.NOM’/ ‘sickle-SG.N.ACC’ (Yates, 
1846, p. 359). We also suggest that mal.han ‘bean’, where one find a liquid fricative sequence, is 
a loan from Korku malkan/malkhan ‘large flat-podded bean’ (Girard, 1965, p. 75).  
 
2.3.3 Syllabification and glide formation 
Kɔɖa glides are formed with simple syllabic process: In VVV sequence, where each V is 
syllabified as nucleus, the medial V devocalizes to its corresponding glide. The glide then 




a.  /cɔɛa/         →       [cɔ.ɛ̯a]             ‘fish.scale’ 
b.  /t̪ɔɔa/         →           [t̪ɔ.ɔ̯a]             ‘milk’ 
c. /t̪uiu/         →    [t̪u.i̯u]  ‘fox’ 
d. /t̪aua/      →    [t̪a.u̯a]  ‘fall’ 
 
The following data in (2.12) show that vowels of a VV sequence occupy the nucleus position of 
two different syllables:  
(2.12) 
a.  /apɛ-aʔ/     →    [a.pɛ.aʔ] ‘2PL-GEN’ 
b. /ɟɔa/      →    [ɟɔ.a]  ‘cheek’  
c. /ɟiu/       →               [ɟi.u]                ‘life’ 





At the phonetic level, we found one word that has a CVjN syllable pattern, where N is a 
nasal. One of these is [majŋ] ‘mother’, which can also be pronounced [ma.iŋ]. These are analyzed 
as phonetic variants of disyllabic CV.iN structures, which themselves may be bimorpheme. Santali 
and Mundari distinguish between alienable vs. inalienable possession (Ghosh, 2008, p. 38; Osada, 
2008, p. 109), with kinship terms inalienably possessed as in Santali, [ɛŋga-m] ‘your mother’ and 
[apa-m] ‘your father’. Konow’s (1906) description of Kɔɖa shows a similar pattern as illustrated 
in (2.13): certain possessum, evidently kinship terms, bear a suffix that encodes the person of the 
possessor. 
(2.13)  Kɔɖa (Konow, 1906, p. 112)                                                                                            
(a)  ām-ak'            hũɖiñ haga-m  
2SG.SUB-GEN  small    brother-2  
‘your younger brother’ 
(b)  am-ak’    apu-m-dɔ  
2SG-GEN father-2-FOC  
‘your father’ 
 
Modern Kɔɖa,terms for ‘father’ and ‘brother’ are apum and hagam respectively, with the 
historical second person agreement marker *-m fused to the historic roots *apu and *haga. We 
suggest that Kɔɖa [maiŋ]/[majŋ] is also a lexicalized possessed form from Bengali ma ‘mother’ 
and Kɔɖa -iŋ ‘1SG’.  
 
2.4 Stress 
In Kɔɖa the stress is not phonemic. Primary stress falls on the last syllable of the 





typically falls on every second syllable preceding the syllable with the primary stress. A clitic 
does not get stressed unless it attaches to a monosyllabic root to create a disyllabic word.  
Vowels with a primary stress have a higher pitch than the other vowels and there is perceptive 
lengthening of stressed vowels. A medial unstressed vowel in an open syllable of a trisyllabic 
word is often shortened and/or centralized as in /ʃɛndɛra/ ‘hunting’, /pɛndɛla/ ‘lie’ surface as 
[ˌʃɛndəˈra] and [ˌpɛndəˈla] respectively and is deleted in a sequence of open syllables for 
example /ci-lɛka/ ‘QM-like’ surfaces as cilka ‘how’.  Table 2-5 shows Kɔɖa stress pattern on 
monomorphic words: 
Table 2-5 Kɔɖa stress pattern on monomorphic word 

















































Note that the primary stress is indicated with a [ˈ] mark and the secondary stress is indicated with 
a [ˌ] mark.  
 
2.5 Phonological constraints and processes  
2.5.1 Minimal Word 
As stated earlier, vowel length in Kɔɖa is not contrastive. However, vowels of (C)V 
words pronounced in isolation (as phonological words) get lengthened: /mu/ ‘nose’ and /mɔ/ 
‘swell’ are pronounced in isolation as [mu:] and [mɔ:] respectively. Vowel length of (C)VC 
words do not lengthen: /ub/ is pronounced in isolation as [uʔp̚]. The phonological word [ɟomˈiŋ] 
‘I will eat’ consisting of the monosyllabic verb /ɟɔm/ and first person singular subject clitic /iŋ/ 
shows that the clitic gets stressed as the last syllable of the phonological word. These facts allow 





a coda consonant is moraic. In other words, Kɔɖa distinguishes light vs. heavy syllables, where 
(C)V is light and (C)VC, and (C)V: are heavy. 
 
2.5.2 Syllable-final neutralization 
Voiced obstruents in Kɔɖa occur word-initially and intervocalically but they do not occur 
syllable-finally. In syllable-final position, all oral stops are produced either as glottalized 
unreleased voiceless stops, also known as checked consonants, [ʔp̚], [ʔt̪̚], [ʔc̚], [ʔk̚ ], or, with 
debuccalization, as glottal stop [ʔ] as illustrated in (2.14). 
(2.14)  
 Word final coda Non-coda 
a. haruʔp̚ ɟɔmʈa 
harub ɟɔm-ʈa 
cover food-DEF.SG 




‘they cover it’ 
 



















‘the ajar window’ 
 
‘Open it slightly’ 







‘morning has started’ 
 
This sound pattern is common in Munda languages. However, there is debate regarding 
the status of the checked consonants (Bhattacharya 1975). For Mundari, Gamprez (1975) 
maintains that the checked consonants [ˀp, ˀt] are allophones of their voiceless counterparts /p, t/. 
Whereas Osada (2008) and Hoffman (1903) consider checked consonants as allophones of their 
voiced counterparts /b/, /d/ (Osada, 2008, p. 102). For Santali, Ghosh (2008, p. 26) disagrees 
with Neukom (2001, p. 5): Ghosh considers [p’, t’, c’, k’] as allophones of voiceless stops /p, t, c, 
k/, while Neukom considers checked consonants as phonemes. For Kɔɖa, the neutralization of 
the voicing contrast in syllable-final position suggests that word-final pre-glottalized unreleased 
stops [ʔp̚], [ʔt̪̚], [ʔc̚], [ʔk̚] are a result of phonetic glottalization in that position that originates from 
the association of laryngeal closing gesture at the phrase or word final positions (Blevins, 2004, 
2006). This phonetic glottalization resulted in devoicing of the voiced stop series. In other words, 
we assume that the neutralized stops in word-final and syllable-final position reflect 
neutralization of both voiceless and voiced stop series in the history of Kɔɖa. 
In non-coda position, Kɔɖa voiced plosives are pre-voiced and voiceless plosives have 
distinctive voice onset time (VOT), which on average 35ms. The plosives in Kɔɖa show a 





(2.15) Voicing contrast in Kɔɖa 




















































  The syllable-final oral stops in Kɔɖa appear to be neutralized for voicing. Kɔɖa final 
neutralization is similar to word final neutralization in Standard Thai, in which the three-way 
distinction of voiced, voiceless and aspirated oral stops gets neutralized word-finally and one can 
only find unreleased voiceless stops in the aforesaid position (Abramson & Tingsabadh, 1999, 
pp. 111-112). Examples of voiced obstruents /b/, /d/, /ɟ/, and /g/ realized as preglottalized 






(2.16) Evidence for Kɔɖa syllable final devoicing  





































‘He had come’ 





 ‘He has come.’ 
[31, Ditransitive] 





[ʃɛt̪aʔk̚] ‘morning’ [ʃɛt̪aʔk̚rɛ]  
/ʃɛt̪ag-rɛ/ 
morning-LOC 
‘In the morning’ 




‘It is morning’ 
[10, Elicitation IV] 
Historically, this pattern appears to be very old, and even proto-Munda forms are 
reconstructed with final glottalized/checked consonants. It may be that in Proto-Munda, 
laryngeal closing gestures were used to mark phrase- and/or word boundaries. This phrase-final 
laryngeal closing gesture would account for the glottalization of the word final oral stops, which 
in turn would inhibit voicing (Blevins, 2006, p. 137) and the final glottalization. Further, there is 
a strong correlation between laryngeal closing gestures and absence of release in a consonant 
(Blevins, 2006, p. 137), which accounts for the word-final obstruents in many Munda languages 
being unreleased. Kɔɖa syllable-final neutralization appears to be directly inherited and can be 
formulated as in (2.17).  
(2.17) Syllable-final oral stop neutralization 
 
      non-release 
The words in which word final /d̪, ɟ, g/ are pronounced at [ʔt̪̚, ʔc̚, ʔk̚], for example [biriʔt̪̚] 
‘get up’, [ʃɛt̪aʔk̚] ‘morning’ and [lahiʔc̚] ‘belly’ have synchronic variants: [biriʔ], [ʃɛt̪aʔ] and [lahiʔ] 
respectively. Also, the Kɔɖa intransitive suffix [ɔʔ], transitive suffix [ɛʔ], and third person singular 
object suffix [iʔ] have recent historical forms where an checked oral stop occurred: Konow 





object suffix as [ich’] respectively (1906, pp. 114, 110).  Both the historical sound change and the 
synchronic variation can be accounted for by a change-in-progress of check-consonant 
debuccalization: checked consonants ʔt̪̚, ʔc̚, ʔk̚, lose their supralaryngeal features (Blevins, 2004, 
pp. 120-121). The change is stated in (2.18).  
(2.18) Word-final checked stop debuccalization 
 Root   
    
 





A couple words in Kɔɖa need be discussed in relation to the syllable final neutralization 
rule in (2.17), for instance cigdi ‘throw’ and kɔʈkɔm ‘crab’. The existence of the native words 
show that (a) obstruent sequence in in a monomorphemic free lexemes is rare but not non-
existent, (b) we suggest a medial vowel in these forms that has syncopated.  
 
2.5.3 Status of glottal consonants ʔ and h 
In Kɔɖa, glottal stop ʔ occurs word-medially and word-finally but never word initially, 
while Kɔɖa h occurs word-initially and word-medially but not word-finally. In this subsection, 
we offer some potential explanations for the skewed distribution of these sounds. As shown in 
(2.17) in the previous subsection, in some cases, word-final ʔ can be shown to result from 
debuccalization of glottalized obstruents: ʔt̪̚>ʔ, ʔc̚>ʔ, ʔk̚>ʔ. Here we suggest that morpheme-
medial glottal stops originate from monosyllabic morpheme-final position, which accrued an 





pathways. Some instances of Kɔɖa /h/ are directly inherited from Proto Munda while others 
reflect *k>h or *Vʔ>Vh, where *Vʔ represents pMunda vowel weight. 
All medial glottal stops in Kɔɖa are followed by an echo-vowel of the same quality.  Some 
examples of this sound pattern are shown in (2.19). By comparing the Kɔɖa words with their 
cognates in (2.19), it seems clear that medial glottal stops continue *(C)VʔT roots, where ʔT is a 
pre-glottalized oral stop. We suggest that final stops in these words underwent historical 
debuccalization as stated in (2.18). Following this, the *CVʔ word underwent echo-vowel insertion 
in order to satisfy the minimal word constraint that requires Kɔɖa minimal words to be bimoraic.  
(2.19) Kɔɖa word-medial glottal stops and echo vowels 
a. Gloss Kɔɖa  Cognates in Other Munda languages 
b. ‘call’ raʔa ra:k’            in Asuri (Konow, 1906: 141) 
c. ‘water’ daʔa dak’             in Santali (Ghosh, 2008: 49) 
d. ‘catch’ ʃaʔa sa:p             in Korku (Nagaraja, 1999: 337) 
e. ‘cough’ kʰuʔu kug               in Mundari (Osada, 2008: 130) 
f. ‘3PL.DIST’ niʔi nic                in Korku (Nagaraja, 1999: 328) 
g. ‘this’ nɛʔɛ nik’i              in Asuri, (Konow, 1906: 141) 
h. ‘sweep’ ɟɔʔɔ ɟukh(V)riɟ      in Korku (Zide, 2008: 268) 
Base on the data presented in (2.19), we propose the following sound change in (2.20).  
(2.20) Echo vowel insertion 






Our analysis of the status of the glottal stop in Kɔɖa is compatible with the status of the 
glottal stop in other Munda languages, specially the Kherwarian languages. Sidwell and Rau 
(2014, p. 317) propose that Proto Munda lacks glottal stop and speculate that glottal stop /ʔ/ 
found in new Munda languages have two historical sources: (a) one set of glottal stops derive 
from Proto Munda glottalized velar stop *ʔk, which in turn originated from Proto Austroasiatic 
(pAA) velar stop *k, and (b) the other set are possible reflexes of the syllable weight of Proto 
Munda represented as glottalized vowel *Vʔ. They bases their proposal on the data in (2.21). 
Note that pMunda indicates Proto Munda in (2.21).  
(2.21) Evolution of the glottal stop ʔ in Munda languages (Sidwell & Rau, 2014: 319) 
Gloss pMunda Santali Korku Kharia Gotub Remo Gorum Sora 
‘water’ *daaʔk daʔk daʔ daʔ daʔ daʔ daʔ daʔ 
‘hand’ *tiiʔ ti ʈi: tiʔ titi titi siʔ siʔi 
 
Santali lacks glottal stop ʔ as a phoneme (Ghosh, 2008, p. 24). Osada (2008, p. 102) 
observes similar facts in Mundari and maintains that “glottal stops are followed by an echo-
vowel release only in monosyllabic morphemes never in polysyllabic morphemes”, for example 
/rag/→ [raʔa] ‘call’ as opposed to  /racag/→ [racaʔ] ‘pull’.  
However, Kɔɖa has one polysyllabic word that appears to have a medial glottal stop: 
caʔalɔm ‘tail’. By studying the cognates of caʔalɔm ‘tail’ presented in (2.22), we suggest that 
caʔalɔm is historically bimorphemic: *caʔa ‘tail’, the base, plus *lɔm, a compound stem. The 
cognate in Korku, cu:t ‘tail’ (Pinnow, 1959, p. 288) allows us to assume that the base *caʔa, 







Gloss Korku Santali Mahali Birhor Mundari Ho Korwa 











However, the compound stems are different: lVm in Mundari (Osada, 2008, p. 151), Ho 
(Pucilowski, 2013, p. 23) and Korwa (Bahl, 1962, p. 52) and bVl  in Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 28), 
Mahali (Kim et al., 2010, p. 89), and Birhɔr (Kim et al., 2010, p. 89). Our suggestion is, Kɔɖa 
CVT root changed to CVʔ which in turn underwent the sound change stated in (2.20) to fulfill 
the minimum word requirement.  
In contrast, Kɔɖa /h/ is clearly inherited in some word from Proto Munda. Sidwell and 
Rau (2014, p. 358) reconstruct initial *h in Proto-Munda *han ‘that (distal)’ to which we can 
compare Kɔɖa hanɛ ‘that thing’ (Kim et al., 2010, p. 111) and hanika ‘DEM.DIST’. However, the 
Munda comparisons in (2.22-2.23) show that some instances of Kɔɖa /h/ are the result of 
historical sound change. Data in (2.22) suggests word-initial *k>h while data in (2.23) shows the 
evolution of the glottal fricative /h/ in word-medial position from the afore mentioned proto 
Munda syllable weight represented as a glottalized vowel, *Vʔ.  
(2.22) Word-initial h: evidence for k>h sound change 
Gloss pMunda (Sidwell & Rau, 2014) Korku (Zide, 2008) Kɔɖa 
‘black’ *kE(n)dE kende   hɛnd̪ɛ  
‘man’ *kOrO koro  hɔrɔ  







(2.23) Word-medial h: evidence for *Vʔ>h sound change. 
Kɔɖa pMunda  
(Sidwell & Rau, 2014) 
Korku  
(Pinnow, 1959) 
Other Kherwarian Languages 
tihi ‘hand’ *tiiʔ 
 
ti:   
 
tii       in Munari (Osada, 2008) 
ti        in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
ti:       in Ho (Kobayashi et al., 2003) 







laɟ   
 
 
laiʔɟ    in Mundari (Pinnow, 1959) 
laiʔɟ    in Ho (Pinnow, 1959) 
la:c̚    in Santali (Kobayashi, 2003) 
 
The sound changes *Vʔ>Vh raises another question regarding the Kɔɖa word mu: ‘nose’ 
which is continued from pMunda *muuʔ ‘nose’. (pMunda *muuʔ ‘nose’ and* tiiʔ ‘hand’ continue 
proto Austroasiatic *mu:h ‘nose’ and *ti:ʔ  ‘hand’ respectively (Sidwell & Rau, 2014, p. 320).) 
As pMunda muuʔ ‘nose’ is continued as muhu ‘nose’ in Mundari (Pinnow, 1959, p. 175; Kim et 
al., 2010, p. 91) and mohũ ‘nose’ in Santali (Kim et al., 2010, p. 91) we expect Kɔɖa **muhu, 
not mu: ‘nose’ (cf. /h/ in tihi ‘hand’ from proto-Munda *Vʔ). We suggest a minor sound change 
that took *uhu > *uu > u: in the history of Kɔɖa.  
2.5.4 Nasal assimilation  
The past anterior suffix /lɛ/ surfaces as [nɛ] in the context of a following intransitive 
suffix /n/, as shown in examples in (2.24-2.26) as opposed to examples in (2.27-2.29) where the 





(2.24)  hiɟnɛnaku 
hiɟ-lɛ-n-a=ku 
come-ANT-ITR.B-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
‘They had come.’ [ELICITATION IX, 170] 
 
(2.25)  d̪ut̪amnɛnaiŋ 
d̪ut̪am-lɛ-n-a=iŋ 
marry-ANT-INTR-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
‘I got married.’ [ELICITATION IV, 2] 
 
(2.26)  ʃɛnnɛnalɛ 
ʃɛn-lɛ-n-a=lɛ 
go-ANT-ITR.B-FIN=1PL.EXCL 
‘We had gone.’ [Arun visits India, 129] 
 
(2.27)  rikalɛabu 
rika-lɛ-a=bu 
do-ANT-FIN=1PL.INCL.SBJ 
‘We had done it’ [Arun arranges the Puja, 3] 
 
(2.28)  ɟɔmlɛm 
ɟɔm-lɛ=m 
eat-ANT=2SG.SBJ 






(2.29)  kʰao̯alɛmɛ 
kʰaoa-lɛ-m=ɛ 
eat-ANT-2SG.OBJ=3SG.SBJ 
‘He had fed you.’ [CAUS V, 15] 
         
Note that in the sentences in (2.27-2.29) one would expect transitive marker /-d/ to occur 
after the anterior suffix /lɛ/, but it never does. There are no lVn sequences morpheme-internally 
in Kɔɖa native words. However, nVn sequences do occur as in nan ‘laugh’ and nɛntʰa ‘here’. 
This leads us to propose a constraint *lVn: when a sequence of this kind occurs, nasal 
assimilation occurs, as shown in (2.24-2.26) Note that the asterisk in this case indicate 
ungrammatical form.  The assimilation rule can be stated as in (2.30). 
(2.30) Lateral to nasal assimilation 
 
 
Note that the constraint *lVn holds of native vocabulary but appears to have no effect on 
loanwords. Bengali loanwords palɔn ‘execute’ and ɟalan ‘burn’, as illustrated in (2.31) and 
(2.32), are pronounced with lVn sequences intact.  
(2.31)  nimt̪ɔʔ ʃej dait̪t̪ɔ tɔ        palɔn huja 
nimt̪ɔʔ ʃei dait̪t̪ɔ tɔ        palɔn hui-a 
now       that duty      EMPH execute be-FIN 






(2.32)  mujʔt̪ɛ  hambur lakʰan ɟɛ    ɟalana 
muɟ-t̪ɛ  hambur lakʰan ɟɛ    ɟalan-a 
ant-AGT bite           COND very burn-FIN 
‘It burns a lot if ants bite’ [Phonemes, 294] 
2.5.5 Root-internal Height/Tenseness Harmony 
Kɔɖa, like Mundari (Osada, 1992, 2008) and Ho (Pucilowski, 2013), appears to have a 
root-based phonological constraint on the distribution of high and mid vowels. Within 
morphemes, a high vowel /i, u/ cannot be followed by a mid-vowel /ɛ, ɔ/ in the next syllable and 
a mid-vowel cannot be followed by a high vowel in the next syllable. The sound pattern is 
illustrated in (2.33). We suggest a morpheme-structure constraint:  *…ViC0Vj… where Vi is a 
mid-vowel and Vj is a high vowel or vice versa. Alternatively, we could say that given a 
tautomorphemic sequence …ViC0Vj…, , if both Vi and Vj  are [-low], they must agree in their 
specification for [high] or for their specification for [+tense] (see 2.5.6 below).  
(2.33) Evidence for Kɔɖa root-internal height harmony 
 Vowel Monomorphemic words 
a. ɛ-ɛ ʃɛŋgɛl ‘fire’ ʃɛʃɛn ‘walk’ hɛrɛl ‘male’ lɛhɛr ‘cold’ 
b. ɔ-ɔ hɔrɔ ‘man’ lɔlɔ ‘hot’ bɔhɔʔ ‘head’ ɔcɔ ‘move sth’ 
c. ɛ-ɔ mɛrɔm ‘goat’    
d. ɔ-ɛ cɔkɛ ‘frog’  ɔrɛ ‘bird’   
e. i-i giɖi ‘throw out’ ʃikiri ‘mosquito’ iʃin ‘cook’ hiriʔ ‘put out’ 
f. u-u ʃunum ‘oil’ uku ‘hide’ ut̪u ‘curry’ huru ‘rice-paddy’ 
g. i-u t̪iɟu ‘bug’ ʃiku ‘lice’   






The low vowel /a/ is neutral with respect to height harmony: /a/ occurs with both high 
vowels i, u and mid vowels ɛ, ɔ in monomorphemic words, as shown in (2.34). 
(2.34)  
 Vowel Monomorphemic words 
a. a-a  ʃaʃaŋ  ‘yellow’ lara ‘open’ 
b. a-ɔ majɔm  ‘blood’ ʃad̪ɔm ‘horse’ 
c. ɔ-a ɔraʔ  ‘house’ ɔʃar ‘wide’ 
d. a-ɛ hakɛ  ‘axe’ apɛ ‘2SG.NOM’ 
e. ɛ-a ʃɛt̪a  ‘dog’ nɛman  ‘here’ 
f. a-i capi  ‘wash’ baʈi  ‘lie down’ 
g. i-a rika  ‘do’ miŋa  ‘one’ 
h. a-u kuram  ‘chest’ d̪uraŋ  ‘song’ 
i. u-a d̪aru  ‘tree’ argu  ‘take sth down’ 
      
In polymorphemic words, high vowels /i, u/ do occur with following mid vowels /ɛ ɔ/: 
uku-kɛhɛ ‘hide-PRF.PCTP’, abu-kɛ ‘1PL-OBJ’  and im-t̪ɔ ‘then’ nim-t̪ɔ ‘now’, cim-t̪ɔ ‘when’.  This 
shows that the constraint needs to be stated in terms of tautomorphemic strings. 
The Kɔɖa constraint against morpheme-internal ViCVj sequences, where Vi is a mid-
vowel and Vj is a high vowel or vice versa, does not seem to apply to recent loanwords. Loan 









Bengali Gloss English via Bengali Gloss 
cʰobi  ‘picture’ reɖi  ‘ready’ 
boli  ‘sacrifice’ ɖejli  ‘daily’ 
bʰorti ‘admission’ ʈelibʰiʃɔn  ‘television’ 
oʃuk  ‘illness’ hebi ‘heavy’ 
dii̯e  ‘with ʈebil ‘table’ 
bidɛʃ ‘abroad’   




However, if the constraint is, instead, stated in terms of the feature [tense] and not height then 
these are not exceptions. At present, we conclude that the best statement of the constraint may be 
the following: given a tautomorphemic sequence …ViC0Vj…, , if both Vi and Vj  are [-low], they 
must agree in their specification for [+tense]. Further evidence for a constraint on tenseness 
agreement is given in  2.5.6. 
 
2.5.6 Tenseness Harmony 
There is at least one process that suggests that the constraint against mid-high vowel 
sequences applies not only to roots, but to other domains. Kɔɖa has a regressive tenseness 
harmony rule that works at the root-suffix boundary: the mid lax vowels /ɛ, ɔ/ surface as (non-
contrastive) mid tense vowels [e] and [o] respectively when followed by a high vowel, as the 





the allophones of the mid lax vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/, thus the former are not contrastive with the 
latter. Since harmony eliminates sequences of lax-mid and tense-high vowels within successive 
morphemes in the word, we suggest that the process relates to the same general constraint that 
requires a lax-mid vowel to be followed by a lax-mid or low vowel within the root, as discussed 
in 2.5.4. 
Examples in (2.36-2.37) shows root medial ɔ~o alternation preceding high vowels /i, u/ 
across consonant(s), as opposed to the example in (2.38) where the following vowel is also a 
mid-vowel.  
(2.36)  ɟomiʔam 
ɟɔm-iʔ-a=m               
eat-3SG.ANIM.OBJ-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
‘You’ll eat it.’ [MOOD, 25] 
(2.37)  ɟomkut̪alɛ 
ɟɔm-ku-t̪a-a=lɛ 
eat-ANIM.OBJ-PRES.PROG FIN=1PL.EXCL 
‘We eat them.’ [Kɔɖa Food, 7] 
(2.38)  ɟɔmɛm 
ɟɔm-ɛʔ=m 
eat-TR.A=2SG.SBJ 
'Eat it!' [ELICITATION IX, 200] 
 
Examples in (2.39-2.40) shows /ɛ/~[e] alternation preceding a high vowel /i, u/ as 






(2.39)  leliʔabu 
lɛl-iʔ-a=bu 
see-3PL.OBJ-FIN=1PL.INC.SBJ 
‘We will see him/her. [MOOD I, 72] 
(2.40)  lelkuabu 
lɛl-ku-a=bu       
see-3PL.OBJ-FIN=1PL.INC.SBJ 
‘We saw them’ [Arun visits India, 3] 
(2.41)  lɛlɛm 
lɛl-ɛʔ=m 
see-TR.A=2SG.SBJ 
‘See it!’ [ELICITATION IX, 201] 
The alternation /ɛ, ɔ/~[e, o] in (2.42-2.43) shows that the high vowel /i/ triggers tensing of a 
preceding mid vowel /ɛ, ɔ/ taking it to [e, o] respectively. Those examples also show that the 
process applies iteratively: the feature [+tense] spreads from one vowel to the next towards the 
beginning of the word. Examples in (2.44-2.45) show that a following non-high vowel does not 
trigger any alternation.  
(2.42)  egeriŋt̪am 
ɛgɛr-iŋ-t̪a-a=m 
scold-1SG.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
‘You are scolding me.’ [Phonemes, 48] 
(2.43)  dohot̪ukahɛdaiŋ  






‘I put it there’ [VENT and VALENCY,14] 
(2.44)  ɛgɛrahakin 
ɛgɛr-ak-a=kin            
scold-PERF.INTR-FIN=3DL.SBJ 
‘They cursed each other’ [VALENCY, 62] 
(2.45)  dɔhɔkɛna 
dɔhɔ-kɛn-a   
be-PST.PROG-FIN 
‘There was.’ [EXT and COND, 64] 
The data in (2.36) through (2.45) motivate a process of Kɔɖa tenseness harmony that works 
across the root-suffix boundary as stated in (2.46). Note that the rule applies locally and spread 
the feature iteratively.  
(2.46) Kɔɖa Tenseness Harmony 
 
 
2.5.7 Suffixal Regressive Assimilation 
Examples in (2.47), (2.49) and (2.51) show evidence for suffixal /ɛ/ pronounced as [u] in 
the context of a following high back vowel /u/ as opposed to examples in (2.48), (2.50), and 
(2.52) respectively.  
(2.47)  ɟomkukuɛ 
ɟɔm-kɛ-ku=ɛ 
eat-PERF.TR-3PL.OBJ=3SG.SBJ 






(2.48)  ɟɔmkɛd̪apɛ 
ɟɔm-kɛ-d̪-a=pɛ 
eat-PERF.TR-TR-FIN=2PL.SBJ 
‘You ate this’ [Aspect, 10] 
(2.49)  gamt̪ukuiŋ 
gam-t̪ɛ-ku=iŋ 
tell-AOR-3PL.OBJ 




‘He told you’ [Phonemes, 105] 
(2.51)  kiriŋaʔlukualɛ 
kiriŋ-aʔ-lɛ-ku-a=lɛ 
buy-APL-ANT-3PL.OBJ-FIN=1PL.EXCL 
‘We bought them (something)’ [Ditransitive verb, Applicative voice, WH, 7] 
(2.52)  kiriŋt̪ɛd̪aiŋ 
kiriŋ-t̪ɛ-d̪-a=iŋ 
buy-AOR.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG.SBJ 






The examples in (2.53), (2.55), and (2.57) show the evidence for suffixal /ɛ/ pronounced 
as [i] in the context of a following high front vowel /i/ as opposed to the examples in (2.54), 
(2.56), and (2.58) respectively. 
(2.53)  gamkiŋɛ 
  gam-ki-iŋ=ɛ 
gam-kɛ-iŋ=ɛ 
tell-PERF.TR=3SG.SBJ 
‘He told me.’ [Direction to Kɔɖa village, 40] 
(2.54)  gamkɛd̪ɛ 
gam-kɛ-d̪=ɛ 
tell-PERF.TR-TR=3SG.SBJ 
‘She said it’ [Love and Salt, 12] 
(2.55)  lelt̪iʔabu 
lɛl-t̪i-iʔ-a=bu 
lɛl-t̪ɛ-iʔ-a=bu          
see-AOR.TR-3SG.OBJ=1PL.SBJ            
‘We saw him’ [ELICITATION IX, 165] 
(2.56)  kult̪ɛd̪aku 
  kul-t̪ɛ-d̪-a=ku 
send-AOR.TR-TR-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
‘They send it.’ [Arun visits India, 148] 








‘We gave her’  [Ditransitive, 4] 
(2.58)  ɟɔmlɛm 
ɟɔm-lɛ=m 
eat-ANT=2SG.SBJ 
‘You had eaten (it).’ [MOOD, 32] 
From this we can generalize that the perfective suffix /kɛ/, aorist suffix /t̪ɛ/ and anterior suffix 
/lɛ/, are pronounced as [ku], [t̪u], and [lu] respectively when followed in the next syllable by high 
back vowel /u/ and as [ki], [t̪i], and [li] respectively when followed in the next syllable by high 
front vowel /i/. On this basis we suggest that Kɔɖa the vowels of the aspect suffixes /lɛ/, /tɛ/, /kɛ/ 
are underspecified for the feature height. A regressive assimilation rule takes the mid-vowel /E/ 
to a high vowel Vx in the context of a following high vowel Vx across zero or more consonants. 
The process of total assimilation is formulated in (2.59). Note that the + sign outside the brackets 
indicates a morpheme boundary.  
(2.59) Suffixal regressive assimilation 
 
The examples in (2.53), (2.55) and (2.57) also show that two underlying identical contiguous 
vowels surface as one. We suggest that the vowel deletion rule as formulated in (2.56) accounts 
for the deletion of the identical vowels in those examples.  
(2.60)  Identical vowel deletion rule 






2.5.8 Suffixal Progressive Assimilation 
Examples (2.61) and (2.62) show that the past progressive suffix /-kɛn/ surfaces as [kun] 
in the context of a preceding high back vowel /u/. 
(2.61) kiriŋkukunaiŋ 
kiriŋ-ku-kɛn-a=iŋ   
buy-1/3PL.OBJ-PST.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ        




‘They were showing it to us.’ [Introduction to Kɔɖa people, 56] 
We suggest that a progressive assimilation rule takes mid vowel to a high back vowel in the 
context of a preceding high back vowel. This can be formulated as a progressive assimilation 
rule presented in (2.63). It worth mentioning that, there is no possible context were we could 
show the alternation for mid lax back vowel /ɔ/, since no preceding suffix would have a high 







We suggest that the suffixal total assimilation shown in (2.61-2.62) follow from the same 
constraint discussed in section 2.5.4 that rules out the root-internal ViC0Vj sequence, where Vi is 







a mid-vowel and Vj is a high vowel or vice versa. We also suggest that the vowel harmony rules 
in Kɔɖa are prosodically constrained. They apply only within the foot, a prosodic disyllabic unit. 
One would then expect the aforementioned progressive assimilation to apply in context of a 
preceding high vowel /i/ as well, but it does not, as evidenced in the following examples in (2.64) 
and (2.65).  
(2.64) kiriŋiʔkɛnaiŋ 
kiriŋ-iʔ-kɛn-a=iŋ 
buy-3SG.ANIM.OBJ-PST.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ        
‘I used to buy it.’ [ELICITATION IX, 87] 
(2.65) emiŋkɛnɛ 
ɛm-iŋ-kɛn=ɛ 
give-1SG.OBJ-PST.PROG=3SG.SBJ                    
 ‘She used to give me.’ [EXT and COND, 37] 
The absence of harmony in these examples can be attributed to prosodic structure. In these cases, 
the potential trigger and the target belong to two different prosodic units:  the transitive suffix /iʔ/ 
in [kiriŋiʔkɛnaiŋ] and the object suffix /-iŋ/ in [emiŋkɛnɛ] coalesce with the respective stems, 
creating a prosodic domain for stress assignment. As a result,  the potential trigger /i/ and target 
/ɛ/ no longer share the same prosodic domain.  
 
2.5.9 Vowel Coloring Process  
In Kɔɖa all vowels, except the high front vowel i, get colored with a palatal offglide when 








a.  /muɟ/          →    [mujc̚] ‘ant’  
b.  /ɖumbuɟ/    →    [ɖumbujc̚] ‘dive’ 
c.  /rɛngɛɟ/      →     [rɛngɛjc̚]       ‘hunger’ 
d.  /ɛnɛɟ/         →     [ɛnɛjʔ]           ‘play’  
 A similar process has also been noted for many Austroasiatic language. For example, in Sre, a 
Mon-Khmer language, Smalley (1945, p. 220) reports that all vowels except high front vowels 
are colored with a palatal offglide when followed by the palatal obstruents /c, ɟ, ñ/.  
 
2.5.10 Coda-cluster reduction rule 
Kɔɖa does not tolerate coda consonant clusters. The examples in (2.67-2.69) show that 
glottal stop is deleted in coda ʔC clusters. The coda-cluster reduction rule is shown in (2.70). 
(2.67)  ajʔkɛ      ɛman  dubim 
ac-kɛ     ɛman  dub-iʔ=m 
3SG-OBJ  there     sit-3SG.OBJ=2SG.SBJ 
‘Sit him there!’ [CAUS II, 48]  
(2.68)  nɛʔɛ genɟiʈa           niʔikɛ emim 
nɛʔɛ genɟi-ʈa          niʔi-kɛ ɛm-iʔ=m 
this    t-shirt-DEF.SG    3SG.DIST-OBJ 
‘Bring this t-shirt to him’ [SWADESH IV, 24] 
2.69  nɛʔɛ hɔnʈakɛ umim 
nɛʔɛ hɔn-ʈa-kɛ um-iʔ=m 
this kid-DEF.SG-OBJ bathe-3SG.OBJ=2SG.SBJ 





(2.70) Coda-cluster reduction rule.  
 ʔ → ∅	/ ____C. 
 
2.5.11 Vowel Syncope 
Kɔɖa appears to have a vowel deletion rule that deletes a root-medial unstressed vowel. 
Examples in (2.71-2.72) show /ɛnɛɟ/ surfaces as [ɛnɛjʔ] in (2.71) where the stress is on the final 
syllable. Whereas [ɛnɟɔʔˈt̪am] ‘you play’ in (2.72) show that the second vowel /ɛ/ of the root is 
deleted. Similarly, examples in (2.73-2.74) show /durum/ surfaces as [durum]  in (2.73) [durˈmim] 
‘put him to sleep’ in (2.74) shows the second /u/ is deleted.  
(2.71)  ʃɔb ʃɔmɔɛ̯  ɛˈnɛjʔ  bugin  lɔhɔɛ̯ 
ʃɔb ʃɔmɔɛ  ɛˈnɛjʔ  bugin  lɔhɔɛ 
‘all time     play    good    not’ 
‘It is not good to play all the time’ [Elicitation X] 
(2.72)  am bɔl ɛɲɟɔʔˈt̪am 
am bɔl ɛnɛɟ-ɔʔ-t̪-a=m 
am bɔl ɛnɛɟ-ɔʔ-t̪a-a=m 
2SG ball play-ITR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
‘Do you play ball?’ [NEG, 6] 
(2.73)  am ki durumakam 
am ki durum-ak-a=m 
2SG QM sleep-PRF.INTR-FIN=2SG 
‘Have you fallen asleep?’ [Mood and Valency, 13] 







‘Put the boy to sleep.’ [Mood, 28] 
The V~∅ alternations in (2.72) and (2.74) lead us propose the vowel syncope rule as stated in 
(2.75): in a sequence of open syllables where the second vowel is unstressed and pretonic, delete 
the second vowel. Note that the glottal stop ʔ in (2.74) deletes by the cluster reduction rule stated 
in (2.70). 
(2.75) Vowel syncope rule 
























The morphology of Kɔɖa strongly resembles that of its sister Kherwarian languages, Santali, 
Mundari, and Ho, while differing in certain details of tense-aspect-mood and person marking, as 
discussed below. Kɔɖa is a suffixing language that indexes both subject and object with bound 
morphology, and that indicates tense, aspect and mood distinctions on all finite verbs. Arguments 
take native number marking and are typically suffixed with case markers borrowed from Bangla. 
While suffixing is by far the primary word formation strategy, we also find compounding 
(§3.2.4) and a form of reduplication (§3.2.5) that is common to many languages of South Asia.  
 Munda languages, in general, and the Kherwarian languages, in particular, have attracted 
much attention for their apparent lack of lexical categories or lexical category flexibility and 
Kɔɖa, despite considerable Bangla influence, is no exception here. It is not a trivial matter to 
classify Kɔɖa roots into categories such as verbal, nominal and adjectival. Nonetheless, we will 
present evidence that does exist for Kɔɖa root classes while simultaneously demonstrating the 
fundamental flexibility of category found in Kɔɖa, and typical of the Munda family.   
 Kɔɖa also possesses a set of subject markers whose status is intermediate between suffix 
and clitic. While in other Kherwarian languages, these morphemes take second position in the 
clause or verb phrase, in Kɔɖa, they have become head-adjacent, encliticizing to the finite 
predicate. These will be treated in the current chapter (§3.5) despite having one foot firmly in the 
syntax of the language.  
 The morphology of nominals (more neutrally, arguments) is simpler than that of verbs 





definiteness marker, -ʈa, borrowed from Bangla and number marking suffixes that appear 
identical to the third person subject enclitics. There also exists a set of case markers which attach 
to the end of the noun; some case markers are borrowed from Bangla (e.g., accusative -kɛ) and 
others are native (e.g. genitive -rɛn). Preceding the head noun, we find a position  for modifiers 
and determiner, as shown in (3.1).  
(3.1)  Kɔɖa nominal/argument template 
 DET MODIFIERS [ROOT -DEF -NUM    -CASE]noun 
     
In contrast to nominals, verbs are rarely uninflected and typically take tense-aspect-mood (TAM) 
morphology and transitive/intransitive suffixes, as shown in (3.2). Note that the second position 
for suffixes in the verb is occupied by transitivity morphology, which is in complementary 
distribution with object agreement suffixes, as discussed further in §3.3.2.1. The end of the 
morphological word is marked by a mood/finiteness suffix -a, but the verb can also host subject 
clitics following this suffix. Negation is marked by an independent word that precedes the verb 
and which generally serves as the host for subject clitics when present.  
(3.2)  Kɔɖa verbal/predicate template 
 NEG(=SUBJ.AGR) [ROOT-ASP-INTR/TR/OBJ.AGR-ASP-FIN]verb(=SUBJ.AGR) 
 
Kɔɖa lost prefixation as a productive word formation process, which is typical of North 
Munda languages (Anderson, 2007, p.18). However, unlike its sister languages, for instance 
Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 51), Mundari (Osada, 2008, p. 116) and Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, p. 100),  
Kɔɖa lost infixation as productive word formation processes as well. Suffixation and 





3.1 Word categories 
For the purpose of this chapter, we will refer to words following the template in (3.1) as 
nouns and those that follow the template in (3.2) as verbs, side-stepping for now the difficult 
question of morphosyntactic category flexibility, which we return to in §3.8. A small group of 
property-denoting roots can be categorized as adjectives on the basis of at least one 
morphological property: these roots require a nominalizer -iʔ to form a nominal or noun phrase. 
For instance, from maraŋ ‘big’, we derive maraŋ-iʔ-ku ‘the big ones’ and from ɟiliŋ ‘tall’ we find 
jiliŋ-iʔ-ʈa ‘the tall one’. It is difficult to distinguish these adjectives from other verbs because 
property denoting roots generally take TAM morphology, for instance ɟiliŋ-a (tall-FIN) ‘It will be 
tall’ and maraŋ-aka-a (big-PRF.INTR-FIN) ‘It has become big’.  
 Adverbs, postpositions, and particles are non-inflecting closed classes stems. Many of 
them are borrowed from Bangla. Adverbs modify verb phrases and clausal constituents. 
Postpositions follow (potentially case marked) nominals. Many of the postpositions are borrowed 
from Bangla as well. Finally the most frequent particles are focus and emphasis clitics such as 
=gɛn ‘FOC’ and =d̪ɔ ‘EMPH’.   
 
3.2 Nominal morphology 
3.2.1 Nominal derivational suffixes 
3.2.1.1 Nominalizer -iʔ 
The suffix -iʔ attaches directly to a small class of property-denoting roots to yield nouns, 
which can then fit into the nominal template in (3.1). This suffix is formally identical to the third 





agreement marker, although the two may very well be related historically. Two examples of this 
suffix with the root maraŋ ‘big’ are shown in (3.3). 
(3.3) 
a. maraŋiʔʈaʔ                          nut̪um bokul 
 maraŋ-iʔ-ʈa-aʔ                    nut̪um bokul   
 big-NMLZ-DEF.SG-GEN       name   Bokul 
 ‘The big one’s name is Bokul.’ [Love and Salt, 6] 
 
b. maraŋiʔkurɛn                   nut̪um   puʈi  ar    huɖiŋiʔkurɛn                      nut̪um ʈaki 
 maraŋ-iʔ-ku-rɛn               nut̪um   puʈi  ar    huɖiŋ-iʔ-ku-rɛn                   nut̪um ʈaki 
 big-NMLZ-DEF.PL-GEN       name        Puti   and    small-NMLZ-DEF.PL-GEN      name Taki 
 ‘The big ones’ name is Puti and the small ones’ is Taki.’ [Elicitation X] 
 
3.2.1.2 Similative suffix -laka   
The suffix -laka derives a word meaning ‘similar to or resembling ROOT’. The example 
in (3.4a) shows that baŋli-laka ‘Hindu-like’ yields an adverbial, modifying the manner in which 
an action is carried out, while in (3.4b) kobiraɟ-laka ‘physician-like’ functions as an adnominal 
modifier.  
(3.4) 
a. abu            baŋlilaka     puɟaʔt̪abu  
 abu            baŋli-laka    puɟa-ɛʔ-t̪-a=bu 
 1PL.INCL    Hindu-like        worship-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1PL.INCL.SBJ 






b. hɛ   kobiraɟlakagɛn           hɔrɔ     tɛ 
 hɛ   kobiraɟ-laka=gɛn       hɔrɔ     ta=ɛ 
 yes   physician-like=FOC          man        COP=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Yes, he is a physician-like person.’ [Jatadhari the priestess, 105] 
 
3.2.1.3 Adverbializer suffix -kɛhɛ 
The suffix -kɛhɛ attaches to nominals, adjectives and verb stems. With a nominal N, it 
derives the mention ‘at the rate of N’ as shown in (3.5a), when it attaches to an adjectival stem it 
derives an adverb as shown in (3.5b). A verb stem, V, suffixed with -kɛhɛ yields the perfective 
participle V-kɛhɛ and indicates ‘having done V’ as shown in (3.5c). Though it is traditionally 
called a conjunctive participle, we call it a perfective participle and gloss it as PRF.PTCP. 
(3.5) 
a.  … miʔ ʃɔ          aʃi    ʈakakɛhɛ         muɟuri emkunaku 
…. miʔ ʃɔ         aʃi    ʈaka-kɛhɛ         muɟuri ɛm-ku-n-a=ku 
…  one.   hundred eighty taka-PRF.PTCP   wages      give-1/3PL.OBJ-INTR.B-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
‘They will give us at a rate of one hundred eighty bucks. [Arun visits India, 38] 
 
b.  … manɖiʈa           lɔʔ   beʃkɛhɛ           mɛʃaiʔtaku 
 … manɖiʈa           lɔʔ   beʃ-kɛhɛ          mɛʃa-iʔ-ta-a=ku 
 … cooked.rice-DEF  with  good-PRF.PTCP  mix-3SG.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘…they mix it with rice very well.’ [Alcohol, 30] 
 
c.  puʈʰia hiʔkɛhɛ           ɟɔtɔaʔ    lɔʔ   dɛkʰaɛnalɛ 





 Puthia come-PRF.PTCP  all-GEN   with  meet-AOR.INTR-INTR.B-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SBJ   
 ‘We meet with all after coming to Puthia.’ [Arun visits India, 139] 
 
3.2.2 Number marking 
In an indefinite NP, nouns are not inflected for number when modified by a numeral or 
quantifier, as shown in (3.6). In contrast, when the NP is definite, number is marked either by the 
plural (definite) suffix -ku or the singular (definite) suffix -ʈa, the latter of which is a borrowing 
from Bangla, where it also marks definite singular nouns.  
(3.6) 
a. miŋa  hɔrɔ ‘one man’ baria  hɔrɔ ‘two men’ mɛlai̯  hɔrɔ ‘many men’ 
b. miŋa  ipil ‘one star’ baria  ipil ‘two stars’ mɛlai̯  ipil ‘many stars’ 
 
(3.7)  
a.  hɔrɔ-ʈa 
man-DEF.SG 
‘the man’        
 hɔrɔ-ku        
man-DEF.PL 
‘the men’ 
b. ipil-ʈa          
star-DEF.SG 
‘the star’ 
ipil-ku          
star-DEF.PL 
‘the stars’ 
c. haku-ʈa        
fish-DEF.SG 
‘the fish (singular)’  
haku-ku           
haku-DEF.PL 





The plural-definite marker -ku is clearly related to the pronominal formant -ku, which we find 
both in object agreement suffixes as well as subject clitics.  
 Mass nouns and collective/generic nouns can also take singular definite marking with -ʈa, 
just as in Bangla, as shown in (3.8a-b) although generic NPs are generally expressed as bare 
indefinites, as shown in (3.8c).  
(3.8) 
a. git̪ilʈa              ɟɛ       lɔlɔaka   
 git̪il-ʈa             ɟɛ      lɔlɔ-aka-a   
       sand-DEF.SG      very    hot-PERF.INTR-FIN  
 'The sand has become very hot.' [Elicitation X]   
b.  t̪ɔu̯aʈa            daʔarɛ         uɟugaka 
 t̪ɔua-ʈa          daʔa-rɛ        uɟug-aka-a 
milk-DEF.SG   water-LOC     fall-PERF.INTR-FIN 
'The milk fell into the water.' [Elicitation X] 
c. tɔu̯a   nu  ɟɛ  bugin 
 tɔua   nu  ɟɛ  bugin 
 milk  drink  very  good 
 ‘Drinking milk is very good.’ [Phonemes Distribution, Shohag, 426] 
 
Mass and other non-count nouns may take the plural-definite marker -ku, for example git̪il-ku 
(sand-DEF.PL) and t̪ɔɔ̯a-ku (milk-DEF.PL), but here the plural marker coerces a count noun 







3.2.3 Case suffixes 
Kɔɖa displays four case relations, marked with the suffixes shown in Table 3-1. As discussed 
below, some of these morphemes come from Kɔɖa’s native Munda stratum while others have 
entered the language from Bangla. They are discussed in turn in the following subsections.  
Table 3-1 Kɔɖa case markers 
Gloss Marker Function 
Object (OBJ) -kɛ  
 
Human direct and animate indirect object NPs 
Genitive (GEN) -aʔ  
-rɛn/-raʔ 
Pronominal possessors 
Full NP possessors 
Locative (LOC) -rɛ Temporal and locative phrases 
Instrument-Locative (INS.LOC) -t̪ɛ Instruments and sources 
 
3.2.3.1 Object marking 
Object marking on Kɔɖa nominals and pronominals follows a nominative-accusative 
alignment pattern. Subjects of both transitive and intransitive clauses are morphologically 
unmarked. This can be seen in the full NP argument in (3.9a), the pronominal subject in (3.9b) and 
the proper name subject in (3.9c).  
(3.9) Nominative-Accusative Case Marking  
a.  iŋa                   baba     tɔu̯a    akʰinɛtɛ 
 iŋ-aʔ   baba  tɔua  akʰin-ɛʔ-t=ɛ 
 1SG-GEN.PRON father  milk  sell-TR.A-PRES.PROG=3SG.SBJ 






b. iŋ      muʃin    inɖia   ʃɛnakaiŋ 
 iŋ      muʃin   inɖia    ʃɛn-aka-a=iŋ 
 1SG    once        India      go-PRF.INTR-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘Once, I went to India.’  [Arun visits India, 1] 
c. ɟami     haku    ʃaʔakutɛ 
 ɟami  haku  ʃaʔa-ku-ta-a=ɛ 
 Jami  fish  catch-1/3PL.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Does Jami catch fish?’  [NEG (fishing), 7] 
In contrast, undergoer arguments in transitive clauses receive differential object marking (Aissen, 
2003), in which certain types of objects receive obligatory case marking, some are marked 
optionally, and others are excluded from case marking altogether. Differential object marking is 
determined by the animacy hierarchy in conjunction with the referentiality of the object and 
grammatical function. Human direct objects, whether full NPs, pronouns or proper names, are 
obligatorily marked with -kɛ, apparently a Bangla loan, glossed here as OBJ (OBJECTIVE) and shown 
in (3.9d-e). 
d. am   ki    ʃɔhag*(kɛ)    daltiʔap 
 am   ki    ʃɔhag-kɛ       dal-tɛ-iʔ-a=p 
 2SG  QM   Shohag-OBJ   strike-AOR.TR-3SG.OBJ-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Did you strike Shohag?’ [Elicitation IX, 76] 
e. iŋ     aku*(kɛ)  dalkuiŋ  
 iŋ.    aku-kɛ     dal-ku=iŋ  
 1SG    3PL-OBJ        strike-3PL.OBJ=1SG.SBJ 





Objective case does not occur on nominal direct objects that refer to indefinite non-human 
animates or to inanimates, as shown in (3.9f-h).  
f.      … miŋa   uriɟ(*kɛ)   kiriŋkiʔakin 
 … miŋa   uriɟ- kɛ     kiriŋ-kɛ-iʔ-a=kin 
 …  one        cow-OBJ     buy-PERF.TR-1SG.OBJ-FIN=3DL.SBJ 
 ‘They bought a cow.’ [My Life Story, 15] 
g. iŋ     amkɛ       miŋa  uriʔ(*kɛ)   ɛmmɛiŋ 
 iŋ     am-kɛ      miŋa  uriʔ-kɛ    ɛm-mɛ=iŋ 
 1SG   2SG-OBJ   one       cow-OBJ  give-2SG.OBJ=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I will give you a cow.’ [Elicitation IX, 26] 
h. iŋ    miŋa   cɛlaŋ(*kɛ)  kiriŋtɛdaiŋ 
 iŋ    miŋa   cɛlaŋ          kiriŋ-tɛ-d-a=iŋ 
 1SG  one       pot                  buy-AOR.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG.SG 
 ‘I bought a pot!’ [Elicitation X] 
The objective case marker optionally occurs on direct objects that refer to definite non-human 
animals, as shown in (3.9i-j) respectively.  
i. nɛʔɛ   uriʔʈa(kɛ)              arunkɛ       emim 
 nɛʔɛ   uriɟ-ʈa(-kɛ)            arun-kɛ     ɛm-iʔ=m 
 DEM   cow-DEF.SG(-OBJ)    arun-OBJ     give-3SG.OBJ=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Give the cow to Arun.’ [Elicitation IX, 151] 
j. iŋ amkɛ      miŋa   uriʔʈa(kɛ)         ɛmmɛiŋ 
 iŋ am-kɛ      miŋa   uriɟ-DEF.SG-kɛ    ɛm-mɛ=iŋ 
 1SG  2SG-OBJ     one       cow-OBJ  give-2SG.OBJ=1SG.SBJ 





Finally, the objective case marker obligatorily occurs on all nominal and pronominal indirect 
objects that are animate, as shown in (3.9k-kl). In contrast, inanimate (pronominal) indirect objects 
get locative case marker, as shown in (3.9m). Note that the case suffixes attach to the right most 
element of a noun phrase. 
k. nɛʔɛ   gʰaʃarku    miŋa    uriʔ*(kɛ)    d̪a 
 nɛʔɛ   gʰaʃar-ku   miŋa    uriɟ-kɛ       d̪a 
 DEM   food-PL         one         cow-OBJ      give 
 ‘Give this grass to a cow.’ [Elicitation X] 
l. iŋ     ranikɛ     aku*(kɛ)    udugakuiŋ 
 iŋ     rani-kɛ    aku-kɛ       uduga-ku=iŋ 
 1SG   rani-OBJ   3PL-OBJ       show-3PL.OBJ=1SG.SUB 
 ‘I will show Rani to them.’ [Elicitation X] 
m.  iŋ      mandirrɛ    mɔrɛ ʈaka ɛmhɛdaiŋ 
 iŋ      mandir-rɛ   mɔrɛ ʈaka ɛm-kɛ-d-a=iŋ 
 1SG    temple-LOC  five    Taka   give-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I gave five bucks to the temple’ [Elicitation X]  
This complex distribution of differential object marking in Kɔɖa with -kɛ is similar to that found 
in the morpheme’s source language, Bangla. In Bangla, -kɛ obligatorily marks both direct and 
indirect object when the referent is human. An indirect object that has a definite animate referent 
also gets the case marker -kɛ obligatorily and inanimate direct objects are unmarked (Onishi, 2001, 
p. 114). The hierarchies relevant to differential object marking are summarized in (3.10), where 







(3.10) Factors in differential object marking   
 a.  REFERENTIALITY HIERARCHY:  Definite > Indefinite 
 b.  ANIMACY HIERARCHY:   Human > Animal > Inanimate 
 c. GRAMMATICAL RELATION:  Indirect Object > Direct Object 
 
3.2.3.2 Genitive case 
Kɔɖa uses three (native) suffixes for genitive case marking, -aʔ, -rɛn and -raʔ. Personal pronouns 
take the suffix -aʔ invariably, as shown in (3.11). 
(3.11) Genitive case marker for pronominals 
a. iŋ-aʔ         ɔraʔ           1SG-GEN house               ‘my house’ 
b. am-aʔ       bɔʔɔ          2PL-GEN husband             ‘your husband’ 
c. abu-aʔ     maiŋ           1PL-GEN mother              ‘our mother’ 
d. aku-aʔ     hakɛ            3PL-GEN axe                    ‘their axe’ 
In contrast to pronouns, full noun phrases as well as demonstratives take the suffix -rɛn, as shown 
in (3.12). Note that the ʃumɔn-rɛn ‘Shuman-GEN’ in (3.12i) and ʃumɔn-rɛn-rɛ ‘Shuman-GEN-LOC’ 
in (3.12j) can constitute referential phrases themselves, for instance they are used to mean 
‘Shuman’s’ and ‘at Shuman’s’ in response to questions like ‘whose is this?’ and ‘where are you?’ 
respectively.                            
(3.12) Genitive case marker for nominals 
a. ʃumɔn-rɛn hɔn             Shuman-GEN son      





c. uriʔ-rɛn ɟɔm                  cow-GEN food          
d. ɟami-rɛn bahu              Jami-GEN wife        
e. haʃa-rɛn ɔraʔ                mud-GEN house      
f. ɔrɛ-rɛn t̪uka                   bird-GEN nest         
g. nɛʔɛ-ku-rɛn mane         this-DF.PL-GEN meaning 
h. nɛʔɛ-(ʈa)-rɛn nut̪um       this-(DF.SG)-GEN name 
i. ʃumɔn-rɛn                    Shuman-GEN 
j. ʃumɔn-rɛn-rɛ               Shuman-GEN-LOC 
The examples in (3.13) show that Kɔɖa noun phrases as well as demonstratives also take a genitive 
suffix -raʔ, which can be used interchangeably with -rɛn,  
(3.13) 
a. ʃuɟɔn-raʔ baba          Shujon-GEN baba 
b. orun-raʔ ɟɔm             Arun-GEN food 
c. hɔn-raʔ ɟɔm              kid-GEN food 
d. haʃa-raʔ ɔraʔ             mud-GEN house 
e.  ʃumɔn-raʔ                  Shuman-GEN 
f. nɛʔɛ-raʔ                     this-GEN 





Other Kherwarian languages, for example Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 35), Mundari (Osada, 
2008, p. 109) and Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, p. 92), have the locative suffixes -rɛak’, -reaʔ and -reyaʔ, 
respectively, apart from -aʔ and -rɛn. Nukom (2001, p. 29) and Ghosh (2008, p. 35) derive the 
Santali genitive suffix -rɛak’ from locative -rɛ in combination with the suffix -aʔ. In Konow’s 
description of Kɔɖa we see the genitive suffix -rɛn but not the suffix -raʔ. We assume that the 
Kɔɖa genitive suffix -raʔ is an innovation, with the initial -r- on analogy with /-rɛn/.  Nonetheless, 
it is the dominant variant in the corpus, with 161 instances of -rɛn versus 57 instances of -raʔ.   
 
3.2.3.3 Locative case 
The (native) locative case suffix -rɛ serves to mark location in space and time. The 
following examples in (3.14) show -rɛ on noun phrases referring to location, broadly construed in 
this way. In (3.14a-c), we see that noun phrases referring to space and time obligatorily get the 
locative suffix -rɛ but (3.14d) shows that the locative case marker on common time periods like 
‘morning’ can be optional.  
(3.14)  Locative case marker -rɛ 
a. … potidin   raca*(rɛ)     dubɔʔtajŋ 
 … potidin   raca-rɛ        dub-ɔʔ-ta-a=jŋ  
 … every.day   yard-LOC      sit-ITR.B-PRES.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘… every day I will sit in yard.’ [CAUS II, 57] 
b. pai̯ʃa    hɔ        tihi*(rɛ)  kaʔana  
 paiʃa    hɔ        tihi-rɛ     kaʔana 
 money    EMPH   hand          NEG.COP 






c. tikin*(rɛ)  maɳɖi       ɟɔmlalɛ 
 tikin-rɛ     maɳɖi       ɟɔm-lɛ-a=lɛ 
 noon-LOC   cooked.rice   eat-ANT-FIN=1EXCL.SBJ 
 ‘We had eaten rice at noon.’ [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 21] 
d. ʃɛtaʔ(rɛ)       naʃta     namɛʔam 
 ʃɛtag-rɛ        naʃta     nam-ɛʔ-a=m 
 morning-LOC  breakfast  get-TR.A-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘You will get breakfast in the morning’ [Work I, 23] 
The interaction between locative case and the postpositions is not entirely clear. In some 
instances, we find predicative postpositions hosting the locative case marker while the 
complement of the postposition is bare, as in (3.15a), or marked by genitive case, as in (3.15b). 
In other cases, we find that postpositions heading a predicate phrase are left bare, without the 
addition of locative case, as in (3.15c).   
(3.15) 
a. cɛlaŋʈa   culha  dʰarirɛa 
 cɛlaŋ-ʈa  culha  dʰari-rɛ-a 
 POT-DEF stove   side-LOC-IND 
 ‘The pot is beside the stove’  [POSTPOSITIONS I, 8] 
b. ʈaka  bicʰnarɛn    latarrɛa 
 ʈaka  bicʰna-rɛn  latar-rɛ-a 
 money bed-GEN       under-LOC-IND 
 ‘The money is under the bed’  [POSTPOSITIONS I, 3] 
c.  alɛa ɔraʔ pɔdda dʰari 





 1PL.EX-GEN home Padma side 
 ‘Our house is by the Padma’ [ELICITATION IX, 159] 
The locative marker is used far more in stative locatives than in directional constructions. The 
contrast is shown here between (3.16a), where we find ɔraʔ ‘home’ suffixed with the locative, 
and (3.16b), where it appears bare as the complement of ʃɛn ‘go’.  
(3.16) 
a. nɛʔɛ  ɔraʔrɛ       miŋa  ʃɛta  mɛniʔa 
 nɛʔɛ  ɔraʔ-rɛ      miŋa  ʃɛta  mɛna-iʔ-a 
 this  home-LOC one    dog  be-3SG.ANM.OBJ-IND 
 ‘In this home there is a dog.’ [EXT and COND, 4] 
b.  iŋ  ɔraʔ  ʃɛnɔjŋ          am   baɟar   ʃɛnap 
 iŋ  ɔraʔ  ʃɛn-ɔ=jŋ         am   baɟar   ʃɛn-a=p 
 1SG  home  go-INTR.A=1SG.SBJ 2SG bazar  go-IND=2PL.SBJ 
 ‘I will go home, you will go to the bazaar.’ [MOOD, 10] 
Of 24 occurrences of ɔraʔ ‘home’ as the complement of ʃɛn ‘go’ in the corpus, it only takes 
locative case twice. These exceptional examples illustrate a location of motion or directional 
locative as seen in (3.17). In contrast, Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 38) and Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, pp. 
73, 188) use locative of motion with allative -te and locative of rest with suffix -rɛ.  We suggests 
that this exceptional cases are contact induce innovation: Bangla uses locative marker -tɛ (and its 
allomorph -ɛ) for both stative and directional locatives (David, 2015, p. 75).     
(3.17) 
a. maraŋ  ɔraʔrɛ              du 





 big  home-LOC        go 
 ‘Go to the big house.’ [Elicitation X Categories, 33] 
b.   ɔraʔrɛ        ʃɛnɔʔabu 
 ɔraʔ-rɛ       ʃɛn-ɔʔ-a=bu 
 home-LOC go-INTR.A-IND=1PL.INCL.SBJ 
 ‘We will go home.’ [Phoneme Distribution, Shohag, 322] 
While (3.17a) was elicited as the definite NP ‘the big house’, which may explain the presence of 
the locative, (3.17b) is interpreted as the speaker’s home, a context where we have not found the 
locative otherwise (compare English ‘go home’, where ‘home’ is speaker-oriented, versus ‘go to 
the home’, where it is not). Even in pure locative contexts, where -rɛ appears more often, we find 
a degree of variation. In (3.18a), ‘home’ is again suffixed with the locative with an existential 
predicate but is left bare in (3.18b), with the predicate dɔhɔ ‘to live/stay’.  
(3.18) 
a. iŋ    ɔraʔrɛ  mɛniŋa 
 iŋ    ɔraʔ-rɛ  mɛna-iŋ-a 
 1SG home-LOC be-1SG.OBJ-IND 
 ‘I am home.’ [Modality and Existential verbs, 9] 
b. a  parɛ  ɔraʔ  dɔhɔn 
 a  parɛ  ɔraʔ  dɔhɔ=n 
 this  after home  live=1SG.SBJ 







3.2.3.4 Instrumental-Locative case 
Kɔɖa generally uses the borrowed postposition die ‘with’ with an instrument used in 
performing an action and native locative suffix -rɛ to mark a location. However, we find a few 
instanses where the suffix -tɛ serves to mark an instrument used in performing an action, as shown 
in (3.19a). The suffix -tɛ also serves to mark a source/location as shown in (3.19b ). 
(3.19) 
a. niɟɛr   mɛt̪t̪ɛ            na     lɛl   lakʰan   apsoʃgɛn     dɔhɔna    go 
 niɟɛr   mɛt̪-t̪ɛ          na      lɛl   lakʰan   apsoʃ-gɛn   dɔhɔn-a   go 
 own      eye-INS.LOC  NEG   see  COND     regret-FOC   stay-FIN      SFP 
 ‘It will be a matter of regret if one doesn’t see it with their own eyes.’  
             [Jatadhari the priestess, 90] 
b. … ɟiuraʔ    bɔrɔtɛ             alɛ          ʈaka    emhukualɛ 
 … ɟiu-raʔ   bɔrɔ-tɛ            alɛ         ʈaka     ɛm-kɛ-ku-a=lɛ  
 … life-GEN   fear-INS.LOC   1PL.EX   money   give-PERF.TR-1/3PL.OBJ-FIN=1PL.EXCL 
 ‘Now, in fear of life, we have given them money.’ [Arun visits India, 20] 
The origin of the locative-instrumental marker -tɛ in Kɔɖa is unclear, as a similar suffix -te with 
similar functions and distributions occurs in Bangla and some other Munda languages. In Standard 
Bangla, the locative/instrumental has two allomorphs: -te for vowel-final nouns and -e for 
consonant-final nouns (David, 2015, p. 67), while in many non-standard varieties, one finds -ete 
with consonant-final nouns. In Santali, -te is the instrumental-locative case marker (Ghosh 2008, 
p. 36), while Ho has -tɛ as an allative marker, and a homophonous suffix that serves as the 
instrumental case marker (Pucilowski 2013, pp. 192: fn. 5, 125). In Kharia the suffix -te is an 





case marker is -ten (Zide, 2008, p. 263). Further work is required in order to determine whether 
Kɔɖa locative-instrumental -tɛ is borrowed or directly inherited. 
 
3.2.4 Compounding 
We treat morphologically complex words comprised of two or more stems and referring 
to one single entity or event as compounds. Some examples are shown in (3.20). The first stem is 
uninflected, and the order of the stems is often fixed. The examples in (3.20a-c) show two 
nominal stems creating a compound. In a noun-noun compound the second stem can be inflected 
as shown in (30b,d). However, the example in (3.20f) shows a compound of a nominal stem and 
verb stem, which might be an instance of noun incorporation. Note that we use the symbol + to 
indicate the compound boundary.  
(3.20) 
a. aiʔgɛn      ut̪u+manɖi    iʃin  daruʔt̪ɛ 
aiʔ=gɛn    ut̪u+manɖi   iʃin  daru-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=ɛ 
3SG=FOC curry+rice        cook  can-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ  
‘Can he cook rice and curry?’ [Jatadhari the priestess, 51] 
b. ɛnɛ ut̪u+manɖirɛ             buluŋ ka      huiaka 
 ɛnɛ ut̪u+manɖi-rɛ            buluŋ ka      hui-aka 
 this  curry+cooked.rice-LOC  salt       NEG   be-PRF.INTR 
 ‘There is no salt in this rice and curry.’ [Elicitation X, 86]  
c.  alɛ            banɖɔ+ɟilu     ɟɔmɛʔt̪alɛ 
 alɛ            banɖɔ+ɟilu    ɟɔm-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=lɛ 
 1PL.EXCL wildcat+meat     eat-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SBJ 





d. ɛnɛ baɳɖɔ+ɟilurɛ         ɟʰal   laha hui-aka 
 ɛnɛ baɳɖɔ+ɟilu-rɛ        ɟʰal   laha hui-aka 
 this  wild.cat+meat-LOC  spicey  a.lot  be-PRF.INTR 
 ‘This wild cat meat is very spicy’ [Elicitation, X 87] 
e. haʃa+kʰanɖa+kami(ʈa) alɛkɛ               bugin  lagaaʔkut̪a 
 haʃa+kʰanɖa+kami       alɛ-kɛ              bugin  laga-aʔ-ku-t̪a-a 
 soil+cut+work                       1PL.INCL-OBJ   good     feel-APPL-1/3PL.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN 
 ‘ground digging work feels good to us’ [From the direction of work, 3] 
f. alɛ            haʃa kamiʔt̪alɛ  
 alɛ            haʃa kami-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=lɛ  
 1PL.EXCL  soil    work-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SBJ  
‘We do ground digging work’ [From the direction of work, 22] 
3.2.5 Reduplication   
The most common type of reduplication in Kɔɖa involves total copying of the base, with 
the second instance of the base showing fixed segmentalism of initial m-: if the base is vowel-
initial, then m- is added as an onset (3.21b); if it is consonant-initial, but not m-initial, m- 
replaces the original initial consonant (3.21a,c-e). If the base is m-initial, t̪- replaces m- in the 
reduplicant as shown in (3.21f-k). Reduplication adds a sense of associative plural or ‘and the 
like’. 
(3.21) 
a.  d̪aʔa~maʔa             ‘water and the like’ 
b. ɔrɛʔ~mɔrɛʔ           ‘birds and the like’ 





d. haʃ~maʃ                ‘duck and the like’ 
e. bɔɖɛjʔ~mɔɖɛjʔ       ‘alcohol and the like’ 
f. mu~ʈu                     ‘nose and the like’ 
g. mɔca~ʈɔca              ‘mouth and the like’ 
h.  maraŋ~ʈaraŋ           ‘big and the like 
i. mɛt~ʈɛt                   ‘eyes and the like’ 
j. manʃit~ʈanʃit           ‘vow and the like’ 
k. manɖi ʈanɖi              ‘cooked rice and the like’ 
 
Bangla has a similar construction but uses the retroflex ʈ- as the general fixed segment, as 
in gʰɔɽa-ʈoɽa ‘horse et cetera’, ɖãt-ʈãt ‘teeth and all’. Reduplication with fixed segmentalism is 
found in many New Indo-Aryan languages and in Dravidian languages (Chatterji, 1926, p. 176) 
and may thus be seen as a characteristic feature of the south Asian linguistic area with a likely 
non-Indo-Aryan origin (Emaneau, 1965, p. 10). In this construction type, Kɔɖa  may show more 
than one strata: words like those in (3.21), with the inherited pattern, and words with bases 
borrowed from Bangla, where ʈ- as the general fixed segment like kami ʈami ‘work and the like’ 
and cʰobi ʈobi ‘photo and the like’.  
Verb stems can also be reduplicated in the same way, with examples in (3.22). The base 
remains uninflected and the m-initial copy takes TAM inflection. Reduplication in verbs signals 
minor events associated with main event referred by the verb root, similar to the associative 








a. apɛ ɟɔmmɔmkɛd̪apɛ 
apɛ ɟɔm~mɔm-kɛ-d̪-a=pɛ 
2PL eat~RED-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=2PL.SBJ 
‘Did you eat and all?’ [Elicitation X] 
b. apɛ cɛlaŋ kiriŋmiriŋkɛd̪aku 
apɛ cɛlaŋ kiriŋ~miriŋ-kɛ-d̪-a=ku 
2PL pot       buy~RED-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=2PL.SBJ 
‘Did you buy the pots and all?  
 
3.2.6 Demonstratives 
A contrast between proximal and distal in terms of proximity to the speaker is found in 
demonstratives. The proximal demonstrative, nɛʔɛ ‘this’, and distal demonstrative, ɛnɛ ‘that’, 
serve as pronouns in (3.23a-b). The examples in (3.23c-f) show that Kɔɖa demonstratives can 
host the definite suffix -ʈa DEF.SG and -ku DEF.PL when they constitute the entire noun phrase. 
The examples in (3.23g-h) show how demonstratives serve as adnominal modifiers. In this 
configuration, the demonstratives precede the noun and the noun, as the final element in the 
phrase, hosts any case marking suffixes.  
(3.23) 
a. nɛʔɛ   kʰatir   mɛlai̯    dukkʰuɛ̯naku 
 nɛʔɛ   kʰatir   mɛlai    dukkʰu-ɛ-n-a=ku 
 this      for           a.lot        grief-AOR.INTR-INTR.B-FIN=3PL.SBJ 






b. ɛnɛʔ    miŋa    tar      daru 
 ɛnɛʔ    miŋa    tar      daru 
 that     one      palm    tree 
 ‘That is a palm tree’ [VALENCY III, 1] 
c. nɛʔɛʈa         cilkakɛhɛ           tɔlɛʔaku 
 nɛʔɛ-ʈa        cilka-kɛhɛ          tɔl-ɛʔ-a=ku  
 this-DEF.SG   how-PRF.PTCP      tie-TR.A-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘How will they tie it?’ [Ditransitive verb, Applicative voice & WH, 16] 
d. nɛʔɛku         alɛaʔ                   lɔɛ̯ɔŋ 
 nɛʔɛ-ku        alɛ-aʔ                 lɔɛɔŋ 
 this-DEF.PL    1PL.EX-GEN         land 
 ‘These are our farmlands’ [VALENCY III, 8] 
e. ɛnɛʈa      lɛlkɛhɛ            iŋa                     mɔnʈa            kʰarabɔʔta 
 ɛnɛ-ʈa     lɛlkɛhɛ           iŋ-a                    mɔn-ʈa           kʰarab-ɔʔ-t-a 
 that-DEF   see-PRF.PTCP   1SG-GEN.PRON   mind-DEF.SG    bad-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN 
 ‘My mind is becoming sad after seeing that.’ [ADJ & COPULA I, 25] 
f. ɛntʰa    tʰɛkɛ     ɛnɛku           ɔcɔp 
 ɛntʰa    tʰɛkɛ     ɛnɛ-ku          ɔcɔ=pɛ 
 there      from        this-DEF.PL    move=2PL.SBJ 
 ‘Move those from there!’ [Phoneme Distribution, Shohag, 90] 
g. nɛʔɛ    ulʈa                   bilia 
 nɛʔɛ    ul-ʈa                  bili-a 
 this        mango-DEF.SG    ripe-FIN 






h. ɛnɛ    ɟamaʈa          agum 
 ɛnɛ    ɟama-ʈa         agu=m 
 that.    shirt-DEF.SG    bring=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Bring that shirt!’ [IMPERATIVES, 1] 
Kɔɖa has another pair of distal demonstratives that are differentiated for number via an 
incorporated -ku formant in the plural: niʔi DIST.SG versus plural niku DIST.PL. Number is thus 
expressed once on the demonstrative and potentially again on a following noun if it is definite, 
e.g. niʔi hɔrɔ-ʈa (DIST.SG man-DEF.SG) and niku haku-ku (DIST.PL fish-DEF.PL). These 
demonstratives serve as pronouns whose referents are not present in front of the speaker, as 
shown in (3.24a-b). 
(3.24) 
a. niʔi           orunrɛn        bʰai̯     tɛ 
 niʔi           orun-rɛn       bʰai     ta=ɛ 
 3SG.DIST   orun-GEN        brother   COP=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘He (not present) is Arun’s brother’ [Elicitation IX, 139] 
b.  ɟahai̯   kaku        gam   darua    nikuaʔ             boi̯  ɛbɔŋ cʰobi    kaʔana 
 ɟahai   ka=ku      gam   daru-a   niku-aʔ            boi  ɛbɔŋ cʰobi    kaʔana 
 others    NEG=3.PL  say      can-FIN   3PL.DIST-GEN  book  and     photo     NEG.COP 
 ‘Others can’t say their books and photos don’t exist.’ [Kɔɖa Language 2, 13] 
3.3 Pronouns 
Kɔɖa has a set of free personal pronouns (§3.3.1) and two sets of bound pronominals: 
object agreement suffixes (§3.3.2.1) and subject clitics (§3.3.2.2). While these pronouns are 






3.3.1 Free Pronouns 
Free pronouns behave syntactically as noun phrases and can serve as arguments. Kɔɖa 
pronouns are marked for person and number but not gender. All persons distinguish between 
singular, dual, and plural number. First person dual and plural forms show an inclusive/exclusive 
contrast. Note that, except in the first person, free pronouns have a common initial vowel, a. We 
posit it to be a phonological insertion that follows from a historical constraint which required a 
minimal word to be disyllabic. Our postulation hinges on the fact that the roots in Munda 
languages are predominantly disyllabic. Also, the first singular pronoun in some other Munda 
languages shows the common initial vowel, a, for instance añ in Mundari (Osada, 2008, p. 109), 
a north Munda language and aiŋ in Juang (Patnaik, 2008, p. 520), a south Munda language.  The 
full pronominal paradigm is shown in Table 3-2.  
Table 3-2 Kɔɖa free pronouns (personal pronouns) 




1ST (incl.) a-laŋ a-bu 
2ND a-m a-bɛn a-pɛ 









3.3.2 Bound pronominals 
Kɔɖa has two sets of bound pronominal suffixes with distinct distributions and 
grammatical functions: one set comprises direct/indirect object agreement markers suffixed to 
verbs and the other set comprises second-position subject clitics.  
 
3.3.2.1 Object agreement suffixes 
Animate objects are indexed on verbs with bound pronominal suffixes that function as 
object agreement markers. These object agreement markers, shown in Table 4-3, agree in person 
and number with the object. We give some examples illustrating these markers in (3.25).  
Table 3-3 Object agreement markers 




1ST (incl.) -laŋ -bu 
2ND -mɛ -bɛn -pɛ 
3RD  -iʔ -kin -ku 
(3.25) 
a.  aku ɔɖɔ iŋkɛ       aʃirbad   emkiŋaku 
 aku ɔɖɔ iŋ-kɛ      aʃirbad  ɛm-kɛ-iŋ-a=ku 
 3PL and  1SG-OBJ  blessings  give-PRF.TR-1SG.OBJ-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They gave me blessings as well’ [Arun visits India, 124] 
b.  aku lɛltɛliŋaku 





 3PL see-AOR.TR-1DL.EXCL.OBJ-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They saw us (excl.)  two’  
 [Elicitation X, 85] 
c.  aku alaŋkɛ              daltɛlaŋaku 
aku alaŋ-kɛ             dal-tɛ-laŋ-a=ku 
3PL 1DL.INCL-OBJ    strike-AOR.TR-1DL.INCL.OBJ-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
‘They beat us (incl.) two up.’ [Elicitation X, 83] 
d.  alɛkɛ ɔɖɔ ʃumɔn ɟɔbɔr adɔr ʃɔrman rikahukuɛ 
alɛ-kɛ      ɔɖɔ ʃumɔn ɟɔbɔr adɔr+ʃɔrman  rika-kɛ-ku=ɛ 
1PL.INCL  and  respect  very    care+respect       do-PRF.TR-ku=1PL.INCL 
‘He treated us with great respect.’ [Name giving society, 57] 
e.  abukɛ ɛnɛʔ udugaʔbukunaku 
 abu-kɛ            ɛnɛʔ udug-aʔ-bu-kɛn-a=ku 
 1PL.INCL-OBJ  that    show-APL-1PL.INCL-PST.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They were showing that to us.’ [Introduction to the Koda people, 56] 
f.  ʃɔhag   amkɛ      itiʔ    utu   ɛm-mɛ=iŋ 
 ʃɔhag   am-kɛ     itiɟ    utu   ɛm-mɛ=iŋ 
 Shohag  2SG-OBJ  a.little curry  give-2SG=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘Shohag, will I give you a little curry?’ [Dinner I, 22] 
g.  aku abɛnkɛ lɛltɛbɛnaku 
aku abɛn-kɛ lɛl-tɛ-bɛn-a=ku 
1SG 2DL-OBJ see-AOR.TR-2DL.OBJ-FIN=3PL.SBJ 






h.  apɛkɛ     bagipɛalɛ 
 apɛ-kɛ    bagi-pɛ-a=lɛ 
 2PL-OBJ  free-2PL.OBJ-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SUB 
 ‘We will free you.’ [Arun visits India, 19] 
i.  miŋa ʃim      ɟomiʔɛ                      kaliʈa 
 miŋa ʃim      ɟom-iʔ=ɛ                  kali-ʈa 
 one     chicken eat-3SG.OBJ=3SG.SBJ  Kali-DEF.SG     
 ‘The Kali ate a chicken.’ [Jatadhari the priestess, 75] 
j.  akin ɔkɔmanrikina 
 akin ɔkɔman-rɛ-kin-a 
 3DL  where-LOC-3DL.OBJ-FIN 
 ‘Where are they two?’ [POSTPOSITIONS I, 13] 
k.  nɛʔɛ aʃaʈa              emtukuiŋ                                    akukɛ 
 nɛʔɛ aʃa-ʈa             ɛm-tɛ-ku=iŋ                                aku-kɛ 
 that     hope-DEF.SG  give-AOR.TR-1/3PL.OBJ=1SG.SBJ   1PL-OBJ 
’I gave them this hope.’ [Arun visits India, 151] 
 
Recall that object agreement suffixes appear in the second position after the verb root, in 
complementary distribution with transitivity morphology within the verbal template as shown in 
§ 3.2. Note that only animate objects are indexed on the verb where animate objects include any 
living being, some medicinal plants/potions, the gods, and heavenly bodies including the moon, 
the sun, the stars that are revered in the indigenous culture of the Kɔɖa speakers. In this light, we 
present a revised animacy hierarchy as in (3.26), where the feature/category to the left is more 





(3.26) ANIMACY HIERARCHY (REVISED) 
a.  For object case marking: Human>Animal>Inanimate 
b.  For object agreement marking on the verb: Animate> Inanimate 
3.3.2.2 Subject clitics 
Subject clitics, shown in Table 4-4, occur at the final edge of the predicate as in (3.27a) 
but when the preverbal negation marker ka is present, a subject clitic may follow just the 
negation marker as in (3.27b) or be present both on negation and the verb as in (3.27c).    
 
Table 3-4 Kɔɖa subject clitics 
Person Singular Dual Plural 
1st inclusive =iŋ =liŋ =lɛ 
 1st exclusive --- =laŋ =bu 
2ND =m, =p =bɛn =pɛ 
3RD  =ɛ =kin =ku 
 
(3.27) 
a.  iŋ    muʃin inɖia ʃɛnakaiŋ 
 iŋ    muʃin inɖia ʃɛn-aka-a=iŋ 
 1SG  once     India   go-PRF.INTR-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I have been to India once’ [Arun visits India, 1] 
b.  tacʰara boɖɛjʔ ɟɔtɔ-iʔ     tɔ        rika kaku               ʃaria 





 besides    wine      all-NMLZ  EMPH  do     NEG=3PL.SBJ  know-FIN 
 ‘Bisides, everyone will not know how to make wine.’ [Acohol, 47] 
c.  iŋ     tɔ       ka=iŋ             tɔhɔnkɛnaiŋ                        dɔ        go 
 iŋ    tɔ        ka=iŋ             tɔhɔn-kɛn-a=iŋ                   dɔ        go 
 1SG EMPH  NEG=1SG.SBJ  be-PST.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ   EMPH   SFP 
 ‘Well, I was not there.’ [Name Giving Ceremony, 30] 
 
3.4 Verb Morphology 
Verbal morphology of Kherwarian languages presents several challenges for analysis. 
Firstly, a large portion of the verb morphology is involved in interlocking agreement patterns 
that depend on features of aspect and transitivity. Secondly, the position of object agreement 
resists a templatic approach and has thus given rise to a multiplicity of templates and 
subtemplates, as in the work of Anderson and Pucilowski (2013). Thirdly, morphemes that 
should bear a paradigmatic resemblance to each other have no phonological commonality while, 
in several cases, morphemes that do not share any function do bear a phonological similarity to 
each other. Finally, the semantics of some of the aspectual morphemes is extremely difficult to 
pin down and defies simple description. In this section, we will nonetheless propose a new, 
minimal templatic analysis of the Kɔɖa verb which differs significantly from accounts of related 
languages in which multiple templates and subtemplates have been posited. We also attempt to 
describe the meaning of each morpheme based on the corpus. Another innovation here is the 
treatment of several affixes as derivational as opposed to inflectional, in contrast to other 
Kherwarian languages. We investigate whether this is due to degrammaticalization (Muriel 





Kɔɖa roughly adheres to the Munda template proposed by Anderson (2008, p. 217) in 
(3.28).   
(3.28) Anderson (2008, p. 217) 
 Root + (Aspect) + (trans/intrans) + (OBJ) + (IND/FIN) = (Subject) 
The root is followed by a set of aspect markers many of which are portmanteau expressions of 
aspect and tense, which is followed by a position hosting transitivity-related morphology, which 
is followed by object agreement, which is in turn followed by an indicative suffix. In the case of 
Kɔɖa, this suffix marks both declaratives and interrogatives but is absent in imperatives. Finally, 
a post-verbal clitic agrees with the subject. One complication in Kɔɖa and other closely related 
languages which we will analyze below is the existence of two separate aspect positions. One set 
of aspect markers precedes object agreement while another set follows it, as seen in (3.29).  
(3.29)  Kɔɖa verbal/predicate template 
  [ROOT + APPL + ASP + TRAN/OBJ.AGR + ASP + FIN](=SUBJ.AGR) 
 
Note also the presence of an applicative immediately following the verb root. The function of the 
applicative suffix is discussed in §3.4.1.1 
 Before we examine the workings of the template in (3.2) in detail, let us take a brief look 
at what we can call the “verbal complex”, the immediate syntactic context in which the verb 
finds itself. The verbal complex, which defines the boundaries of subject clitic placement, 
contains negation and auxiliaries in addition to the verb. Negation precedes the finite verb in a 
simple clause, but, as seen in (3.30), when an auxiliary occurs it is treated as the finite predicate 
(note the finite suffix -a on daru ‘can’) and appears in clause final position. Negation thus 






tarpɔrɛ ɔ      giɖi=tɔ    ajʔkɛ     miʔ   ʃatɛ  cenɟ   ka   darua,   ajʔkɛ     dɔhɔgɛn    laga-a 
tarporɛ ɔ     giɖi=tɔ     ac-kɛ    miŋa  ʃatɛ cenɟ   ka   daru-a   ac-kɛ    dɔhɔ=gɛn  laga-a 
consec    EMPH throw=FOC 3SG-OBJ  one      with  change NEG  can-IND    3SG-OBJ  live=FOC      require-IND 
‘Yet, quitting it at once cannot change a person; he has to live.’  [Alcohol, 11] 
 
Turning to the verb template itself, there are of course many ways to approach the 
problematic nature of agreement between affixes and the dual aspect positions but let us sketch 
out what any analysis must contend with. One set of aspect suffixes, shown in the green block in 
Table 3.5, indicating various telic/completive aspects, precedes the transitivity related suffixes 
that they co-occur with (including object marking). Another set of aspect suffixes, shown in the 
blue block in Table 3.5, indicating atelic/imperfective aspects, follows any co-occurring 
transitivity related suffixes (including object marking). A third set comprising one aspect suffix, 
shown in the orange block in Table 3.5, which occurs on intransitive verbs, escapes this binary 
categorization in that it neither precedes nor follows any co-occurring transitivity related 
suffixes. The transitivity suffixes themselves are selected on the basis of the aspects they cooccur 
with; for instance, there are completely distinct [+telic] and [–telic] pairs for both the intransitive 
and transitive markers. At the same time, several of the aspect markers themselves come in pairs 
for [+transitive] and [–transitive]. Thus, any morpheme combination in the core of the verbal 
template must agree both for [±telic] and [±transitive].   
 We present a verb template that posits a single position for aspect morphemes, which, in 
any account must be prevented from co-occurring with each other, and two positions for 






Table 3-5 Kɔɖa verbal/predicate template 
0 1 2 3 4 5 CLITIC 
ROOT APPL/VENT TRANS A 
[–TELIC] 










PRES.PROG   
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=iŋ  1SG 
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Here, the block of morphemes on top, in the blue cells, is [–telic] while the one on the bottom, in 
the green cells, is [+telic]. The morpheme in the middle block, in the orange cell, appears to be 
underspecified for telicity in that the present perfect aspect -aka can indicate simple present and 
present perfect depending on the semantic type of the roots it attaches to and does not co-occur 
with any transitivity related suffixes as demonstrated in § 3.4.2.1. This provides a succinct 
account of Kɔɖa morphotactics with an important caveat: there must be two positions for object 
agreement on this approach, one for each block of [+telic] and [-telic] suffixes. While this 
proposal is unique for Munda languages, the analysis is not out of place in the theoretical 
literature (see, e.g. Mitchell, 1994; Ouhalla, 1991; Julien, 2002). This approach is thus more 
similar to the multiple template analysis of Anderson and Pucilowski, as there is less integration 
between the three blocks of morphemes in Table 3.5. Nonetheless, a single template still captures 
the fact that the core is embedded within a common morphological context that contains 
applicative and finiteness morphology.  
 In our analysis, we require an ad-hoc constraint on the combination of the anterior suffix 
-lɛ with the [+telic, +transitive] suffix -d. We can call this constraint either *-lɛ-d, based on 
phonological form or *-ANT-TR, based on function. Strangely, there is no clear repair mechanism 
for this constraint. Given an appropriate context for the anterior aspect together with an 
inanimate object that would otherwise trigger the insertion of -d, speakers provide an alternative 
using an entirely different aspect marker, either the perfective -kɛ or the aorist -tɛ in combination 
with -d.  It is unclear why this should be so given the fact that the anterior can appear with the 
object agreement markers used for animate objects. The example in (3.31) illustrates the 
aforementioned irregularity with respect to the aorist suffix -lɛ. The examples in (3.31a-b) show -





examples in (3.31c-d) we do not transitive suffix -d after anterior suffix -lɛ. More research is 
needed as to whether the semantics of the anterior can be carried over into these alternative 
usages of the perfective and aorist in combination with inanimate objects.  
(3.31) 
a.  tɛ  iŋ     buluŋ laka   bʰalɔbaʃalɛmaiŋ  
 tɛ  iŋ     buluŋ-laka   bʰalɔbaʃa-lɛ-mɛ-a=iŋ 
 so  1SG   salt-like           love-ANT.TR-2SG.OBJ-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
ɛnɛmɛncʰɛ bɔnɔbaʃrɛ         emtiŋap 
ɛnɛmɛncʰɛ bɔnɔbaʃ-rɛ        ɛm-tɛ-iŋ-a=p 
that’s.why     banishment-LOC   get-AOR.TR-1SG-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
‘So, I had loved you like (I like) salt, that is why you got me banished.’  
[Love and salt, 36] 
b.  tarmoiddʰɛ  ɟɔkʰɔn bɔɖɛʔ      emlukuaku  
tarmoiddʰɛ  ɟɔkʰɔn bɔɖɛɟ       ɛm-lɛ-ku-a=ku  
meanwhile        when      rice.wine   get-ANT.TR-1/3PL.OBJ-FIN=3PL.SBJ   
bar gɛlaʃ marakɛdaiŋ                      iŋ    ɛgdom   nukɛdaiŋ 
bar gɛlaʃ mara-kɛ-d-a=iŋ                iŋ    ɛgdom   nu-kɛ-d-a=iŋ 
two glass   kill-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG   1SG. totally       drink-PRF.TR-TR-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
‘When they had brought us rice-wine, I chugged two glasses. I totally drank it.  
[Name Giving ceremony, 45] 
c. bɔɖɛʔku             beʃgɛn        rikalaku 
 bɔɖɛʔku             beʃ=gɛn      rika-lɛ-a=ku 
 rice.wine-DEF.PL very=FOC      do-ANT.TR-FIN=3PL.SBJ 






d.  … tikinrɛ     manɖi         ɟɔmlalɛ 
 … tikin-rɛ    manɖi         ɟɔm-lɛ-a=lɛ 
 … noon-LOC   cooked.rice    eat-ANT.TR-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SBJ 
 ‘We had eaten rice at noon.’ [Name Giving ceremony, 21] 
 
3.4.1 Verbal Derivational Morphology 
One of the great challenges of Munda morphology is determining whether morphemes 
can be divided usefully into a class of derivational affixes versus inflectional affixes. In terms of 
category changing morphology, there is very little. Rather, entity-denoting roots can form event 
predicates simply by placing such a root in the verbal templates shown above without any visible 
derivation. Similarly, what can be considered event-denoting roots obtain an entity-denoting 
function without further derivation. Nonetheless, we can divide the morphemes within the verbal 
template into two rough groups: a more inflection-like group that reflects aspectual and 
agreement features of the clause and a more derivation-like group that helps determine argument 
structure. But even this basic split is questionable as (i) the transitivity related affixes also reflect 
the [±telic] aspectual feature and (ii) object agreement, which might be considered a purely 
inflectional category, can also be viewed as deriving transitive verbs without any additional help. 
Nonetheless, there is an interesting generalization to be made over the template with regard to 
canonical derivational, expected to be close to the root, and inflectional morphology, which is 
expected to be farther from the root/stem, external to derivation. Namely, immediately following 
the root, in the innermost positions of the verbal word, we find two morphemes that are 
unambiguously derivational: the applicative -aʔ; and the venitive -tuka. These can alter argument 





we find the central core of the template, which is a mix of derivational and inflectional functions, 
as just mentioned. Finally, on the outer edge of the verbal template, we find a finiteness marker 
which can be considered purely inflectional and has no derivational properties that affect 
argument structure. Thus, despite the heterogenous nature of the core (positions 2-4), the 
innermost and outermost slots of the template are more “well-behaved” with regard to 
conceptions of canonical derivation and inflection respectively. Examples of these morphemes in 
action with discussion are given in the following sections, organized by morphological slot and 
beginning from position 1. However, we skip the position 3 elements i.e., the aspect suffixes, 
which we return to in § 3.4.2, where we discuss the inflection-like suffixes.  
 
3.4.1.1 Applicative suffix -aʔ 
The applicative -aʔ attaches to the verb to indicate a recipient/goal. We call it applicative 
because it promotes the indirect object to a core argument: the verb agrees with the indirect 
object rather than the direct object as shown in (3.32). 
(3.32) 
a. iŋ     canɖup   udugaʔmɛt̪ajŋ 
 iŋ     canɖub    udug-aʔ-mɛ-t̪a-a=iŋ 
 1SG   moon           show-APPL-2SG.OBJ-PRS.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I am showing the moon to you.’ [Mood I, 66]  
 
b. iŋ     ʃomakɛ     miŋa  nakiʔ   kiriŋaʔliŋ 
 iŋ     ʃoma-kɛ    miŋa  nakiʔ   kiriŋ-aʔ-lɛ=iŋ 
 1SG   shoma-OBJ  one       comb     buy-APPL-ANT=1SG.SBJ 





3.4.1.2 Directional Suffix -t̪uka 
The suffix -t̪uka on action verbs indicates a motion of the actor away from the action 
denoted by the verb as shown in (3.33). In some cases, the actor moves toward a non-actor 
participant in the discourse after the action denoted by the verb is performed, as shown in 
(3.33a). In other cases, the actor’s movement toward to the non-actor participant in the discourse 
before the action is indicated as well, as shown in (3.33b) where ɛm-t̪uka ‘give-VENT’ roughly 
means ‘come, give and go’ and in (3.33c) where at̪ɛn-t̪uka ‘listen-VENT’ roughly means ‘come, 
listen and go’. Example in (3.33d) shows that although em-tuka ‘give-VENT’ roughly means 
‘come, give and go’, the sense ‘come’ can be expressed by another verb (underlined in the 
example) in a verb complex for the sake of emphasis.  
(3.33) 
a. tibiʈa        ɛnɛ    ɔraʔrɛ         d̪ohot̪ukat̪ɛd̪aiŋ 
 tibi-ʈa       ɛnɛ    ɔraʔ-rɛ       d̪ɔhɔ-t̪uka-t̪ɛ-d̪-a=iŋ 
 tv-DEF.SG   that     house-LOC    put-VENT-AOR.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I left the TV in that room’ [VENT and VALENCY, 9] 
 
b. miŋa  kagɔɟ  emt̪ukakiŋɛ 
 miŋa  kagɔɟ  ɛm-t̪uka-kɛ-iŋ=ɛ 
 one  paper  give-VEN-PRF.TR-1SG.OBJ=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘He came, gave me a paper and went back.’ [Elicitation IX, 246] 
c. ʃɔhag     miŋa   ɟagar     at̪ɛnt̪ukap 
 ʃɔhag     miŋa   ɟagar     atɛn-t̪uka=p 
 shohag.   one     speech   listen-VENT=2SG.SBJ 






d.  orun  niɟɛ  hiʔkɛhɛ         ulʈa     emtukahɛdɛ 
 orun  niɟɛ  hiʔ-kɛhɛ        ulʈa     ɛm-tuka-kɛ-d=ɛ 
 Arun self   come-PRF.PTCP  mango  give-VENT-TR.B=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Arun himself came and gave the mango (and went back)’  
[VALENCY and COMPARISONS, 8] 
e.  am utu+maɳɖiʈa iʃintukam 
 am utu+maɳɖi-ʈa iʃin-tuka=m 
 2SG curry+rice-DEF.SG cook-VENT=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘(Come) cook the rice and curry (and go).’ [Elicitation X, 88] 
The example in (3.34a-b) show that tuka can occurar as a verb, which roughly means ‘do, and 
come.’ This leads us to assume that venitive suffix -tuka and verb tuka ‘do, and come’ both 
derived from a common verb *tuka ‘do’. 
(3.34) 
a.  aku tukatɛdaku 
 aku tuka-tɛ-d-a=ku 
 3SG do.come-AOR.TR-TR-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘The came after having it done’ [Elicitation X, 89] 
b.  aku kamiʈa         tukatɛdaku 
aku kamiʈa         tuka-tɛ-d-a=ku 
 3SG work-DEF.SG do.come-AOR.TR-TR-FIN=3PL.SBJ 







3.4.1.3 Suffix -ɛʔ: Transitive marker for atelic aspects 
The transitive suffix -ɛʔ occurs on the verb with atelic/imperfective aspects, when the 
object of the verb is inanimate. The examples in (3.35a-c) show the use of transitive suffixes on 
the verb with present progressive, past progressive and future indefinite aspect respectively.  
(3.35) 
a. hɛ   iŋ    hɔ       t̪ai̯gɛn                gamɛʔt̪aiŋ 
 hɛ   iŋ    hɔ       t̪ai=gɛn              gam-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=iŋ 
 yes  1SG  EMPH  that-EMPH-FOC    say-TR.A-PRS.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘Yes, that’s what I am saying as well.’ [Ceremonies: Puja, 52] 
 
b. iŋ     ʃiŋgirɛ     baria   kɛhɛ         lɛlɛʔkɛnaiŋ 
 iŋ     ʃiŋgi-rɛ   baria   kɛhɛ          lɛl-ɛʔ-kɛn-a=iŋ 
 1SG  day-LOC    two      PRF.PTCP   see-TR.A-PST.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 I used to see two (films) a day. [ELICITATION IX, 94] 
 
c. ajʔ    kina   ɟɔmɛʔɛ 
 ac     kina   ɟɔm-ɛʔ-a=ɛ  
 3SG   what    eat-TR.A-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘What will he eat?’ [Elicitation IX, 5] 
 
3.4.1.4 Suffix -ɔʔ: Intransitive marker for atelic aspects 
The intransitive suffix -ɛʔ occurs on the intransitive verbs with atelic/imperfective 
aspects. The examples in (3.36a-c) show the use of transitive suffixes on the verb with present 






a. ʈipu   baɟar    ʃɛnɔʔt̪ɛ 
 ʈipu   baɟar    ʃɛn-ɔʔ-t̪a-a=ɛ 
 Tipu     bazaar      go-INTR.A-PRS.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Tipu is going to the bazaar.’ [Modality and Existential verbs, 33] 
b. … iŋ    pɔt̪i  d̪in  baɟar   ʃɛnɔʔkɛnajʔ 
 … iŋ    pɔt̪i  d̪in  baɟar   ʃɛn-ɔʔ-kɛn-a=iŋ 
 … 1SG  every  day   bazaar    go-INTR.A-PST.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘... I used to go to the bazaar every day.’ [EXT and COND, 35] 
c. iŋ    nɛman   d̪ubɔʔiŋ  
 iŋ    nɛman   d̪ub-ɔʔ=iŋ       
 1SG  here         sit-INTR.A=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I will sit here.’ [CAUS II, 39] 
 
3.4.1.5 Suffix -d̪: Transitive marker for telic aspects 
The transitive suffix -d̪ occurs on the verb with telic/completive aspects, when the object 
of the verb is inanimate. The examples in (3.37a-b) show the transitive suffix -d̪ co-occur with 
present perfect and aorist aspects respectively.  
(3.37) 
a. t̪iʃin   iŋ    ruʈi         ɟɔmkɛd̪aiŋ 
 t̪iʃin   iŋ    ruʈi         ɟɔm-kɛ-d̪-a=iŋ 
 today  1SG  flatbread    eat-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG.SBJ 






b. kanɔʔ kaiŋ                manɖi        ɟɔmt̪ɛd̪aiŋ 
 kanɔʔ ka=iŋ              manɖi        ɟɔm-t̪ɛ-d̪-a=iŋ 
 no         NEG=1SG.SBJ  cooked.rice   eat-AOR.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘No, I didn’t eat rice’ [Visiting uncle's house II, 14] 
 
In example (3.38) one would expect the transitive marker -d̪ after the anterior aspect marker -lɛ, 
but the former does not surface. In fact, as noted earlier, the language lacks an lVd̪  sequence 
across the board. We assume that Kɔɖa has a constraint, *lVd, that deletes the transitive suffix -d̪ 
after the anterior suffix -lɛ.  
 
(3.38)        
a.  tikinrɛ     manɖi       ɟɔmlalɛ 
 tikin-rɛ    manɖi       ɟɔm-lɛ-a=lɛ 
 noon-LOC cooked.rice  eat-ANT.TR-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SBJ 
 ‘We had eaten rice at noon.’ [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 21] 
b.  bɔɖɛjʔ mɔɖɛjʔ rikalaku 
 bɔɖɛjʔ~mɔɖɛjʔ rika-lɛ-a=ku 
 wine~RED             do-ANT.TR-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They made wine and all’ [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 8] 
 
3.4.1.6 Suffix -n: Intransitive marker for telic aspect 
The intransitive suffix -n co-occurs with telic/completive aspect indicating an intransitive 







a. ɔɖɔ   hiɟɛnɛ                                              cimin   din   pɔrɛ  
 ɔɖɔ   hiɟ-ɛ-n=ɛ                                         cimin   din   pɔrɛ  
 and    come-AOR.INTR-INTR.A=3SG.SBJ        some      day    after 
 ‘And he came after some days’ [Direction to Kɔɖa village, 24] 
 
b.        ha    abugɛn             t̪ɔ          ʃɛnnɛnabu 
 ha    abu=gɛn           t̪ɔ          ʃɛn-lɛ-n-a=bu 
 yes    1PL.INCL=FOC   EMPH    go-ANT.INTR-INTR.A-FIN=1PL.INCL.SBJ 
 ‘Yes, we had gone there.’ [Introduction to the Kɔɖa people, 54] 
 
Table 3-6 list the transitive/intransitive markers for the completive and imperfective aspects.  
Table 3-6 Transitive/intransitive markers 
 Imperfective aspects Completive aspects 
Transitive marker -ɛʔ -d̪ 
Intransitive marker -ɔʔ -n 
 
3.4.1.7 Causatives 
Kɔɖa uses two basic strategies to derive a causative verb from a non-causative: null 
causativization, which is used with intransitive verbs; and causativization using a light verb, 
which occurs with transitive verbs.  
In the null causativization strategy (3.40), a new argument is added to the intransitive 
clause and the verb indexes the object agreement suffix for the newly added argument/object. 





respectively. Kɔɖa inchoatives like the one in (3.40e) use the same suffix -ɔʔ as intransitives and 
undergo a similar process for of causativization as shown in (3.40f).  
(3.40) Null causativization  
a. aku    ɛman   d̪ubɔʔt̪aku 
 aku    ɛman   d̪ub-ɔʔ-t̪a-a=ku 
 3PL     here        sit-INTR.A-PRS.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They sit there’ [CAUS II, 54] 
b. ajʔ    ʃiŋgi   d̪urmɔʔt̪ɛ 
 ac    ʃiŋgi   d̪urum-ɔʔ-t̪a=ɛ 
 3SG   day        sleep-INTR.A-PRS.PROG=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘He sleeps during the day’ [Mood, 27] 
c. akukɛ      ɛman   d̪upkum 
 aku-kɛ    ɛman    d̪ub-ku=m 
 3PL-OBJ   there       sit-3PL.OBJ=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Sit them there!’ [CAUS II, 41] 
d. hɔnʈakɛ                  d̪urmiʔt̪ɛ 
 hɔn-ʈa-kɛ               d̪urum-iʔ-t̪a=ɛ 
 child-DEF.SG-OBJ     sleep-3SG.OBJ-PRS.PROG=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘She is putting the child to sleep.’ [Mood, 29] 
e. culharɛ      d̪aʔa     hɔɖɛɟ-ɔʔ-t̪-a 
 culha-rɛ     d̪aʔa     hɔɖɛɟ-ɔʔ-t̪a-a 
 stove-LOC     water     boil-INTR.A-PRES.PROG=FIN 






f. orun     d̪aʔa    hɔɖɛɟɛʔt̪ɛ 
 orun     d̪aʔa    hɔɖɛɟ-ɛʔ-t̪a=ɛ 
 orun         water     boil-TR.A-PRS.PROG=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Arun is boiling water.’ [Valency, 17] 
Causative verbs can also be derived in Kɔɖa by constructing a V-V sequence with the light verb 
cika ‘do/make’ as the second member (3.41). As in reduplication and compounding, it is the final 
verb of the complex that inflects as shown. In such constructions, the light verb indexes the 
object agreement marker for the added argument: compare the transitive constructions in (3.41a-
b) with their respective causatives in (3.41c-d). 
(3.41) Causative with the light verb cika 
a. iŋ     nan̪d̪aɛʔt̪aiŋ 
 iŋ     nand̪a-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=iŋ 
 1SG   laugh-TR.A-PRS.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I laugh.’ [CAUS, 1] 
b. iŋ      ʃɔhagkɛ       raʔat̪iʔiŋ 
 iŋ      ʃɔhag-kɛ      raʔa-t̪ɛ-iʔ=iŋ 
 1SG    shohag-OBJ    call-AOR.TR-3SG.OBJ=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I called Shohag’ [Valency, 31] 
c. iŋ      akukɛ      nan̪d̪a    cikakut̪aiŋ 
 iŋ      aku-kɛ     nand̪a   cika-ku-t̪a-a=iŋ 
 1SG    3PL-OBJ    laugh       make-3PL.OBJ-PRS.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I make them laugh.’ [CAUS, 10] 
d. iŋ     ʃɔhagkɛ     die   orunkɛ     raʔa    cikat̪iʔiŋ 





 1SG  shohag-OBJ   by     orun-OBJ      call       make-AOR.TR-3SG.OBJ=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I made Shohag call Arun.’  [Valency, 32] 
There is limited evidence for two other historical causatives in Kɔɖa. Kɔɖa akʰariŋ ‘sell’ and 
kiriŋ ‘buy’ suggest a frozen instance of causative formation with prefixal a-. This is interesting, 
as lexicalized instances of causative a- can be found in other Kherwarian languages as well: 
compare Santali, kiriɲ ‘buy’, əkriɲ ‘sell’ and ɟɔm ‘eat’, aɟɔm ‘feed’ (Ghosh, 2007); Ho kiriɲ 
‘buy’, akariɲ ‘sell’ (Pucilowski, 2013); and in Mundari ɟom ‘eat’. aɟom ‘feed’ (Osada, 2007).  
Some Kɔɖa causatives have different stems from their non-causative counterparts (3.42). The 
word pair lɛl ‘see’ and uɖuk ‘show’ in (3.42a-b) are the only native example I have found to date. 
However, borrowing from Bangla yields distinct causative and non-causative stems as well: 
compare Kɔɖa ɟɔm ‘eat’ in (3.42c) with its borrowed causative counterparts kʰawa ‘feed’ in 
(3.42d). We should mention that *aɟɔm ‘feed’ is not attested in Kɔɖa.  
(3.42) 
a. iŋ     caɳɖup    leliʔt̪aiŋ 
 iŋ     canɖub    lɛl-iʔ-t̪a-a=iŋ 
 1SG   moon          see-3SG.OBJ-PRS.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I see the moon’ [Modality, 46] 
b. iŋ     hɔnkukɛ         caɳɖup    ud̪ugaʔkut̪ajŋ 
 iŋ     hɔn-ku-kɛ      canɖub     ud̪ug-aʔ-ku-t̪a-a=iŋ 
 1SG   child-3PL-OBJ  moon            show-APPL-1/3PL.OBJ-PRS.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I am showing the moon to the kids’ [Mood, 69] 
c. aku    maɳɖi            ɟɔmɛʔt̪aku 
 aku    maɳɖi            ɟɔm-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=ku 





 ‘He is eating rice.’ [MOOD I, 123] 
 
d. aku    maɳɖi        kʰawakuaku 
 aku    maɳɖi        kʰawa-ku-a=ku 
 3PL     cooked.rice    feed-1/3PL.OBJ-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They will feed them rice’ [MOOD I, 12] 
 
3.4.2 Verbal Inflectional Suffixes  
Our description of Kɔɖa verbal inflectional suffixes includes tense-aspect-mood (TAM) 
and object agreement suffixes. From the examples presented thus far, one sees that Kɔɖa uses a 
portmanteau suffix to indicate tense and aspect together. A set of suffixes mark the past and the 
present tense-aspects and the future is unmarked. In this section, we discuss each tense-aspect 
suffix in turn and show the function and distribution of each with examples. Kɔɖa distinguishes 
finite and subjunctive moods with morphological markers and other moods are verbally marked. 
We discuss the mood suffixes with contrastive examples in this section. Nominals and 
pronominals that refer to animate objects are cross-referenced on the verb with bound 
pronominal suffixes according to their person and number. We conclude the section by 
presenting a description of the object agreement suffixes and discussing their distribution.  
3.4.2.1 Tense and Aspect 
Recall that the absence of any overt tense/aspect marker indicates future as opposed to 
the non-future tense-aspect that is indicated by aspect markers. First, we present 
progressive/indefinite, a non-future aspect, and contrast it with the future because these two 
constitute a minimally contrastive pair in terms of both form and function as in (3.43). The 





indefinite/progressive in (3.43c-d) shows that Kɔɖa uses the suffix -t̪a to indicate the present 
non-finite/progress aspect.   
(3.43) Future vs. Non-future  
a. iŋ        manɖi     ɟɔmɛʔiŋ 
 iŋ        manɖi     ɟɔm-ɛʔ-=iŋ 
 1SG       rice            eat-TR.A-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I will eat rice’ [MOOD I, 1] 
b. … baŋlad̪iʃum     ʃɛnɔʔpɛ 
 … baŋlad̪iʃum     ʃɛn-ɔʔ=pɛ 
 … Bangladesh            go-INTR.A=2PL.SBJ 
 ‘… will you all go to Bangladesh?’  [Arun visits India, 93] 
c. iŋ     manɖi        ɟɔmɛʔt̪aiŋ 
 iŋ     manɖi        ɟɔm-ɛʔ-t̪a-=iŋ 
 1SG   cooked.rice   eat-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I am eating rice’ [MOOD I, 118] 
d. ɔkɔman    ʃɛnɔʔt̪apɛ  
 ɔkɔman    ʃɛn-ɔʔ-t̪a-=pɛ  
 where          go-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=2PL.SBJ 
 ‘Where are you all going?’[Arun visits India, 127]  
Note that Kɔɖa does not distinguish between simple present and present progressive. For 
instance, without the help from further context/discourse the sentences in (3.43c) and (3.43d) 
have two possible interpretations each: ‘I am eating rice’/‘I eat rice.’ and ‘where are you all 






The contrast between the present progressive and the past progressive is illustrated in 
(3.44) with parallel contrastive pairs. The comparison between the present progressive in (3.44a-
b) and past progressive examples in (3.44c-d) shows that the suffix -kɛn marks the past 
progressive aspect.  
(3.44) Present progressive -ta vs. past progressive -kɛn 
a. iŋ     rimbil     lɛlɛʔt̪aiŋ 
 iŋ     rimbil     lɛl-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=iŋ 
 1SG   sky            see-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I am looking at the sky’ [Modality and Existential verbs, 48] 
b. aku    baɟar    ʃɛnɔʔt̪aku 
 aku    baɟar    ʃɛn-ɔʔ-t̪a-a=ku 
 3PL     bazaar     go-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They are going to the bazaar’ [Modality and Existential verbs, 35] 
c. ha tɔ         lelkukunabu                        
 ha tɔ         lɛl-ku-kɛn-a=bu           
 yes EMPH  see-1/3PL.OBJ-PST.PROG-FIN=1PL.INCL.SBJ   
ɛnɛ manɛ     ɛnɟɔʔkɛnaku 
ɛnɛ manɛ     ɛnɛɟ-ɔʔ-kɛn-a=ku 
that  meaning   play-INTR.A-PST.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
‘We were watching them. That means, they were playing’  
[Introduction to the Koda people, 55] 
d. ɔkɔman   kami   ɛman   ʃɛnɔʔkɛnaku 
 ɔkɔman   kami   ɛman   ʃɛn-ɔʔ-kɛn-a=ku 





 ‘They were going wherever there were jobs’ [My life story, 6] 
Recall the indeterminacy of the present perfect aspect -aka with regard to telicity and tense. Like 
Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, p. 120) the aspect suffix -aka in Kɔɖa indicates simple present when it 
occurs on stative roots as shown in (3.45a-c) and is interpreted as present perfect when it occurs 
on non-stative verbs as shown in (3.45d-f). Note that -aka as an aspectual marker only occurs on 
intransitive verbs. As for the function, the suffix -aka with stative roots functions as a linking 
verb similar to English ‘to be’; with the non-stative roots like ʃɛn ‘go’, hiɟ ‘come’, it functions as 
an auxiliary verb similar to English ‘have’ as shown in the examples.  
(3.45) Present Perfect suffix -aka 
a. ɟaʈadʰori  oʃuk   tɔhɔnkɛnɛ                    nimtɔʔ buginakɛ 
 ɟaʈadʰori  oʃuk   tɔhɔn-kɛn=ɛ                nimtɔʔ buginakɛ 
 Jatadhari    sick      be-PST.PROG=3SG.SBJ   now        good-aka-a=ɛ     
 ‘Jatadhari was sick. Now he is well.’ [Jatadhari the priestess, 48] 
b. nɛʔɛ ulʈa    ʃɔi̯aka 
 nɛʔɛ ulʈa    ʃɔia-aka-a 
 this   mango  rotten-PRF.INTR-IND 
 ‘This mango is rotten’ [ADJ & COPULA II, 4]    
c. iŋ     muʃin    inɖia   ʃɛnakaiŋ 
 iŋ     muʃin    inɖia   ʃɛn-aka-a=iŋ 
 1SG   once        India      go-PRF.INTR-FIN=1SG.SUB 
 ‘I have been to India once.’ [Arun visits India, 1] 
d. baŋladɛʃ    hɛt̪ɛ    hiɟakam  
 baŋladɛʃ    hɛt̪ɛ    hiɟ-aka-a=m  





 ‘You have come from Bangladesh.’ [Arun visits India, 69] 
Though -aka is limited to intransitives in Kɔɖa this is not true for all Kherwarian languages. In 
Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, p. 118), Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 61), and Mundari (Osada, 2008, p. 113), 
the present perfect suffix -aka- occurs on both transitive and intransitive verb with transitive -d̪ 
and intransitive -n respectively. A similar distribution likely existed earlier in Kɔɖa. In Konow’s 
brief description we find the present perfect suffix -aka cooccurring with an intransitive 
morpheme as in (3.46)  
(3.46)   … hicʰˈ-aka-n-a=e  
… come-PRF.INTR-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
  ‘… he has come’ (Konow, 1906: 112).  
We suggest that Kɔɖa -aka is gradually losing its grammatical function as present perfect aspect 
marker and is taking on the properties of a derivational morpheme that derives a participle. There 
is already a precedence for this kind of (re)grammaticalization in Kɔɖa: the equative copula ta 
appears to derive from the present progressive -ta, as discussed in §3.6. Nevertheless, the 
examples in (3.47) show the present perfect suffix -aka contrasting with anterior suffix -nɛ, 
suggesting that the reanalysis of the suffix as a true copula is not yet complete. 
(3.47) Present perfect suffix -aka vs. Anterior suffix -nɛ 
a.  hɔɳʈa          hɔla        nid̪a    hiɟakɛ 
 hɔn-ʈa         hɔla        nid̪a    hiɟ-aka-=ɛ 
 kid-DEF.SG   yesterday   night    come-PRF.INTR-=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘The kid came last night and has been here since.’ [Animacy, 1] 
b. ɛlaŋ  ɟɛ   hɔrɔʈa        hiʔnɛnɛ                         iniʔʈa        iŋa          bo nd̪ut̪ɛ 
 ɛlaŋ  ɟɛ   hɔrɔ-ʈa       hiɟ-nɛ-n=ɛ                     iniʔ-ʈa       iŋ-a        bond̪u-t̪a-a=ɛ 





 ‘The man who just came and left was my friend’ [Elicitation IX, 169] 
Note that the sentence in (3.47a) roughly translates as ‘the kid came last night and has been here 
since’. It implies that the kid and the speaker are in the same location at the time of the utterance. 
In contrast, the sentence in (3.47b) translates ‘the man who just came and left was my friend’. It 
implies that the man came to the location where the speaker is, but had left the location before 
the time of the utterance.   
 The same distinction holds for the present perfect suffix -kɛ that occurs on transitive 
verbs and the anterior suffix -lɛ that occurs on transitive verbs in (3.48a-b).  The sentence in the 
present perfect in (3.48a) implies that the event happened at a time very close to the time of 
utterance. The text of the particular sentence only translates as ‘have you made tea with milk?’, 
but one can deduce from the context that the tea could still be hot. In contrast, the examples in 
(3.48c-d) indicate that the events happened in a particular point of time in the past which clearly 
breaks away from the time of utterance. That break is marked by some implied subsequent event 
that the participants of the discourse are usually aware of: to take these two example, the 
participants are referring to a particular day, a ceremony and that particular day/ceremony is 
over.  
(3.48) Present perfect -kɛ vs. Anterior -lɛ 
a. tɔɔ̯a   lɔʔ    ca   rikakɛd̪ap 
 tɔɔa   lɔʔ    ca    rika-kɛ-d̪-a=pɛ 
 milk    with    tea    make-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=2PL.SBJ 
 ‘Have you made tea with milk?’ [VENT and VALENCY, 2] 
b.  tiʃin    iŋ ruʈi        ɟɔmkɛdaiŋ 
 tiʃin    iŋ ruʈi        ɟɔm-kɛ-d-a=iŋ 





 ‘Today, I ate flatbread.’ [TENSE I, 4] 
c. hɛ   ɟahan   kami+udam          rikalapɛ 
 hɛ   ɟahan   kami+udam          rika-lɛ-a=pɛ 
 yes   any        work+chore           do-ANT-FIN=2PL.SB 
 ‘Had you done any chores? [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 13] 
d. tikinrɛ       manɖi       ɟɔmlalɛ 
tikin-rɛ     manɖi        ɟɔm-lɛ-a=lɛ 
noon-LOC  cooked.rice   eat-ANT.TR-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SBJ 
‘We had eaten rice at noon’ [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 21] 
The aorist in Kɔɖa indicates that an action happened in the past but has no connection to the 
present and is not necessarily connected to any other event in the past. In Kɔɖa, the aorist is used 
interchangeably with the present perfect as shown in (3.49). The consultants that I worked with 
opined that they do not make any meaningful difference between forms like ɟɔm-kɛ-d̪-a=p ‘you 
have eaten’ (present perfect) and ɟɔm-tɛ-d-a=p ‘you ate’ (aorist or simple past in English): for 
instance both can be used in the same context as exemplified by (3.49a-b). The same holds for 
the intransitive present perfect -aka and the intransitive aorist -ɛ: it is hard to distinguish 
semantic/pragmatic differences since they are often used interchangeably, as illustrated in 
(3.49c-d).  
(3.49) Present perfect -kɛ and -aka vs. aorist -tɛ and -ɛ 
a. tiʃin  ʃɛt̪aʔrɛ   am  kina    ɟɔmkɛd̪ap 
 tiʃin  ʃɛtag-rɛ  am  kina    ɟɔm-kɛ-d̪-a=p 
 ‘today     morning   2SG  what     eat-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=2SG.SBJ 






b. am    ʃɛtaʔrɛ             ɟɔmt̪ɛd̪ap 
 am    ʃɛtag-rɛ            ɟɔm-t̪ɛ-d̪-a=p 
 2SG   morning-LOC      eat-AOR.TR-TR.B-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Did you eat in the morning’ [POSTPOSITIONS III, 12] 
c.  ɟɔm  kɛhɛ          hiɟakam                                      ci      go 
 ɟɔm  kɛhɛ          hiɟ-aka-a=m                               ci      go 
 eat     PRF.PTCP    come-PRF.INTR-FIN=2SG.SBJ        QM     hey 
 ‘Did you eat before coming?’ [Visiting uncle's house II, 1] 
d. t̪ɛ   nimtɔʔ   cina    ɟɔm   kɛhɛ              hiɟɛnam 
 t̪ɛ   nimtɔʔ   cina    ɟɔm   kɛhɛ              hiɟ-ɛ-n-a=m  
 so   now           what    eat.      PRF.PTCP       come-AOR.INTR-INTR.B-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘So what did you (sg.) eat before coming?’ [TENSE I, 16] 
Note that the present perfect, aorist and anterior aspects are all expressed by different suffixes 
depending on whether the verb is transitive or intransitive. Present perfect is -kɛ (glossed as 
‘PRF.TR’) for transitive verbs and -aka (glossed ‘PRF.ITR’) for intransitive verbs. Aorist is -t̪ɛ 
(glossed as ‘AOR.TR) for transitive verbs and -ɛ (glossed as ‘AOR.INTR’) for intransitive verbs. 
And anterior is -lɛ (glossed as AOR.TR) for transitive and -nɛ (glossed as AOR.INTR) for 
intransitive verbs.  
Table 3-6 lists the tense-aspect markers. We divide the aspect markers into two categories 
completives and imperfectives based on whether they distinguish transitive from intransitive 








Table 3-7 Aspect markers on transitive and intransitive verbs 
VERBS COMPLETIVE (ASP B) IMPERFECTIVE (ASP A) 
Present
-Perfect 




 Future  
indefinite 
Transitive  -kɛ -t̪ɛ -lɛ 
-t̪a -kɛn ∅ 
Intransitive -aka -ɛ -nɛ 
 
3.4.2.2 Object agreement markers 
In Kɔɖa, objects referring to animate entities are indexed on the verb. Compare the 
monotransitive examples in (3.48): in (3.50a-b) the animate object is indexed on the verb with a 
bound pronominal agreement suffix, whereas in (3.50c-d) the inanimate object is not marked on 
the verb. The ditransitive examples in (3.50e-g) show that the verb indexes the indirect object, - in 
these cases the animate benefactor, recipient or goal. In these same examples, the applicative suffix 
-aʔ marks the verb root as having a benefactive argument. The example in (3.50h-i) show that -ku 
is also used to mark first person plural objects on the verb.  
(3.50)  
a. am    ki      ʃɔhagkɛ       d̪alt̪iʔap 
 am    ki      ʃɔhag-kɛ      d̪al-t̪ɛ-iʔ-a=p 
 2SG    QM    shohag-OBJ     strike-AOR.TR-3SG.OBJ-FIN=2SG.SBJ 






b. aku    haku    ʃaʔakut̪aku 
 aku    haku    ʃaʔa-ku-t̪a-a=ku 
 3PL     fish        catch-3PL.OBJ-PRS.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘Do they catch fish?’ [NEG, 16] 
c. am   ki    maɳɖi        ɟɔmt̪ɛdap  
 am   ki    maɳɖi        ɟɔm-t̪ɛ-d-a=p 
 2SG  QM   cooked.rice    eat-AOR.TR-TR.B-FIN=2SGP 
 ‘Did you eat rice?’ [MOOD and VALENCY, 5] 
d. … maɳɖi      iʃinɛʔtaku 
 … maɳɖi      iʃin-ɛʔ-ta-a=ku 
 … cooked.rice   cook-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They cook rice.’ [Alcohol, 20] 
e. alɛ             git̪akɛ     miŋa     nakiʔ     kiriŋaʔliʔalɛ 
 alɛ             git̪a-kɛ    miŋa     nakiʔ     kiriŋ-aʔ-lɛ-iʔ-a=lɛ 
 1PL.EXCL   gita-OBJ    one          comb        buy-APL-ANT-3SG.OBJ-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SBJ 
 ‘We bought Gita a comb’ [Ditransitive verb, 5] 
f. abukɛ              ɛnɛ     ud̪ugaʔbukunaku 
 abu-kɛ             ɛnɛ    ud̪ug-aʔ-bu-kɛn-a=ku 
 1PL.INCL-OBJ   that      show-APL-1PL.INCL.OBJ-PST.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They were showing that to us’ [Introduction to the Kɔɖa people, 56] 
g. … ɛmɔn    cud̪ɔn   ɛmaʔkut̪aku                                                   alɛkɛ 
 … ɛmɔn    cud̪ɔn   ɛm-aʔ-ku-t̪a-a=ku                                          alɛ-kɛ 
 … like.that    beating    give-APL-1/3PL.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ   1PL.EXCL-OBJ 






h.  ɟami   alɛkɛ        talamaŋgarɛ        boi      udugaʔkutɛ 
 ɟami   alɛ-kɛ       talamaŋga-rɛ       boi     udug-aʔ-ku-t=ɛ 
 Jami     1PL.EXCL  now.and.then-LOC  movie   show-APL-1/3PL.OBJ-ta=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Jami takes us to cinema sometimes’ [CAUS V, 4] 
i.  alɛkɛ       ɔɖɔ  ʃumɔn  ɟɔbɔr  adɔr+ʃɔrman  rikahukuɛ 
 alɛ-kɛ      ɔɖɔ  ʃumɔn  ɟɔbɔr adɔr+ʃɔrman   rika-kɛ-ku=ɛ 
 1PL.EXCL and  Shuman  very     care+respect          do-PRF.TR-1/3PL.OBJ=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Shuman gave us a lot of respect and care.’ [Name Giving Ceremony, 57] 
Note that, unlike Ho (Pucilowski, 2013) the transitive markers never co-occur with the object 
agreement markers in Kɔɖa. The Ho example in (3.51) show the co-occurrence of transitivity 
suffix and object agreement marker.  
(3.51)          HO 
 am=iɲ     nam-ke-ɖ-me-ya 
2SG=1SG  find-PFV-TR-2SG-FIN 
‘I found you’ [Pucilowski, 2013, p. 152] 
In contrast, Kɔɖa example in (3.52) show that in similar context, the co-occurrence of the 
transitive marker and the object agreement suffix yield a unacceptable/ungrammatical sentence. 
(3.52)            
aiʔaʔ        bɔhin namhu(*d)kuɛ            raiɟɟɔ       namkɛdɛ 
aiʔ-aʔ      bɔhin  nam-kɛ-ku=ɛ              raiɟɟɔ       nam-kɛ-d=ɛ 
3SG-GEN   sister   get-PRF.TR-1/3PL.OBJ     kingdom     get-PRF.TR-TR.B=3SG.SBJ 






Kɔɖa, like Ho (Pucilowski, 2013), has a primary/secondary object marking system as defined by 
Dryer (1986, p. 814). In this system the theme/patient in a monotransitive verbal construction 
and the goal/benefactor in a ditransitive verbal construction are treated the same for the purposes 
of object-marking as the primary object. In contrast, the theme in a ditransitive verbal 
construction is treated differently, as a secondary object. Kɔɖa verbs only index primary objects.  
3.4.2.3 Finiteness and Mood 
The finite suffix -a is common in indicative and interrogative mood as shown in (3.53). 
The interrogative sentence is distinguished from the indicative sentence with a rising intonation: 
for information questions the rising occurs on the question word as underlined in (3.53c-d) and 
for the yes/no questions the rising occurs on the verb as underlined in (3.53e). In contrast, the 
imperative sentences lack the suffix -a as shown (3.53f-h).  
(3.53) Indicative/Interrogative vs. Imperative 
a. am   maɳɖi         ɟɔmɛʔam 
 am   maɳɖi         ɟɔm-ɛʔ-a=m 
 2SG   cooked.rice    eat-TR.A-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘You will eat rice.’ [MOOD 1, 3] 
b. am  nimt̪ɔ   d̪ubɔʔap 
 am  nimt̪ɔ   d̪ub-ɔʔ-a=p 
 2SG now       sit-INTR.A-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘You will sit now.’ [Elicitation X] 
c. tiʃin      cina      ɟɔmɛʔam 
 tiʃin      cina      ɟɔm-ɛʔ-a=m 
 today      what       eat-TR.A-FIN=2SG.SBJ 






d. am    ɔkɔman   d̪ubɔʔap 
 am    ɔkɔman   d̪ub-ɔʔ-a=p 
 2SG    where         sit-INTR.A-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Where will you sit?’ [Elicitation X] 
e. am    ki       nimt̪ɔ     d̪ubɔʔap 
 am    ki       nimt̪ɔ     d̪ub-ɔʔ-a=p 
 2SG   QM      now          sit-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Will you sit now?’ [Elicitation X] 
f. maɳɖiku           ɟɔmɛm 
 manɖi-ku         ɟɔm-ɛʔ=m 
 cooked.rice-PL.     eat-TR.A=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Eat the food!’ [Elicitation IX, 200] 
g. nɛntʰa    dubɔp 
 nɛntʰa    dub-ɔʔ=p 
 here          sit-INTR.A=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Please sit here!’ [CAUS II, 35] 
h. kaʈupʈa                ɔlɔ         cɔpɔɟɛm 
 kaʈup-ʈa              ɔlɔ         cɔpɔɟ-ɛʔ=m 
 finger-DEF.SG        NEG         suck-TR.A=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Don’t suck the finger’ [Elicitation IV, 3] 
In these examples, the subject clitic =m ‘2SG.SBJ’ marks second person familiar, and =p 





verbs like hiʔ ‘go’, ʃɛn ‘come’, and dup ‘sit’. Also note that in a negative imperative construction 
the negative particle ɔlɔ occurs preverbally as shown in (3.46h).  
 
The examples in (3.54) show that Kɔɖa verbs take -ka in the subjunctive mood. Note that the 
verb forms hiɟɔʔkɛ in (3.54a) and hiɟɔʔt̪ɛ in (3.54b) constitute a minimal pair, the former indicates 
subjunctive mood and the latter indicative mood.  
(3.54) Subjunctive vs. Indicative  
a. tahalɛ baba nimtɔʔ lɛllɛkap 
 tahalɛ  baba  nimtɔʔ    lɛl-lɛ-ka=p 
 so father  now          see-ANT-SBJV=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘So, father you saw it by now (I hope)’ [Love and salt, 37] 
b.  iŋ      aʃit̪aiŋ                    aiʔ            hiɟɔʔkɛ 
 iŋ      aʃi-t̪a=iŋ                aiʔ             hiɟ-ɔʔ-ka=ɛ  
 1SG    wish-PRES.PROG     3SG             come-INTR.A-SBJV-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘I hope he comes/ is coming’ [Modality and Existential verbs, 28] 
c.  ʃɛtaʔ     cikan  boi  lɛllap 
 ʃɛtaʔ     cikan  boi  lɛl-lɛ-a=p 
 morning  what     movie see-ANT-FIN=2SG.SBJ  
 ‘What film did you watch in the morning?’ [ELICITATION IX, 56] 
d.  haramʈa      nɛntʰa   hiɟɔʔt̪ɛ  
 haram-ʈa     nɛntʰa   hiɟ-ɔʔ-t̪a-a=ɛ  
 old-DEF.SG   here        come-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 






3.5 Distribution of Subject Clitics 
The distribution of subject clitics in Koɖa can be shown in the schema in (3.55).  
(3.55) 
a. NEG=CL Verb-TAM=CL 
b.  Verb(*=cl) NEG=CL AUX-TAM=CL 
c. NEG=CL V(*=cl) AUX-TAM=CL 
The subject clitics of Kɔɖa are shown in Table 3.3.2.2. In Kɔɖa subject clitics encliticize to the 
finite verb, to the preverbal negation marker, or to both, as shown in (3.56). The examples in 
(3.56a-b) show encliticization to the finite verb. In an affirmative sentence, the postverbal subject 
clitics are obligatory but the free pronouns are not obligatory as shown in (3.56c). In negative 
sentences, the negator hosts the subject clitic as shown in (3.56d), and the post verbal copy of the 
clitic can be optionally dropped. If the verb hosts the clitic, the clitic copy on the negator can be 
optionally dropped as shown in (3.56e). The negative the negative particle ka cannot host the 
third person singular pronominal clitic =ɛ; as a consequence, this clitic obligatorily occurs post-
verbally as shown in (3.56f). Finally, when an auxiliary is present in the verbal construction, it 
takes TAM morphology in final position, as well as the subject clitic, and the verb remains in a 
position preceding/following negation where it cannot host clitics as in (3.56g). 
(3.56) 
a. iŋ        amkɛ         d̪almɛiŋ 
 iŋ        am-kɛ       d̪al-mɛ=iŋ 
 1SG      2SG-OBJ     strike-2SG=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I will strike you.’ [Elicitation IX, 29] 
b. iŋ     kaiŋ            iʃinɛʔt̪aiŋ 





 1SG   NEG=1SG     cook-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I am not cooking.’ [Elicitation IX, 128] 
c. pɔt̪ʰɔmrɛ     maɳɖi         iʃinɛʔt̪aku 
 pɔt̪ʰɔm-rɛ    maɳɖi         iʃin-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=ku 
 first-LOC        cooked.rice     cook-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘At first, they cook rice.’ [Alcohol, 24] 
d. nimtɔʔ   dɔ         kaku                rikaɛʔta(ku) 
 nimtɔʔ   dɔ         kaku                rika-ɛʔ-ta-a-ku 
 now          EMPH    NEG=3PL.SBJ    make-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They don’t make it anymore.’ [Alcohol, 52] 
e. maɳɖi   ka(=iŋ)             ɟɔm    kɛhɛ           hiɟakaiŋ        
 maɳɖi   ka=(iŋ)             ɟɔm    kɛhɛ           hiɟ-aka-a=iŋ 
 rice           NEG=1SG.SBJ     eat        PRF.PTCP    come-PERF.ITR-FIN=1sg 
 ‘I didn’t eat before I came here.’ [Visiting uncle's house II, 24] 
f. orun    hiɟɛ                    ʃɔhag     ka*(ɛ)     hiɟɛ 
 orun    hiɟ=ɛ                  ʃɔhag     ka           hiɟ=ɛ 
 arun        come=3SG.SBJ      shohag      NEG         come=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘I will come, Shohag will not come.’ [Mood, 16] 
g. caba   kaiŋ           d̪arukɛd̪aiŋ   
 caba   ka=iŋ         d̪aru-kɛ-d̪-a=iŋ 
 finish   NEG=1sg      can-PERF.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG.SBJ 






The position of subject clitics in Koɖa differs from some other Munda languages. In Santali 
(Ghosh, 2008), Mundari (Osada, 2008) and Ho (Pucilowski, 2013), suitable hosts for subject 
clitics include objects, negative particles and certain types of adjuncts.  
 
3.6 Copula 
There are several types of copulas in Koɖa. One copula is mɛna ‘be’ shown in (3.57). 
This is a locative copula which indicates the subject’s existence in a physical location as shown 
in (3.57a) or in a mental state as shown in (3.57b). The same copula can also indicate the state of 
things as they exist as shown (3.57c). It is a defective copular verb as it only occurs in the 
present tense and in affirmative clauses. Note that the subject of the existential verb mɛna, 
triggers object agreement that cross-references the subject in person and number marking. This 
appears to be the reverse of normal subject-verb agreement for non-copular intransitive verbs in 
Kɔɖa. We suggest the copula mɛna has a structure where the apparent subject is really an object.  
(3.57) Locative copula mɛna 
 
a. abu           gaɖira     bʰitar     mɛnabua 
 abu           gaɖi-ra    bʰitar    mɛna-bu-a 
 1PL.INCL   car-LOC     inside        be-1PL.INCL.OBJ-FIN  
 ‘We are in the car’ [TENSE II, 9] 
b. nimtɔʔ   iŋ     bɛʃgɛn       mɛnaiŋa 
 nimtɔʔ   iŋ     bɛʃ-gɛn      mɛna-iŋ-a 
 now          1SG   good-FOC    be-1SG.OBJ-FIN 






c. accʰa    ʈʰik     mɛna  
 accʰa    ʈʰik     mɛna-a 
 well        right      be-FIN 
 ‘Well, alright!’ [Shohag thanks Arun for the Puja, 7] 
The copular verb mɛna also predicates possession the subject noun phrase is genitive. The 
examples in (3.58) show that the apparent subject noun phrase is really an object noun phrase.  
(3.58) 
a. iŋaʔ          miŋa   ʃim     mɛniʔa 
 iŋ-aʔ         miŋa    ʃim    mɛna-iʔ-a 
 1SG-GEN    one        hen       be-3SG.OBJ-FIN  
 ‘I have a hen’ [EXT and COND, 20] 
b. iŋaʔ           maʃiraʔgɛn          miŋa   ɛra      hɔn   ɔɖɔ      mɛnaiʔa 
 iŋ-aʔ          maʃi-raʔ=gɛn      miŋa   ɛra      hɔn   ɔɖɔ      mɛna-iʔ-a 
 1SG-GEN     aunt-GEN=FOC      one        female   kid   and          be-3SG.OBJ-FIN 
 ‘And, my aunt has a daughter’ [Arun visits India, 62] 
 
A second copula, the existential copula giʔ, expresses states and conditions. It is a 
defective copula as well: it is used only in the present tense. Unlike mɛna which shows object 
agreement suffixes, the verb giʔ agrees with the subject, expressing it as subject clitic as in 
(3.59). 
(3.59) Existential Copula giʔ 
a. kʰan    dɔ        aku   hɔ    dɔ         bɛʃ      giʔalɛ 
 kʰan    dɔ        aku   hɔ    dɔ         bɛʃ      giʔ-a=lɛ 





 ‘And, they are well, too.’ [Arun visits India, 33] 
b. orun    iŋaʔ          tʰɛkɛ     huɖiŋ     giʔɛ 
 orun    iŋ-aʔ         tʰɛkɛ    huɖiŋ      giʔ=ɛ 
 arun       1SG-GEN    from       little           be=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Arun is younger than me’ [VALENCY and COMPARISONS, 34] 
c. ajʔ    ɟɛ      ɟiliŋ     giʔɛ 
 ac     ɟɛ      ɟiliŋ     giʔ=ɛ 
 3SG   very   tall          be=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘He is very tall’ [EXT and COND, 17] 
d. bugin    giʔiŋ 
 bugin    giʔ=iŋ 
 good        be=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I am fine.’  
e. nɛʔɛ    ulku         ɟɔɟɔ     giʔa 
 nɛʔɛ    ul-ku        ɟɔɟɔ    giʔ-a 
 this.      mango-PL   sour      be-FIN 
 ‘These mangoes are sour.’ [VALENCY and COMPARISONS, 72] 
 
Another copula is ta, an equative, as exemplified in (3.60).  The copula -ta can be 
compared to English be in sentences like ‘I am Dave.’ or ‘I am a doctor.’ 
(3.60) Equative Copula ta 
 
a. iŋ      ʃɔhag     taiŋ 





 1SG    shohag     be-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
 ‘I am Shohag’ [EXT and COND, 18] 
b. … ɔkɔi̯   tɛ                   niʔiʈa 
 … ɔkɔi   ta=ɛ               niʔi-ʈa 
 … who      be=3SG.SBJ      3SG.DIST-DEF.SG 
 ‘Who is he?’ [Visiting uncle's house II, 7] 
c. nɛʔɛ    ulʈa                   bili    ta 
 nɛʔɛ    ul-ʈa                  bili    ta-a 
 this        mango-DEF.SG    ripe     be-FIN 
‘this mango is ripe’ [ADJ & COPULA II, 14] 
d. nɛʔɛ  lɔjɔŋʈa           iŋaʔ           niɟɛr ta 
 nɛʔɛ  lɔjɔŋ-ʈa          iŋ-aʔ         niɟɛr ta 
 this     farm-DEF.SG    1SG-GEN    own be 
 ‘This farm is mine.’ [VALENCY and COMPARISONS, 9] 
The present progressive-cum-simple present aspect marker -ta seems to be related to the equative 
copula ta. Examples in (3.61) provide some support for this view. Note that the verbal 
construction in (3.61b) requires root ʃɔi̯a ‘rotten’ to get the intransitive marker -ɔʔ and the 
copular construction in (3.61a) does not.  
(3.61) 
a. nɛʔɛ    ulʈa                    ʃɔi̯a        t̪a 
 nɛʔɛ    ul-ʈa                   ʃɔia        t̪a 
 this       mango-DEF.SG       rotten       be 






b. nɛʔɛ  ulʈa                     ast̪ɛ   ast̪ɛ     ʃɔi̯aɔʔt̪a 
 nɛʔɛ  ul-ʈa                   ast̪ɛ    ast̪ɛ     ʃɔia-ɔʔ-t̪a-a 
 this     mango-DEF.SG.      slowly slowly    rotten-INTR.A-PRES.PRG-FIN 
 ‘This mango is rotting slowly’ [ADJ & COPULA II, 5] 
 
Kɔɖa has a negated copula kaʔanɔ (glossed as NEG.COP), which has the opposite meaning 
of the positive copula mɛna ‘be’. Like mɛna, it has the structure where the subject is really an 
object. It is also defective in that it is only used in present tense as shown in (3.62a-b). Koɖa uses 
the verb tɔhɔn ‘be/live/stay/put’ or its variant dɔhɔ in association with the past progressive aspect 
marker -kɛn, for the negated copula in the past tense, as shown in (3.62c-d). 
(3.62) kaʔanɔ : a negated copula 
a.  nɛʔɛ ɔraʔrɛ     ʃɛta kaʔanukua 
 nɛʔɛ ɔraʔ-rɛ    ʃɛta kaʔanɔ-ku-a 
 this  house-LOC dog  NEG.COP-1/3PL.OBJ-FIN 
 ‘There is no dog in this house’ [EXT and COND, 54] 
b. pajʃa   hɔ        tihirɛ         kaʔana 
 paiʃa    hɔ        tihi-rɛ       kaʔanɔ-a 
 money    EMPH   hand-LOC   NEG.COP-FIN 
 ‘There is no money on hand either.’ [Ceremonies: Puja, 43] 
c.  nɛʔɛ ɔraʔrɛ miŋa ʃɛta dɔhɔkɛnɛ 
nɛʔɛ ɔraʔrɛ miŋa ʃɛta dɔhɔ-kɛn-a=ɛ 
this house-LOC one dog live-PST.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 






d.  ɔ   am    t̪ɔ         kam            t̪ɔhɔnkɛnam 
 ɔ   am    t̪ɔ         ka=m          t̪ɔhɔn-kɛn-a=m 
 oh  2SG   EMPH    NEG=2SG     be-PST.PROG-FIN=2SG.SBJ   
 ‘Oh, you were not there.’ [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 31] 
   
Finally, Kɔɖa also has the verb hui ‘be’, a borrowing from Bangla. Examples are given in 
(3.63). The verb hui ‘be’ can be used in different grammatical aspects, for example, perfect, as 
shown in (3.63a), and future simple as shown in (3.63b). The verb hui ‘be’ can be used as an 
auxiliary as shown in (3.63c); in this usage, it is similar to the Bangla so-called impersonal 
construct or impersonal passive (David, 2015, p. 298).  
(3.63)  
a. hɛ   bɔɖɛjʔʈa    hɔ         ɟɔbɔr     hui̯aka 
 hɛ   bɔɖɛjʔ-ʈa   hɔ         ɟɔbɔr     hui-aka-a 
 yes   wine-DEF    EMPH    good        be-PRF.INTR-FIN 
 ‘Yes, the rice-wine was good’ [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 36] 
b. ajʔ    iŋaʔ         bahu     hui̯ɛ 
 ac     iŋ-aʔ        bahu     hui-a=ɛ 
 3SG   1SG-GEN   wife         be-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘She will be my wife.’ [VALENCY and COMPARISONS, 55] 
c.  munɖupʈa           itiʔ gʰɛraʈɛra rika  huia 
 munɖup-ʈa          itiɟ  gʰɛra~ʈɛra rika  huia 
 temple.porch-DEF   little fenceᵳ~RED do     be-FIN 






3.7 Compound verbs  
Koɖa makes use of compound verbs. In a Koɖa compound verb construction, the first 
verb is the main verb, and occurs as a bare root or as a perfective participle with kɛtɛ (with 
variants kɛhɛ and kɛ), while the second verbal element, referred to as the explicator or vector, 
takes TAM marking as in (3.64). Anderson (2007, p. 228) describes compound verbs as typical 
of Munda languages. Hook (1991, p. 182) defines compound verbs as polyverbal sequences 
composed of a main or lexical verb, the meaning of which determines the meaning of the verbal 
construction, and an auxiliary verb that alternates with its absence and is homophonous to main 
verbs. According to Chatterji (1926, p. 132), the parts of the compound verb construction 
combined form one idea, in other words, one event. Hook (1991) further restricts explicators to 
be homophonous to main verbs in order to exclude compounds with verbal reduplication, which 
I discussed separately in section 3.2.2. 
The examples in (3.64a,c) show ɔl ‘write’ and uɖuŋ ‘come.out’ are the main verb and  
t̪ɔhɔ ‘put’ and ʃɛn ‘go’ are the explicator respectively. The meaning of the verb compounds in 
(3.64a,d) is determined by their main verbs ɔl ‘write’ and uɖuŋ ‘come.out’. The explicator t̪ɔhɔ 
‘put’ and ʃɛn ‘go’ are not the determiner of the meaning of the verb compounds they apear in. In 
contrast, the examples in  (3.64b,d) we see t̪ɔhɔ ‘put’ and ʃɛn ‘go’ used as a main verb. 
(3.64) 
a. ... iŋ     niʔi           kʰat̪arɛ           ɔl-kɛhɛ              t̪ɔhɔkɛd̪ajʔ 
 ... iŋ     niʔi           kʰat̪a-rɛ          ɔl-kɛhɛ              t̪ɔhɔ-kɛ-d̪-a=iŋ 
 …1SG   3SG.DIST    notebook-LOC   write-PRF.PTCP    put-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=1SG.SBJ   
 ‘...I wrote it down on that notebook’ [Past - Arun arranged the Puja, 24] 
b. mobailʈa          ɛntʰa   t̪ɔhɔm 





 mobile-DEF.SG   there     put=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Put the mobile there.’ [VENT and VALENCY, 18] 
c. ɔlpɔkɛhɛ            ɟatɛ     bʰapku            bahirrɛ       uɖuŋ       ka      ʃɛna 
 ɔlpɔ-kɛhɛ          ɟatɛ      bʰap-ku          bahir-rɛ      uɖuŋ       ka      ʃɛn-a 
 little-PRF.PTCP   so.that     vapor out-LOC    outside-LOC   come.out   NEG   go-FIN 
  ‘Little by little, so that the vapor doesn't come out.’ [Alcohol, 34] 
d.  ɛi    ɔkɔman ʃɛnɔʔ=pɛ 
 ɛi    ɔkɔman ʃɛn-ɔʔ=pɛ 
 this  where       go-INTR=2PL.SBJ 
 ‘Hey, where will you (pl.) go?’ [Arun visits India, 10] 
 
3.8 Adjectives 
Recall, as stated in §3.1, that some property-denoting roots can be distinguished from 
nouns in that they take a nominalizer -iʔ ‘NMLZ’ to function as independent arguments or noun 
phrase. These roots include maraŋ ‘big’, huɖiŋ ‘small’ and ɟiliŋ ‘tall’. We classify these roots as 
adjectives. Also, there are compounds like hɛrɛl hɔn ‘boy’ and ɛra hɔn ‘girls’ where hɛrɛl ‘male’ 
and ɛra ‘female’ can be considered adjectives. The classification of property-denoting roots as 
adjectives is supported by the examples in (3.65) where they perform the semantic function of 
modification without any inflection. Note that in comparison constructions like (3.65f-g), 
adjectives do not inflect for degree. 
(3.65)  
a. nɛʔɛ  ʈɔlarɛ         miŋa   maraŋ  ʃɛta      mɛniʔa 
 nɛʔɛ  ʈɔla-rɛ        miŋa  maraŋ   ʃɛta      mɛna-iʔ-a 





 ‘There is a big dog in this village’ [EXT and COND, 58] 
b. … ajʔ    maraŋ  hɔrɔ     tɛ 
 … ac     maraŋ  hɔrɔ     ta=ɛ 
 … 3SG    big          man      COP=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘… he is an big man’ [Directions to Krishnapur, 47] 
c. hambal cɛlaŋʈa        rakɔbɛm 
 hambal cɛlaŋ-ʈa       rakɔb-ɛʔ=m 
 heavy      pot-DEF.SG    put-TR.A=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Put down the heavy pot.’ [ELICITAION X: Categories, 35] 
d. ajʔ    ɟɛ     ɟiliŋ    giʔɛ 
 ac     ɟɛ     ɟiliŋ   giʔ=ɛ 
 3SG   very   tall       be=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘He is very tall’ [EXT and COND, 17] 
e. nɛʔɛ   ulʈa                   ʃɔia 
 nɛʔɛ   ul-ʈa                 ʃɔia 
 this      mango-DEF.SG    rotten. 
 ‘This mango is rotten’ [VALENCY and COMPARISONS, 76] 
f.  am    iŋaʔ         tʰɛkɛ   maraŋ    giʔap 
 am    iŋ-aʔ        tʰɛkɛ   maraŋ    giʔ-a=p 
 2SG   1SG-GEN   from      big            be-FIN=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘You are bigger/older than me’ [VALENCY and COMPARISONS, 37] 
g. orun   iŋaʔ          tʰɛkɛ   huɖiŋ    giʔɛ 
 orun   iŋ-aʔ         tʰɛkɛ   huɖiŋ    giʔ=ɛ 





 ‘Arun is younger than me.’ [VALENCY and COMPARISONS, 34] 
However, it is sometimes difficult to classify roots as adjectives on the face of it because most 
property-denoting roots in Kɔɖa can function as both nouns and verbs: if a root of this kind takes 
number and case suffixes,  is functions as noun (3.66); and all appear to be able to take TAM 
suffixes allowing them to function as verbs (3.67).   
(3.66) Property-denoting roots as nouns  
a. haramʈa       nɛnt̪ʰa   hiɟɔʔt̪ɛ  
 haram-ʈa     nɛnt̪ʰa   hiɟ-ɔʔ-t̪a-a=ɛ 
 old-DEF.SG   here         come-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘The old man is coming here’ [Elicitation X: Categories, 51] 
b. lɛhɛrrɛ     cadɛr   ui̯up 
 lɛhɛr-rɛ    cadɛr   uiu=p 
 cold-LOC    shawl     cover=2SG.SBJ 
 ‘Cover (yourself) in the cold’ [Phonemes Distribution, Shohag, 400] 
c. t̪ihin   lɛhɛr   t̪a 
 t̪ihin   lɛhɛr   t̪a-a 
 today    cold     COP-FIN 
 ‘It’s cold today.’ [SWADESH IV, 28] 
(3.67) Property-denoting roots as verbs 
a. rast̪aʈa        maraŋt̪ɛd̪aku 
 rast̪a-ʈa       maraŋ-t̪ɛ-d̪-a=ku 
 road-DEF.SG   big-AOR.TR-TR.B-FIN=3PL.SBJ 






b. ranuku        itiʔ    lɔlɔiʔt̪aku 
 ranu-ku       itiɟ    lɔlɔ-iʔ-t̪a-a=ku 
 medicine-PL.  little   hot-3SG.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
 ‘They heat up the medicine a little’ [Alcohol, 22] 
c. … ɟaʈadʰori  ɔʃuk     t̪ɔhɔnkɛnɛ                          nimt̪ɔʔ     buginakɛ 
 … ɟaʈadʰori  ɔʃuk    t̪ɔhɔn-kɛn-a=ɛ                    nimt̪ɔʔ    bugin-aka-a=ɛ 
 … Jatadhari       unwell   be-PST.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ   now           well/good-PFR.INTR-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘Suppose, Jatadhari was unwell. Now she got well.’ [Jatadhari the priestess, 48] 
d. iŋkɛ         lɛhɛriŋt̪a 
 iŋ-kɛ       lɛhɛr-iŋ-t̪a-a 
 1SG-OBJ   cold-1SG.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN 
 ‘It feels cold to me’ [SWADESH IV, 27] 
Note that the example in (3.67d) has a dative subject which is very similar to the Bangla dative 
subject construction (Onishi, 2001; Klaiman, 1980). We assume that the Kɔɖa dative/genitive 
subject construction resulted from contact which we discuss in detail in the following chapter. 
Though the majority of inherited inflectional affixes appear to be directly inherited, many Kɔɖa 
morphemes and morphosyntactic constructions appear to be borrowed form or heavily 
influenced by their Bangla counterparts. Here we classify the affixes and process as to whether 
they are inherited from/typical Munda languages or  they are borrowed from/typical of Indic 
languages. Table 3-8 lists the affixes of Kɔɖa inherited from proto Munda or typical of Munda 








Table 3-8 Native Affixes in Kɔɖa 
 Native/Inherited from Munda  Other Kherwarian Languages 




-ku  DF.PL 
 
-ko in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-ko in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-aʔ  GEN (Genitive for pronoun) 
 
-ak’ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-aʔ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-rɛn  GEN (Genitive for nominals) 
 
-rɛn in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-ren in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-raʔ  GEN (Genitive for nominals) 
 
-rɛak’ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-rɛaʔ/-raʔ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-rɛ  LOC 
 
-rɛ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-re in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 








-tɛ  INS-LOC (Instrumental-Locative) 
 
-tɛ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-te in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-iŋ  1SG.OBJ 
 
-ɲ/-iɲ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-ñ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-liŋ  1DL.EXCL.OBJ 
 
-liɲ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-liŋ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-lɛ  1PL.EXCL.OBJ 
 
-lɛ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-le in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-laŋ  1DL.INCL.OBJ 
 
-laŋ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-laŋ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-bu  1PL.INCL.OBJ 
 
-bon in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 









-mɛ  2SG.OBJ 
 
-me in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-m in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-bɛn  2DL.OBJ 
 
-ben in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-ben in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-pɛ  2PL.OBJ 
 
-pɛ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-pe in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-iʔ  3SG.OBJ 
 
-e in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-i/iʔ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-kin  3DL.OBJ 
 
-kin in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-kin in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-ku  3PL.OBJ 
 





-ko in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




=iŋ  1SG.SBJ 
 
=ɲ/=iɲ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=ñ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




=liŋ  1DL.EXCL.SBJ 
 
=liɲ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=liŋ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




=lɛ  1PL.EXCL.SBJ 
 
=lɛ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=le in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




=laŋ  1DL.INCL.SBJ 
 
=laŋ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=laŋ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




=bu  1PL.INCL.SBJ 
 
=bon in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=bu in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 
=bu in Ho (Pucilowski, 2013) 





x. =m  2SG.SBJ =m in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=m in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




=bɛn  2DL.SBJ 
 
=ben in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=ben in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




=p  2PL.SBJ 
 
=pe in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=pe in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




=ɛ  3SG.OBJ 
 
=e in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=eʔ/=e in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 






=kin in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=kin in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 






=ko in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
=ko in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 








-ɔʔ  INTR.A 
 
-ɔk’ ‘Middle’ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-oʔ ‘Passive’ Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-ɛʔ  TR.A 
 
-ɛk’ ‘Active’ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-e ‘EPEN’ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-n  INTR.A  
 
-n in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-n in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-d̪   TR.B 
 
-d̪ in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-d̪ in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-aʔ  APL 
 
-a in Santali 










-t̪a  PRES.PROG 
 





-ta in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-kɛ  PRF.TR 
 
-ke in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-ke in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-aka  PRF.INTR 
 
-aka in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
(for both TR/INTR) 
-aka in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 
(for experiential perfect) 
-aka in Ho (Pucilowski, 2013) 




-kɛn  PST.PROG 
 
-tahɛ̃ken in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-tai-ke-n in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 




-t̪ɛ  AOR.TR 
 




-ɛ  AOR.INTR 
 
-e in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-ja in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 








-lɛ  ANT 
 
-le in Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
-le in Mundari (Osada, 2008) 
-le in Ho (Pucilowski, 2013) 
Table 3-9 Borrowed affixes in Kɔɖa 
 Borrowed affixes Source language 
a. -ʈa DEF.SG Bangla (Biswas, 2012) 
b. -kɛ OBJ (object case marker) Bangla (Klaiman, 1980) 
As already discussed, Kɔɖa has two other word formation processes in addition to suffixation: 
compounding and reduplication. Recall that compounding involves two stems acting as one unit 
or word.  Kɔɖa compounds include compound verbs as well as compounds (also known as 
conjunct verbs) where the first root is an adjective or noun and the second is a verb. The most 
common type of reduplication in Kɔɖa is full-copy of the base, with fixed m- segmentalism 
initially in the second member of the compound. Reduplication adds a sense of associative plural 
or ‘and the like’. Table 3-10 summarizes these word-formation processes, all of which appear to 
be found in other Munda languages as well. 
Table 3-10 Word formation processes in Kɔɖa 
 Word formation process in Kɔɖa Other Kherwarian languages  
a. Compounding Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
Mundari (Osada, 2008) 










Ho (Anderson et. al., 2010 as cited in 







Santali (Ghosh, 2008) 
 
Mundari (Osada, 2008) 
Ho (Pucilowski, 2013) 
 
d.  Suffixation      All 
 
While these word formation processes are common in other Munda languages, some subcases of 
each type are similar to compounding, reduplication, and suffixation in Bangla, sometimes with 
evidence of cognate affixes. Chapter 4 explores the effect of Bangla contact on Kɔɖa phonology 
and morphology, and the question of whether Kɔɖa should be considered a mixed language. 
Although it sometimes difficult to determine the origin of a particular morphological process or 
construction type that has a wide area distribution in South Asia,  there is ample evidence of 














4 Kɔɖa in the context of language contact 
4.0 Introduction 
In this chapter, we present a study of Kɔɖa in the context of language contact. First, we 
discuss evidence of early contact between Kɔɖa and neighboring Indo-Aryan languages in § 4.1. 
Then we discuss the relatively recent contact between Kɔɖa and Bangla and present an account 
of the extent of borrowing and contact induced innovations in Kɔɖa in § 4.2- 4.7. The findings, 
summarized in § 4.8, suggest that Kɔɖa is a mixed language, as per the definition presented by 
Thomason, “a language whose grammatical and lexical subsystems cannot all be traced back 
primarily to a single source language” (2008, p. 21). Before discussing details of contact-induced 
change in Kɔɖa, it will be helpful to present an overview of the effect of language contact on 
Munda languages more generally, as Kɔɖa is far from unique in many of the features discussed 
in this chapter. 
Munda speaking populations live mainly in modern-day Bangladesh and India. There is 
also a small Munda population in Nepal speaking Mundari. In Bangladesh, Munda people live in 
the district of Rangpur and Rajshahi, where they are surrounded by speakers of Bangla, the 
dominant language of the area. In India, Munda people are found in many different areas, 
including the states of West Bengal, Bihar, Odisha, Jharkhand, Chattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, and Maharashtra. As a consequence, speakers of Munda 
languages in these communities are surrounded by speakers of Indo-Aryan, Dravidian and/or 
Trans-Himalayan languages (see Map 1-3) (Anderson, 2014, p. 365; Kim et al., 2010, p. 9; 





inequality: in no area is Munda the language of the majority, or the language of political, social 
or economic power. On the contrary, Munda people tend to be at the bottom of the socio-
economic scale, on the fringes of modern society. This social situation has led to Munda 
languages becoming substrate language in relation to Indo-Aryan superstrata. The socio-
economic and cultural dominance of Indo-Aryan language communities forces the Munda 
speaking communities to adopt the neighboring dominant languages as their second language.   
Long term bilingualism with a dominant language typically leads to significant changes 
in all areas of language structure, including phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicon. The 
minority language can also become moribund and eventually cease to be spoken, as the dominant 
society provides fewer and fewer contexts for use of the minority language (Thomason, 2001, 
pp. 11-12). Munda languages were totally unknown to linguists until the middle of the nineteenth 
century, and throughout the twentieth century, smaller Munda languages had already been 
disappearing (Anderson, 2008, p. 5). The surviving Munda languages, including Kharia, Gorum, 
Korku, Santali, and Mundari have all been described as undergoing significant change due to 
long standing language contact with neighboring Indic languages, including Bangla, Sadani, 
Hindi, and Desia Oriya, so it is no surprise to find a similar trajectory in Kɔɖa. 
Mundologists generally concur that the Munda languages have all been affected by 
contact with New Indo-Aryan languages in various ways and to different degrees. For instance, 
Ghosh (2008, p. 15) maintains that Santali, to some extent, is modified in phonology and 
morphology due to its contact with Bangla. Korku, the only non-Kherwarian north Munda 
language, spoken in the state of Maharashtra of India, borrowed heavily from neighboring Indo-
Aryan Hindi and Marathi, which, in turn effected an Indo-Aryan-like pattern in the consonant 





example, Indo-Aryan-like relative clause structures are preferred among young Korku speakers 
(Zide, 2008, p. 256).  In Kharia, a south Munda language spoken in southwestern areas of 
Jharkhand, India, loans from Sadani can be found in all areas of the lexicon and the effect of 
language contact can be found in Kharia phonology as well (Peterson, 2008, pp. 498, 435). 
Anderson finds that the sound of Gtaʔ, another south Munda language spoken in southern Orissa 
(now Odisha), has “both a distinctly Munda and distinctly South Asian ‘feel’” (2008, p. 682). 
Anderson and Rau (2008, p. 382) suggest that Gorum, another south Munda language of Odisha,  
is severely endangered and possibly moribund. Gorum speakers, who are all bilinguals in Desia 
Oriya, mostly use Desia Oriya in their daily life. Gorum is apparently restricted to private 
communications among elders  with “code-mixed utterances frequently attested in connected 
speech” (Anderson & Rau, 2008, p. 421). In sum, it appears that a wide-range of contact-induced 
features can be found in all Munda languages, and that Munda languages are becoming less and 
less structurally distinct from their Indo-Aryan neighbors over time, and furthermore becoming 
moribund. 
One commonality across Munda languages is the presence of borrowed Indo-Aryan 
vocabulary. These Indo-Aryan words in Munda languages are specifically contact related 
borrowing, since words are borrowed from their respective neighboring languages. We adopt the 
definition of borrowing as per Matras (2000, p. 149) “replication of linguistic material in the 
form of a phonological shape with associated meaning”. Some Munda languages also show 
evidence of replication of linguistic patterns or convergence. For instance, Kɔɖa borrows the 
object case marker from Bangla and also replicates the differential object marking pattern 






(4.1)a.  abukɛ             ɛnɛʔ  udugaʔbukunaku 
 abukɛ             ɛnɛʔ  udug-aʔ-bu-kɛn-a=ku 
 1PL.INCL-OBJ  that     show-APL-1PL.INCL-PST.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘They were showing this to us.’ [Introduction to the Koda people, 56] 
     b.  nɔbɔdip  ʃɛnkɛhɛ        kɔɖatukukɛ                lelkutalɛ 
 nɔbɔdip  ʃɛn-kɛhɛ       kɔɖa-tuku-kɛ             lɛl-ku-ta-a=lɛ 
 nabadip      go-PRF.PTCP  Koda-ASSOC.PL-OBJ    see-1/3PL.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN=1PL.EXCL.SBJ  
 ‘After going to Nobodip we see the Kodas and all.’ [Arun visits India, 22] 
Matras (2000, p. 79) suggests that “ mixed languages differ from conventional cases of contact in 
the density of different contact phenomena and their cumulative effect on the overall structure of 
the system”. As all Munda languages show various degrees of contact phenomena, it is difficult 
to determine at what point a Munda language can be considered a mixed language. However, we 
find that the degree of Bangla influence on vocabulary and structure are remarkable. Kɔɖa shares 
almost all the common contact phenomena found in the aforementioned Munda languages and, 
in addition, some unique contact-induced phenomena that distinguish it from its closely related 
sister languages Santali, Mundari and Ho.  
The Kɔɖa example in (4.1) can be contrasted with the example in (4.2) from its sister 
language Ho (Pucilowski, 2013). The example in (4.1a) shows that in Kɔɖa, as in Bangla, the 
indirect object, abu (1PL.INCL), gets the object case marker -kɛ and the direct object does not get 
case-marked because it has an inanimate referent. In contrast, the example in (4.2a) shows that, 
in Ho, as is typical of Munda languages, arguments are not overtly case-marked. Compare the 
Kɔɖa direct object kɔɖatuku-kɛ ‘the Kodas’ in (4.1b), which is case marked, with the Ho 






a.  hola       Dobro ako  merom=eʔ udub-a-ɖ-ko-wa     HO 
yesterday  Dobro   3PL  goat=3SG      show-APPL-TR-3PL-FIN 
‘He gave us everything’ [Pucilowski, 2013, p. 155]  
b.  hola        Soba  aɲ=eʔ        nel-ki-ɖ-iɲ-e 
yesterday  Soba     1SG=3SG     nel-PFV-TR-1SG-FIN 
‘Yesterday Soba saw me’ [Pucilowski, 2013, p. 45] 
The aforementioned contrast between Kɔɖa and Ho shows that when one language converges 
with another language, it can consequently diverge from its closely related sister languages or 
dialects. However, two sister languages might undergo similar convergence, if the context and 
nature of the contact are comparable. For instance, Zide (2008) finds that Korku uses locative 
case marker /-èn/ to encode dative subjects, “with roughly similar semantics to the parallel Hindi 
sentences” (p. 289) as shown in (4.3). 
(4.3) iɲ-èn   raram-bà        KORKU 
1-LOC  REDPL:feel.cold-FIN:PRS/FUT 
‘I will be/feel cold’ [Zide, 2008, p. 289] 
Similarly, the example in (4.4) shows that Kɔɖa uses the (borrowed) objective case marker to 
encode the experiencer subject in Kɔɖa. Bangla uses genitive case marker -er/-r in the parallel 
sentences with similar semantics as shown in (4.5). It is important to note that even borrowed 
functional morphemes like -kɛ are not necessarily employed in precisely the same contexts as in 
Bangla. In this instance, it appear that objective case has undegone a further expansion in its use 
in Kɔɖa.   







‘I am/feel cold’ [SWADESH IV, 27] 
(4.5) ama-r   ʈʰanɖa  lag-ch-e       BANGLA 
 1-GEN   cold        feel-PRS.PROG=3 
 ‘I feel cold’  
In the following section, we discuss some contact phenomena in Kɔɖa and demonstrate the 
effects on the linguistic structure of Kɔɖa.  
 
4.1 Early contact of Munda and Indo-Aryan languages: Evidence in Kɔɖa 
Historians concur with linguists that before the arrival of Indo-Aryan speakers, the 
Bengal delta was populated by speakers of Austroasiatic languages (Eton, 1993, p. 5; 
Shahidullah, 1933, p. 721). Masica (1991, p. 41) suggests that a considerable portion of Munda-
speaking peasantry of West Bengal switched to Indo-Aryan languages (MIA) during the 
Aryanization of the area in the Gupta period in the 4th century CE, or later. Munda speakers from 
other parts of India met with a similar fate.  As Anderson (2008. p. 1) suggests, Munda-speaking 
people were marginalized into hilly and forested country of Odisha (formerly Orissa) and 
Jharkhand as an aftermath of the aryanization of central and eastern India around 2,500 years 
ago. According to Chatterji, Bengal was inhabited by an earlier Munda tribe, before the modern 
Munda speakers emigrated from Chota Nagpur to Bengal, but they have become “completely 
Hinduized” (1926, p. 68). As stated earlier, the Munda languages were completely unknown to 
linguists up until the middle of nineteenth century. Linguists do not have access to any evidence 
of Munda languages before that period due to the fact that Munda languages did not have any 
written tradition. Nonetheless, Sanskrit and Prakrit loanwords and retroflex sounds that are found 





Contact between Proto-Munda speakers and Indo-Aryan speaking populations has been 
argued to have occurred as early as the Vedic period (Kuiper, 1948, p. 6), which is dated roughly 
as 1700-1000 BCE, following the fall of Harappan civilization around 1750 BCE (Brunswig, 
1975, p. 120). Linguistic evidence for such contact is scarce and based on reconstruction of Proto 
Munda forms. Nonetheless, linguists maintain that a portion of the substratum found in the Rig 
Veda, the earliest Vedic text, belongs to Proto Munda: for instance, Sambara, a prominent non-
Aryan (Dasa) enemy of the Vedic god Indra, and Arbuda are Proto Munda personal names 
(Mayrhofer, 1951, p. 58-59 as cited in Hock, 1975, p. 78). 
If the contact between Indo-Aryan speakers and Proto-Munda speakers happened in the 
time of the Rig-Veda, the location of such contact is likely to be northwestern India, the home of 
the people of the Rig-Veda, that is, the present-day Punjab. Konow (1908) suggests that the 
Munda languages “have once been spoken along the slopes of the Himalayas as far west as 
Kanawar and Lahul in the Punjab” (p. 72). If the Indo-Aryans were in close contact with the 
Munda, one might expect to find Indo-Aryan words of that period in Munda languages. Of 
course, there are Sanskrit words in Munda languages, but it is very difficult to determine whether 
those are from the Vedic period (1700-1000 BCE) or from Classical Sanskrit (c. 500 BCE), the 
language described by Panini. In this section, we present lexical evidence that can be used to 
support the claim of contact between Munda and Indo-Aryan languages at three different stages: 
Old Indo Aryan (OIA); Middle Indo Aryan (MIA); and New Indo Aryan (NIA). We only discuss 
the loans that are found in Kɔɖa, though some of these are evidenced in other Munda languages 
as well.  
The word d̪at̪rɔm ‘sickle’ seems to be an early Sanskrit loan into Munda. The Sanskrit 





stem nouns of singular number in Sanskrit take suffix –m in both the nominative and accusative: 
van-a ‘forest’,  vana-m ‘forest-SG.N.NOM’ or ‘forest-SG.N.ACC’  (Ruppel, 2017, p. 58). The word 
d̪āt̪ra ‘sickle’ is a neuter a-stem noun and its first declension is d̪āt̪ra-m (sickle-SG.N.NOM/ACC) 
(Yates, 1846, p. 359), as in tad d̪āt̪ra-m  (that sickle-SG.N.NOM) ‘That is a sickle’. It is certain 
that the word was not borrowed from tMIA, because the stem is attested as d̪āt̪t̪a ‘sickle’ in 
Prakrit, Pali and the Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit (Cone, 2010, p. 385; Edgerton, 1936, p. 71) and 
both nominative and accusative singular neuter form is attested as d̪āt̪t̪a-m ‘sickle-SG.N.NOM’ or 
‘sickle-SG.N.ACC’ in Pali (Cone, 2010, p. 385).  It is also clear that the word is not loaned from 
Bangla, a NIA language, because Bangla inherited a rather simplified structure, d̪a ‘sickle’ from 
its ancestral Indo-Aryan language (in addition, Bangla does not have grammatical gender). In 
this light, we argue that the word d̪at̪rɔm ‘sickle’ in Munda languages was a direct borrowing 
from Sanskrit. The question remains whether it is borrowed from Vedic or Classical Sanskrit, 
since the stem d̪āt̪ra and the aforementioned rule of declension are the same in Vedic Sanskrit 
and Classical Sanskrit (Macdonell, 1916, p. 48). We remain agnostic about the variant of 
Sanskrit the word was borrowed from and call it a borrowing from OIA, which comprises both 
Vedic and Classical Sanskrit.  
The reduplicated form dʰiram dʰiram ‘very slowly’, which is also found in Kharia 
(Peterson, 2008, p. 484), appears to be a Sanskrit borrowing as well. In Sanskrit the stem is dʰira 
‘steady’ and its neuter singular form becomes dʰiram in nominative or accusative case (recall, -m 
is a nominative and accusative case marker for neuter gender Sanskrit a- stem singular 
nominals). On the other hand, Bangla dʰire ‘slowly’ and the reduplicated form dʰire dʰire ‘very 
slowly’ are attested, which seem to follow from Sanskrit stem dʰira. The final -m in Kɔɖa word 





between the word dʰiram dʰiram, found in Kɔɖa and Kharia, and the Khmer word tram traeŋ ‘to 
do (something) slowly’ (Headley, 1977, p. 346), which may very well be loaned from Sanskrit as 
well. However, we remain agnostic whether the source of dʰiram dʰiram is Sanskrit or Prakrit, 
since in the stem dʰira is also found in Pali (Pali text society, 1921, p. 342).  
The Kɔɖa word [daru] ‘tree’ seems to be directly loaned from Sanskrit or Prakrit. The 
word dāru ‘wood/timber’ (cf. Zend dauru) appeared in the Rig veda (Monier-Williams, 1899, p. 
476) and the word taru ‘tree’ appears in later Sanskrit, for instance in Ramayana (Monier-
Williams, 1899, p. 439). In Pali, one can find both dāru and taru for ‘tree’, which seem to be 
dialectal variants (Pali text society, 1921, p. 298). The word dāru can be found in Bangla in two 
compound words that refer plant names: dɛbdāru ‘cedar’ and dārucini ‘cinnamon’ and the word 
tɔru ‘tree’ can be found in Bangla literature and songs. Bangla speakers use the form gacʰ  (or 
the high register brikkʰo in formal settings and writings) for ‘tree’, which seems to have come 
from Prakrit gaccʰa ‘a small tree’ (Cone, 2010, p. 2). All of these lead us to assume that daru 
‘tree’ in Kɔɖa was loaned from OIA or, at latest, from Pali, that is MIA.   
The Kɔɖa word [maɳɖi] ‘cooked rice’ seems to have been borrowed from either Sanskrit 
or Prakrit. In both Sanskrit and Pali, we find the word maɳɖa ‘scum of cooked rice’. It is difficult 
to say whether the Munda form was borrowed from Older Sanskrit or later Sanskrit/Prakrit. But 
one thing is clear: it was not borrowed from Bangla, since Bangla uses the form mãɽ ‘scum of 
cooked rice’, which is derived from Sanskrit/Prakrit maɳɖa.  
Finally, the word ɟiu ‘life’ in Kɔɖa appears to be a loan from a later Indic language, 
which is much closer to Bangla than to Prakrit or Sanskrit. The word ɟiu ‘life’, which derived 
from Sanskrit/Pali ɟiva ‘life/living being’ appeared in the poems of fourteenth century Sanskrit 





comprised of certain parts of Bihar, Jharkhand and eastern plains of Nepal, the foothills of 
Himalaya, wrote the relevant poem in Maithili, a language spoken in Mithila. Recall the 
ancestral home of Kɔɖa speakers of Bangladesh, according to them, was in the plateau of Chota 
Nagpur in the Jharkhand district of India. We suggest that Kɔɖa or its ancestral language 
borrowed ɟiu ‘life’ from Maithili, spoken in Chota Nagpur of Jharkhand district before they 
moved to Bengal. Our suggestion is based also on the fact that the word ɟiu ‘life’ did not make it 
to Bangla, in which the related forms are ɟib ‘living being’ and  ɟibɔn ‘life’ that reflect from the 
Sanskrit/Pali forms: ɟiva and ɟivana respectively. 
The historical origin of Kɔɖa ɟiu ‘life’ also opens the door to date the exodus of the 
ancestors of Kɔɖa from Chota Nagpur of Jharkhand to Bengal. A Kɔɖa speaking community was 
first mentioned in the 1901 census of India (Risley & Gait, 1903, p. 345). Chatterji (1926) wrote 
that a “Kol” (Munda) tribe, moved to Bengal from the plateau of Chota Nagpur, an area of 
Jharkhand, India, in recent times  (p. 68). We assume that Chatterji’s (1926, p. 68) ‘recent times’ 
indicates within a hundred years of his writing. The presence of a Munda speaking population in 
Chota Nagpur is attested by the Kol/Munda rebellion against the colonial administration of 
British India and their Indo-Aryan speaking collaborators that took place in Chota Nagpur in 
1831-33 (Jha, 1958). Bara (1997) states that many of the Munda speakers of Chota Nagpur, after 
the suppression of the Kol/Munda revolt, resorted to emigration throughout the nineteenth and 
early twentieth century (p. 785). Kɔɖa speakers of Bankura (Konow, 1906, p. 108), too, reported 
that they come from Nagpur. We assume that by Nagpur they meant Chota Nagpur of Jharkhand. 
All of this leads us to suggest that the bulk of the Indo-Aryan loans in the Kɔɖa of Bengal (West 





150 years. A tentative timeline of contact between different Indo-Aryan and Munda languages is 
sketched out in table 4-1.  
Table 4-1 A tentative timeline of contact between different Indic and Munda languages  
Languages in Contact Period of the 
earliest 
contact. 








1700-1000 BCE Punjab Kuiper (1948) 
Mayrhofer (1951) 
Sanskrit &  
Magadhi Prakrits 












1000-1300 CE Jharkhand, 
Bihar, Odisha, 








Kɔɖa in West 
Bengal & 
Bangladesh 
Modern Bangla After 
1831-33 CE 
Bengal following  
Konow (1906), 







Kɔɖa seems to have borrowed a lot of Bangla word within a short period of time. Recall 
Konow’s comment on the Kɔɖa specimen collected from the district of Bankura of Bengal 
Presidency: “It is very corrupt, and it seems to show that the Kōḍā of Bankura will soon abandon 
their old tongue for Bengali” (1906, p. 114). We found that Kɔɖa spoken in Bangladesh is 
significantly affected by Bangla. However, as Indo-Aryan and Munda languages share certain 
typological features (head-finality, case-marking, complex tense-aspect and agreement 
morphology) it is not always entirely clear what features in any given Munda language can be 
said to be due to Indo-Aryan influence, and it is not clear to what extent the basic typology of 
both language groups has converged as a result of several millennia of contact. Nonetheless, 
there are many recent developments in Kɔɖa that have clearly come about through contact, as 
defined by Thomason (2008, p. 47): “Contact is a source of linguistic change if it is less likely 
that a given change would have occurred outside a specific contact situation.” In the following 
sections we discuss the linguistic changes in Kɔɖa that are due to its contact with Bangla: we 
discuss the morphological changes in section §4.2-§ 4.5, we discuss the morphosyntactic 
changes in section § 4.6, and we discuss the phonological in section § 4.7.  
 
4.2 Borrowing of free lexemes 
Borrowing of free morphemes from Bangla into Koɖa are found in all categories, for 
example nouns, modifiers, verbs, postposition and conjunctions, with the exception of personal 
pronouns, which are entirely of Munda origin.  
Two examples from spontaneous narratives, one in (4.6a) by Arun Kɔɖa and the other in 
(4.6b) by Shohag Kɔɖa, give a picture of the categories and frequency of loanwords in Kɔɖa. The 





(4.6b) is taken from Shohag’s narrative on the importance of the indigenous alcoholic drink 
bɔɖɛɟ. Note that the Bangla loanwords are highlighted in red. We didn’t highlight two other 
loanwords, one earlier Indo-Aryan word maɳɖi ‘cooked.rice’ and one English word cenɟ 
‘change’.  
(4.6)a.  babu mihiriʔ    gɔɟ-aka=ɛ           
sir       one.person die-PRF.INTR=3SG  
tɛ ɛnɛ kʰatir dɛkʰa ʃɛn-ɔʔ-ta-a=lɛ                                       alɛ 
so  this  for         see       go-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1PL.EXCL  1PL.EXCL    
caddɔ~maddɔ ɛm  laga-a        to        tai kʰatir 
funeral-RED        give require-FIN  EMPH  that for 
kʰan-dɔ     aiʔ  abar gam-ɛʔ-t-=ɛ                                 cina accʰa ʈʰik mɛna tahalɛ 
then-EMPH 3SG again  tell-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ that    ok       right  be        then  
talɛ alɛ-kɛ               nimti-kɛhɛ      du      haɟar-kɛhɛ            ʈaka da  
then  1PL.EXCL-OBJ  some-PRF.PTCP  EMPH thousand-PRF.PTCP  taka    give 
“Sir, one person died. That's why we are going to see. A funeral has to be given for that. 
Then he said again, ‘Ok then alright. Give us some to each of us. Give us two thousand  
Taka each.’ [Arun visits India, 15-18] 
b. kintu dɔ       bohut cenɟ    caba-aka=ku                    ʃida   tʰeke 
but       EMPH  many     change finish-PRF.INTR=3PL.SBJ    before  from 
tacʰara ɛnɛʈagɛn      manɛ   ɟɔtɔ dik tʰeke ɛnɛʈagɛn       abu-aʔ             pɔdʰan  
besides  that-DEF=FOC  meaning all   side   from   that-DEF=FOC 1PL.INCL-GEN  main 
kintu nimtɔʔ maɳɖi nɔʃtɔ-ɔʔ-ta-a                     tai ɔɖɔ ka=ku        rika-ɛʔ-ta-a 
but       now       rice       waste-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN so  and  NEG=3PL.SBJ do-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN 
ɔɖɔ rika-ɛʔ-ta-a=ku                              ɔlpɔ kʰub 





‘But a lot of change happened compared to (what it was) before. Besides, this is, I mean, 
from all sides, this is our main thing, but cooked rice gets wasted. That’s why they don’t 
make it anymore. They make a very small amount.’ [Alcohol, 56-59] 
 
The words of Bangla origin in the above examples are listed in (4.7) with their gloss and 
category. 
(4.7) 
Morphemes Gloss Category 
babu sir noun 
kʰatir for postposition 
dekha see verb 
caddo funeral noun 
laga require verb 
to require EMPH 
tai that demonstrative 
abar again adjective 
accʰa ok interjection 
ʈʰik alright adjective 
tahalɛ/talɛ then adverb 
-kɛ -OBJ  case suffix 
haɟar thousand noun 
ʈaka Taka (BDT) noun 





kintu but conjunction 
bohut many adjective 
ceinɟ change noun 
tʰeke from postposition 
-ʈa -DEF article 
tacʰara besides conjunction 
manɛ meaning/that is adverb 
dik direction noun 
pɔdʰan main adjective 
maɳɖi cooked rice noun 
nɔʃʈɔ broken adjective 
tai so conjunction 
ɔlpɔ little adjective 
kʰub very adverb 
Note the presence of bound morphemes, for example, the object case marker and definite 
marker in (4.7), which we will discuss later in this chapter (§4.3.1 and §4.3.4 respectively). The 
list in (4.7) also shows a handful of function words/particles.  
Words are not the only elements that get borrowed, but rather all aspects of a language 
can be transferred from one to another, given the right mix of social and linguistic circumstances 
(Thomason 2001, 11). As stated earlier, Kɔɖa seems to be in such a circumstance where 
grammatical particles and patterns are also being borrowed into the language. We present some 





The borrowing of free lexemes arguably has no immediate bearing on the structure, but 
the borrowings of bound morphemes does (Thomason, 2006, p. 2-3). Several linguists have 
posited scales of borrowability, in which free lexemes are more borrowable than bound 
morphemes. Matras (2009, p.157) proposes the hierarchy in (4.8), where the most borrowable 
elements are at the beginning and the least borrowable elements are at the end.  
(4.8) Borrowing Hierarchy (Matras, 2009, p.157) 
nouns, conjunctions > verbs > discourse markers > adjectives > interjections > adverbs > 
other particles, adpositions > numerals > pronouns > derivational affixes > inflectional 
affixes. 
 
Kɔɖa appears to violate this hierarchy as pronouns and derivational affixes are thoroughly 
native, while a number of inflectional affixes have been borrowed, as discussed further in §4.3.  
The only Bangla categories that are not yet evidenced in Kɔɖa are personal pronouns and verbal 
agreement morphology, which appear to be strictly inherited.  
One possible reason for the absence of pronoun borrowing across the Munda languages, 
despite its widespread presence in the languages of Southeast Asia and elsewhere (Thomason & 
Everett 2005; Campbell, 1997), is the fact that the pronouns are reinforced by identical or nearly 
identical subject and object marking morphology. The Southeast Asian languages where 
pronominal borrowing abounds (e.g. Thai, Malay varieties, Chamic languages) are isolating 
languages without morphological reinforcement of the native pronoun set. We may similarly be 
able to account for the lack of Bangla category changing morphology in Kɔɖa by pointing to the 
well-known flexibility of Munda roots with regard to both lexical category and transitivity. 





non-native one but rather the reinterpretation of the basic system of lexical categories in the 
language. 
 
4.3 Contact-induced Morphology  
Kɔɖa borrowed several inflectional morphemes from Bangla, which rank low in Matras’s 
borrowing hierarchy. These inflectional morphemes belong to nominal inflections exclusively. In 
this section, we compare the forms, function and distribution of these inflectional morphemes in 
the source and the recipient language.  
4.3.1 Object Case marker -kɛ 
Objects are typically morphologically unmarked in Kherwarian languages, which are 
largely head-marking languages. Neither Santali (Ghosh, 2008, p. 34), Mundari (Osada, 2008, p. 
108), nor Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, p. 12) show object marking in their more conservative varieties. 
However, according to Osada (2008, p. 156) some dialects of Mundari have borrowed the dative 
marker -kɛ from Sadani, an Indic language of Jharkhand and Pucilowski (2013, p. 146) observes 
that younger speakers of Ho use object marking -kɛ from Sadani. In contrast, Kɔɖa uses the 
object case marker -kɛ, which is borrowed from Bangla, across the board, as described in 
§3.2.3.1. The function and the distribution of case-marking on objects in Kɔɖa fully aligns with 
that of Bangla, in that, certain types of objects receive obligatory case marking, some are marked 









(4.9) Differential Case Marking in Kɔɖa and Bangla 
a.  Human direct objects, whether full NPs, pronouns or proper names, are obligatorily 
marked  
b.  Objective case does not occur on nominal direct objects that refer to inanimates and 
indefinite non-human animates 
c.  the objective case marker optionally occurs on direct objects that refer to definite non-
human animals 
d.  the objective case marker obligatorily occurs on all nominal and pronominal indirect 
objects that are animate.  
e.  inanimate (pronominal) indirect objects get locative case marker. 
 
4.3.2 Nominative suffix -tɛ 
Kɔɖa subject NPs are generally unmarked, as in Bangla. However, Bangla uses -tɛ (with 
allomorphs -e and -y) on subjects to create existential indefinite animate plurals (Thompson, 
2012, p. 256), as shown in (4.10).  
 
(4.10)  bulbuli-tɛ              dhan         khe-yech=e    BANGLA 
nightingale-NOM       paddy.rice.   eat-PRF=3SG.SBJ 
‘There were nightingales that ate the paddy rice.’  
 
Kɔɖa appears to have borrowed the nominative marker -tɛ from Bangla. The examples in 







a.  …kɔɖa hɔrtɛ       ɟoʈ-kɛtɛ             aʈ    dɔʃɟɔn  ɟagɛn      ʃɛnɔʔtaku 
…kɔɖa hɔrɔ-tɛ    ɟoʈ-kɛtɛ             aʈ    dɔʃ-ɟɔn ɟa=gɛn   ʃɛn-ɔʔ-ta-a=ku 
…Kɔɖa    man-NOM union-PRF.PTCP  eight ten-CLF that=FOC go-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN-3PL.SBJ 
‘We, Koɖa men, eight to ten people together, go on a hunt.’ [Kɔɖa food, 11] 
     b. hɛ  ɟajlatɛgɛn               haku   ʃaʔakutaku 
hɛ  ɟaila-tɛ-gɛn            haku  ʃaʔa-ku-t-a=ku 
yes fishermen-NOM-FOC  fish      catch-3PL.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
‘Yes, only fishermen catch fish’ [NEG (fishing), 16] 
     c.  uriʔtɛ       gʰaʃar  ɟɔmɛʔtaku 
uriʔ-tɛ      gʰaʃar  ɟɔm-ɛʔ-ta-a=ku 
cow-NOM  grass      eat-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
  ‘Cows eat grass.’ [Phonemes Distribution, Shohag, 58] 
 
4.3.3 Imperfective participle suffix -tɛ 
Some Munda languages, for instance Korku (Anderson, 2007, p. 129), Gotub (Grifiths, 
2008, p. 659), Juang (Patnaik, 2008, p. 525) and Sora (Anderson & Harrison 2008, p. 346), use 
partial reduplication of verb stem to derive a purposive infinitive. However, this use of 
reduplicated verbs in various Munda languages are restricted to certain verbs, which indicates 
that it might be a historical relic (Anderson & Harrison, 2008, p. 346). Other Munda languages, 
for instance Kharia (Peterson, 2008, p. 585), either borrowed infinitive markers from 
neighboring Indic languages or use a bare stem. Kɔɖa appears to use both: a bare verb root in an 
infinitival construction, as shown in (4.12) with kiriŋ and a stem plus infinitive marker -tɛ, an 






(4.12) haku kiriŋ baɟar ʃɛnɔjŋ 
haku kiriŋ baɟar   ʃɛn-ɔʔ-a=iŋ 
fish.    buy    market  go-INTR.A-FIN=1SG.SBJ 
‘I will go to the market to buy fish.’ [TENSE II, 12] 
Ho also occasionally uses the infinitive marker -te. Pucilowski (2013, p.191) argues that Ho 
allative -te is developing into an infinitive -te. I would argue that Kɔɖa infinitive -tɛ is a 
borrowing from Bangla. Bangla uses a suffix -tɛ with a verb stem to express an incomplete and 
anticipated event prior to the finite verb of a clause (David, 2015, p.229). In the traditional 
Bangla grammar, this suffix -tɛ, has been called the infinitive marker. The example in (4.13) 
shows Bangla sentences with the use and distribution of the imperfective marker -tɛ (glossed as 
IPFP).  
(4.13)  ami           o-ke        dekh-te   ca-∅-i                 BANGLA 
1SG.NOM   3SG.OBJ   see-IPFP   want-PRS-1 
‘I want to see him’ [Seely (2002/2006, p.210) as cited in David (2015, p. 229)] 
The examples in (4.14) shows that Kɔɖa speakers optionally use the borrowed imperfective 
participle/infinitive marker -tɛ in the same function. 
(4.14)a.  ɟʰurpa  lɛl(tɛ)    bɔrɔgɛn    lagaʔta 
  ɟʰurpa   lɛl-tɛ      bɔrɔ=gɛn  laga-ɔʔ-ta-a 
   jungle      see-IPFP fear=FOC    feel-INTR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN 
  ‘It feels scary to look at the jungle.’ [IMPERATIVES, 8] 
      b. iŋkɛ       haku  ɟɔm(tɛ)   bɛʃ    lagaiŋta  
iŋ-kɛ      haku  ɟɔm-tɛ    bɛʃ    laga-iŋ-ta-a  
1SG-OBJ  fish     eat-IPFP  good  feel-1SG.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN 





4.3.4 Definite marker -ʈa  
Typically, Munda languages, for instance Kharia (Peterson, 2008, p.445), Sora (Anderson 
& Harrison, 2008, p.315), Gorum (Anderson & Rau, 2008, p.390), Remo (Anderson & Harrison, 
2008, p.576), Ho (Anderson et al., 2008, p.207), Keraʔ Mundari (Kobayashi & Murmu, 2008, 
p.171), do not use a definite marker. Santali uses -tɛt’ as the definite marker for nouns and -ʈak’ 
as the definite marker for pronouns (Ghosh, 2008, p.39). In Konow’s description of Kɔɖa (1906, 
p.111), we find the definite markers and their distribution are the same as Santali. But recent 
Kɔɖa has replaced the definite markers used in Konow’s Kɔɖa with a definite marker -ʈa 
(DEF.SG) for both nouns and pronouns. The definite suffix -ʈa is a borrowing of Bangla-ʈa, a 
classifier (glossed as CLF). In Bangla, the NUMERAL-ʈa NOUN structure corresponds to an 
indefinite reading, but NOUN-ʈa gives a definite reading (Biswas, 2012, pp.1-20), as shown in 
(4.15).  
 Interestingly, Kɔɖa has only borrowed the NOUN-ʈa structure, shown in (4.15b) and 
(4.16b). Unlike in Bangla, where the NUMERAL-ʈa NOUN structure is required for indefinite 
nouns, this structure is ungrammatical in Kɔɖa, as seen in (4.15a) and (4.16a). It is thus possible 
to say that a shift in meaning has occurred with the borrowed -ʈa marker. Whereas it is a 
classifier in Bangla, it can be said to strictly mark definiteness in Kɔɖa.  
 
(4.15) Bangla Classifier -ʈa        
a.  ek*(-ʈa) pakʰi   b. pakʰi-ʈa 
one-CLF bird    bird-CLF 






(4.16) Kɔɖa definite marker -ʈa 
a. miŋa(*-ʈa) ɔrɛ   b. ɔrɛ-ʈa 
one-(*-DEF) bird   bird-DEF.SG 
‘a/one bird’    ‘the bird’ 
 
Kɔɖa definiteness marking thus appears to be fully developed, unlike other Munda 
languages. Kɔɖa uses -ku on both subjects and objects for definite plurals, which relates to the 
third person plural pronoun aku ‘3PL’.  
4.4 Category Change 
4.4.1 Ambiguous aspects of perfect suffix -aka  
As discussed in §3.4.2.1, the perfect suffix -aka in Kɔɖa indicates the simple present, 
when occurring on stative roots and the present perfect, when occurring on non-stative verbs. It 
only occurs with intransitive roots and does not co-occur with any transitivity related suffixes. In 
contrast, in other Kherwarian languages, for instance Ho (Pucilowski, 2013: 118), Santali 
(Ghosh, 2008: 61) and Mundari (Osada, 2008: 113), the perfect suffix -aka occurs on both 
transitive and intransitive verbs, with transitive -d̪ and intransitive -n, respectively.  In Konow’s 
description of Kɔɖa we find the perfect suffix -aka cooccurring with the intransitive suffix -n, for 
instance hicʰˈakanae ‘He has come’ (Konow, 1906: 112). One Kɔɖa speaker from West Bengal, 
India, confirmed that hiɟakanae is still the current equivalent of Konow’s example in his variety.2 
In contrast, as stated earlier, Kɔɖa speakers of Rajshahi, Bangladesh omit the intransitive 
marking with -aka, i.e. hiɟakɛ ‘He has come’. This suggests that -aka in Rajshahi Kɔɖa is 
gradually losing its grammatical function as a perfect aspect marker and is on its way toward 
 





becoming derivational morpheme that derives participles. We assume that it is a contact induced 
change that only happened to Kɔɖa of Rajshahi, although in this case, it is not very clear what the 
Bangla model may have been.  
 
4.4.2 Cross-categorical use of loanwords 
The following examples in (4.17) show that Kɔɖa uses the borrowed stems cross-
categorically without any further morphological modification. For instance, Bangla nouns puɟa 
‘Puja’ is used as a noun in (4.17a) but as a verb in (4.17b). The Bangla adjective ʈʰaɳɖa ‘cold’ is 
used as an adjective in (4.17c) and as a verb in (4.17b).   
 
(4.17) Cross-categorical use of loanwords.  
   a. … nɛʔɛ bar  puɟaʈa    beʃ-kɛhɛ          rikaɛʔabu 
… nɛʔɛ bar  puɟa-ʈa    beʃ-kɛhɛ          rika-ɛʔ-a=bu 
… this     time Puja-DEF   good-PST.PTCP  do-TR.A-FIN=1PL.INCL.SBJ 
‘…this time we will do the Puja well’ [Ceremonies: Puja, 18] 
   b.  puɟaɛʔt̪apɛ                                             cinaʔ  
puɟa-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=pɛ                                     cinaʔ  
worship-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ    what 
‘What do you worship?’ [Directions to Krishnapur, 16] 
    c.  iŋa mɔnʈa kʰarabaka 
iŋ-a mɔn-ʈa kʰarap-aka 
1SG-POS mind-DEF.SG bad-PST.PTCP  






    d.  mɔnɛʔtap  
mɔn-ɛʔ-ta-a=p  
mind-TR.A-PRES.PRG-FIN=2SG 
‘Suppose!’ [Alcohol, 20] 
    e.  iŋ    ʈʰaɳɖa   maɳɖi    ɟɔmɛʔt̪ajŋ 
iŋ    ʈʰanɖa   manɖi    ɟɔm-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=iŋ 
1SG  cold          rice            eat-TR.A-PRES.PROG-FIN=1SG.SUB 
‘I am eating cold rice.’ [Elicitation X] 
     f.  … manɖi  ʈʰaɳɖaɛʔt̪aku 
… manɖi  ʈʰanɖa-ɛʔ-t̪a-a=ku 
…. rice          cold-TR.A-PRES.PRG 
‘… they will cool down cooked.rice’ [Ceremonies: Puja, 45] 
In contrast, Bangla nouns and adjectives form a complex predicate using a light verb or 
verbalizer (Masica 1976:373) as shown in (4.18a-c), which corresponds to the Kɔɖa examples in 
(4.12b,d,f) above.  
(4.18)a.  ki  puɟa kɔr-ɔ       BANGLA 
    what puja   do-2 
    ‘What do you worship?’ 
        b.    mɔn-ɛ         kɔrɔ 
    mind-LOC     do-2 
     ‘Suppose!’ 
       c.  ʈaɳɖa  bhat           kɔr-b-e 
 cold     cooked.rice   do-FUT-2 





The contrast between Kɔɖa (4.17) and Bengali (4.18) shows the flexibility of Kɔɖa with regard 
to root category. Verbal morphology treats event-denoting, entity-denoting and property-
denoting roots in a parallel fashion, converting them all into predicates. Loan roots are 
apparently treated the same, in line with an observation made by Hoffman (1903) for Mundari 
over a century ago. This leads us to the treatment of Kɔɖa verbal morphemes as having a 
verbalizing function similar to the light verbs of Bangla complex predicates.  
4.5 Contact-induced composite words 
4.5.1 Derived postpositions 
Kɔɖa has borrowed a large number of Bangla postpositions. In Bangla, elements 
functioning as postpositions generally stem from nouns in the locative case or (verbal) perfective 
participles and, as a general rule, nominal postpositions take a preceding complement in the 
genitive case (Thompson, 2010, p.228). In contrast, Munda languages typically use postpositions 
uninflected and there is no such requirement on the preceding nouns as shown in (4.19a-b) from 
Kɔɖa. The examples in (4.19c-e) show that Kɔɖa often calques the Bangla postpositional pattern: 
NP-GEN N-LOC when either the NP or the N or both are Bangla loans.  
(4.19)a. daru cɛtan miŋa ɔrɛʔ mɛniʔa 
  daru cɛtan miŋa ɔrɛʔ mɛniʔa 
  tree     top       one     bird  be-3SG.OBJ-FIN 
  ‘There is a bird on top of the tree’ [EXT and COND, 25] 
       b. daru latar   miŋa hɔrɔ 
 daru latar   miŋa hɔrɔ 
 tree   below one   man 






       c. am(-aʔ)   dʰari(rɛ)    aridɛm 
am-aʔ     dʰari(-rɛ)   arid-ɛʔ=m 
2SG-POS  side-LOC   look-TR.A=2SG.SBJ 
‘Look to your side’ [POSTPOSITIONS II, 22] 
     d. abu         gaɖi(raʔ)    bʰitar(rɛ)   mɛnabua 
abu          gaɖi(-raʔ)  bʰitar(-rɛ)  mɛna-bu-a 
1PL.INCL car-GEN         inside-LOC   be-1PL.INCL.SBJ 
‘We are inside the car.’ [TENSE III, 9]  
      e. ɟami(rɛn)  gati(tɛ)         ɔkɔitɛ 
ɟami(-rɛn) gati(-tɛ)        ɔkɔi-ta=ɛ 
Jami-POS     company-LOC who-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
‘Who is with Jami?’ [A Friend Visits Arun, 6] 
 
4.5.2 Verb complex with Bangla noun and Kɔɖa light verb  
A conjunct verb, a type of complex predicate, is formed with a noun or an adjective and a 
light verb or verbalizer (Masica 1976, p. 373). Bangla uses an ample number of conjunct verbs, 
which is a notable areal feature of South Asia. The example in (4.20a-b) shows that Bangla 
nouns puɟa ‘Puɟa’ and pɔcʰɔndɔ ‘choice’ combine with Kɔɖa light verb rika ‘do’ to form 
conjunct verbs.  
(4.20)a.  pɔtʰɔm alɛ     puɟa    rikakɛdalɛ 
  pɔtʰɔm alɛ    puɟa    rika-kɛ-d-a=lɛ 
   first     1PL.EX  worship  do-PRF.TR-TR.B-FIN=1PL.EX 






       b. … iŋaʔ       maiŋ  pɔcʰɔndɔ rikaɛʔtɛ 
 … iŋ-aʔ      maiŋ  pɔcʰɔndɔ rika-ɛʔ-ta-a=ɛ 
 … 1SG-GEN mother like              do-TR.B-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
 ‘… My mother likes them’ [Arun visits India, 46]     
 
4.6 Context-induced morphosyntax  
4.6.1 Non-nominative subject in Kɔɖa 
Kɔɖa, like Bangla shows two types of non-nominative subject constructions: dative and 
genitive subjects. Dative subjects are also regarded as an areal feature found in several different 
families, being prominent in Indo-Aryan, Dravidian as well as Tibeto-Burman and Munda 
languages (David, 2015, p.47; Zide, 2008, p.289). In a dative subject construction, the subject 
does not agree with the verb. In some languages the verb agrees with the theme while in others it 
shows default agreement, as in Bangla and Tamil (David 2015, p.47). Bangla encodes dative 
subjects with the object marker -kɛ and experiencer subjects with the genitive marker –er/-r 
(Thompson 2010, p.580). The object marker -kɛ is used on the subject when the complex verb, 
comprising the main verb in the infinitive form and the auxiliary verb hɔ ‘be’, express an 
obligation as shown in (4.21a). The genitive marker -er/-r is used on the subject when the 
complex verb, comprising a noun/adjective with the verb laga ‘feel’ as shown in as shown in 
(4.21b).    
(4.21) a. toma-ke bari  ɟe-te   hɔ-b=e  b.  toma-r     bhalo lag-b=e     BANGLA 
    2SG-OBJ home go-INF be-FUT=3  2SG-GEN  good    feel-FUT=3 






Zide (2008, p. 289) maintains that Korku encodes the dative subject with locative -èn 
which is  parallel to Hindi and also occasionally calques Hindi dative subject constructions. The 
examples in (4.22) show that Kɔɖa uses the borrowed object marker -kɛ to encode dative subject 
and calques Bangla dative subject construction. Kɔɖa example (4.22a-b) shows the native verb 
ʃɛn-ɔʔ (go-INTR) together with the borrowed hui ‘be’ triggers the dative construction that marks 
the subject with object case -kɛ. The example (4.22c-d) shows that Kɔɖa uses the dative and 
genitive suffix on experiencer subjects with the borrowed verb laga ‘feel’ interchangeably.  
(4.22)a.  iŋkɛ    nahagɛn     ɔraʔ   ʃɛnɔʔ        huia 
   iŋ-kɛ   naha=gɛn  ɔraʔ   ʃɛn-ɔʔ       hui-a 
  1SG-OBJ now=FOC  home    go-INTR.A  be-IND 
 ‘I have to go home now.’  [Modality and Existential verbs, 15] 
       b.  nimtɔʔ baŋladiʃum ʃɛn  huia     iŋkɛ  
nimtɔʔ baŋladiʃum ʃɛn  hui-a    iŋ-kɛ 
 now        Bangladesh     go    be-IND 1SG-OBJ 
‘Now I have to go to Bangladesh.’ 
      c.  haʃa kʰanɖa kami alɛkɛ             bugin  lagaaʔkuta 
 haʃa kʰanɖa kami alɛ-kɛ            bugin  laga-aʔ-ku-ta-a 
 soil    cut           work  1PL.EXCL-OBJ good     feel-APL-1/3PL.OBJ-PRES.PROG-IND 
 ‘Ground-digging work feels good to me.’ [From the direction of work, 3] 
      d. … huru       kʰanɖa alɛaʔ                 kʰub bugin  lagaʔta 
   …. huru      kʰanɖa alɛ-aʔ                kʰub bugin  laga-ɛʔ-ta-a   
 ….paddy.rice  cut          1PL.EXCL-GEN   very    good     feel-TR.A-PRES.PROG-IND 






4.6.2 Correlative clauses   
As shown in (4.23a-b), Kɔɖa constructs relative clauses with two strategies, one via a 
participle strategy, which is also present in Ho (Pucilowski, 2013, p. 196) and Mundari (Osada, 
2008, p. 149), the other via a relative pronoun, as shown in (4.23b-c), which is found in almost 
all the Munda languages.  
(4.23)a.  uɟugɔʔta                   patariʔʈa  ʃaʔam 
  uɟug-ɔʔ-ta                 patariʔʈa  ʃaʔa=m 
   fall-INTR-PRES.PROG leaf-DEF    catch=2SG.SBJ 
   ‘Catch the falling leaf’ [Elicition X, 80] 
        b. uɟugaka         patariʔʈa   rakɔbɛm 
uɟug-aka        patariʔ-ʈa  rakɔb-ɛʔ=m 
fall-PRF.INTR  leaf-DEF     pick.up-TR.A=2SG.SBJ 
‘Pick up the fallen leaf’ [Elicition X, 78] 
       c.  ɛnɛ bʰapʈa      lɔʔgɛn       ɟɛ       rɔʃ     toiriʔa     
 ɛnɛ bʰap-ʈa     lɔʔ=gɛn    ɟɛ       rɔʃ     toiri-ɔʔ-a    
that vapor-DEF  with=FOC  CREL  liquid   prepare-INTR.A-FIN   
ɛnɛʈagɛn            bɔɖɛʔ   huiʔa 
ɛnɛ-ʈa=gɛn        bɔɖɛɟ    hui-ɔʔ-a 
that-DEF=FOC      wine       be-INTR.A-FIN 
‘the liquid that will form with that vapor, will be the wine’ [35, Alcohol]  
      d.  oi   ʃidarɛn      hɔrku           hɛnakua  
 oi   ʃida-rɛn     hɔrku           hɛna-ku-a 
 that before-LOC  man-DEF.PL   be-1/3PL.OBJ-FIN  





ɔkɔ-iʔ         nu-ɛʔ-ta=ku                                inku=gɛn        nuɛʔtaku 
REL-NMLZ  drink-TR.A-PRES.PROG=3PL.SBJ    DEM.PL=FOC  drink-TR.A-PRES.PROG=3PL.SBJ 
‘That there are old men, who drink, (only) they drink’ [Alcohol, 5] 
       e.  bɔɖɛʔʈa  ɟɛ     ɔkɔiʔ          ɟɛ     rika-l=ɛ                    iniʔkɛ            dʰɔnnɔbad 
bɔɖɛɟ-ʈa  ɟɛ    ɔkɔiʔ          ɟɛ     rika-lɛ=ɛ                  iniʔ-kɛ           dʰɔnnɔbad 
wine-DEF REL REL-NMLZ  REL  do-ANT.TR=3SG.SBJ  3SG.DIST-OBJ thanks 
‘Thanks to him who made the alcohol’ [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 37] 
The type of relative clause construction, which is called correlative-relative clause (CRC) as 
shown above in (4.23c-e) are typical of South Asian languages. The CRC in turn has two 
subtypes: headed correlative-relative clause (headed CRC) and headless correlative-relative 
clause (headless CRC). In a headed relative clause, the relative pronoun (glossed as REL) 
precedes and forms a constituent with the head noun, which is co-referred to by at a least a 
pronoun or other pronominal elements in the main clause (Comrie, 1998, p. 62) as shown above 
in (4.23c-d). In contrast, in a headless CRC, the head noun is left unstated (Epps, 2012, p. 192), 
as shown above in (4.23e).  
Polančec (2018, p. 72) suggests that headless CRC are native to Munda. On the other 
hand, there is a general consensus that Munda languages, for instance Kharia, Sora, Juang, 
Korku, Santali, and Mundari borrowed the whole process of constructing the headed CRC 
(Subbārāo, 2012, p. 312; Peterson, 2011, p. 425: fn. 26; Polančec, 2018, p. 65). Munda language 
often use relative pronoun, also known as the  ɟ-series pronoun (Masica, 1991, p. 253) as 
evidenced in the Kɔɖa examples in (4.23c, e) shown above. In some cases, as shown in Kɔɖa 
example in (4.23d), Munda uses a native relative pronoun q-series (following Peterson, 2008, p. 





However, the examples in (4.23e) above as well as the following example in (4.24) show 
that, unlike other Munda languages, Kɔɖa often stacks relative pronouns, one borrowed from 
Bangla, namely ɟɛ, which is followed by the native relative pronoun ɔkɔiʔ. The Kɔɖa example in 
(4.24b) shows the headless CRC, too, stacks relative pronouns ɟɛ and ɔkɔiʔ, where ɔkɔ-iʔ ‘who’ 
appears to be nominalized.  
(4.24)a.  iŋaʔ          bohintukukɛ           ɟɛ    ɔkɔiʔ            aka   ʃariaku  
   iŋ-aʔ        bohin-tuku-kɛ        ɟɛ    ɔkɔ-iʔ           aka   ʃari-a=ku  
   1SG-GEN    sister-ASSOC.PL   REL  REL-NMLZ    draw   know-FIN=3PL.SBJ 
   inkukɛ          die   lahakɛhɛ           aka   cikakɛhɛ         aʔkɛ        ɛm  nati 
   inku-kɛ        die   laha-kɛhɛ          aka   cika-kɛhɛ       ac-kɛ       ɛm  nati 
   DEM.PL-OBJ  by     more-PRF.PTCP   draw   do-PRF.PTCP     3SG-OBJ  give  for 
  ‘I should have my sisters, who can draw, draw a lot of pictures and give those pictures   
   to him.’ [Directions to Krishnapur, 41] 
      b.  bɔɖɛʔʈa   ɟɛ    ɔkɔiʔ          ɟɛ     rika-l=ɛ                  iniʔkɛ             dʰɔnnɔbad 
bɔɖɛɟ-ʈa  ɟɛ    ɔkɔ-iʔ         ɟɛ     rika-lɛ=ɛ                 iniʔ-kɛ           dʰɔnnɔbad 
wine-DEF REL REL-NMLZ  REL  do-ANT.TR=3SG.SBJ  3SG.DIST-OBJ thanks 
‘Thanks to him who made the alcohol’ [Ceremonies: Name Giving Ceremony, 37] 
Recall that younger Korku speakers prefer Indo-Aryan like relative clause constructions. Our 
consultants informed us that Bangla-like correlative clauses, the CRC with a relative pronoun ɟ-, 
are preferred to the participle strategy among Kɔɖa speakers irrespective of age.  
 
4.6.3 Conditional clauses 
Kɔɖa, uses the verbal suffix -kʰan or -lakʰan to form a conditional clause, similar to 





morpheme. However, Kɔɖa also uses the Bangla complementizer ɟodi ‘if’ in association with the 
native lakʰan, as seen in (4.25). This follows what might be a larger pattern in which a native 
head-marking strategy gives way to an Indo-Aryan dependent marking strategy.  
(4.25)a. … ɟodi na    ʃɛnɔʔ        hiɟɔʔ            lakʰan cilka-kɛhɛ       attiɔ   ʃɔɟɔn  hɛna 
  … ɟodi na    ʃɛn-ɔʔ       hiɟ-ɔʔ           lakʰan cilka-kɛhɛ      attiɔ   ʃɔɟɔn  hɛna-a 
  … if       NEG  go-INTR.A  come-INTR.A COND  how-PRF.PTCP relative friends COP-IND 
  ‘How can one stay as relatives and friends, if they do not visit?’ [94, Arun visits India] 
       b.  … ɟodi rua mua hiʔlakʰan ajʔgɛn      ɛnɛ ʃutam parha emkutɛ 
 … ɟodi rua-mua hiɟ-lakʰan ac=gɛn    ɛnɛ ʃutam parha ɛm-ku-ta-a=ɛ 
 … if      fever-RED come-COND 3SG=FOC  DEM thread    read     give-3PL.OBJ-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ    
 ‘It fever comes, she gives them that enchanted thread’ [25, Jatadhari the priestess] 
4.7 Contact Induced Phonology 
4.7.1 Contact-induced change:  s>ʃ 
Kɔɖa has one sibilant, the palato-alveolar /ʃ/, just as in the native Bangla phonemic 
inventory. Other Munda languages, especially Santali, Mundari and Ho also have a single sibilant 
although this is an alveolar /s/. In analyzing the cognates shown in (4.26), we suggest that  Kɔda /ʃ/ 
is a recent shift from /s/ as a result of contact with Bangla:  
(4.26) Evidence for contact-induced change: s>ʃ 
Kɔɖa Santali Mundari Ho Gloss 
ʃɛt̪aʔ setak’ setaʔ setaʔ ‘morning’ 
ʃɛt̪a seta seta seta ‘dog’ 
ʃɛn sen sɛnɔʔ senɔʔ ‘go’ 






4.7.2 Outstanding sound patterns 
4.7.2.1 Loanwords escape vowel harmony constraint 
Recall that Kɔɖa has a vowel harmony constraint that disallows the occurrence of the 
high and mid vowels in a monomorphemic stem. However, Kɔɖa speakers freely use loans like 
cʰobi ‘picture’, cʰobi mobi ‘pictures and the like’, tito ‘bitter’, hebi ‘heavy’ and ʈebil ‘table’ 
(English loans via Bangla) without further adaptation. Also recall, Kɔɖa has five vowels /i, ɛ, a, 
ɔ, u/, where the mid vowels are lax. In Bangla loanwords, one can find tense mid vowels, for 
instance beʃ ‘good’ and gol ‘round’. It is unclear whether the harmony constraint is violated, or, 
whether the true constraint is one prohibiting non-low vowels that differ in tenseness, not height. 
 
4.7.2.2 Geminates in loanwords 
Geminates are rare in inherited roots in Kɔɖa. However, Geminates are frequently found 
in loanwords; some of the examples are shown in (4.27).  
 (4.27) caddo   ‘funeral rite’ 
dukkʰu  ‘sorrow’ 
oitiɟɟʰɔ   ‘heritage’  
lokkʰi   ‘goddess Laxmi’ 
aʃibbad  ‘blessings’ 









4.7.2.3 Loanwords escape syllable final neutralization 
Kɔɖa syllable-final obstruents are neutralized for voicing and glottalized, but Bangla-
origin words with final voiced obstruents, for instance ɔbʰab ‘scarcity’ roʃid ‘receipt’, kobiraɟ 
‘physician’, and oʃug 'sickness’, as seen in (4.28), do not undergo syllable-final voice 
neutralization.  
(4.28)a. hɛ  kobiraɟlakagɛn     hɔrɔ tɛ 
    hɛ  kobiraɟ-laka=gɛn  hɔrɔ ta-a=ɛ 
    yes physician-like=FOC  man   COP-PRES.PROG-FIN=3SG.SBJ 
  ‘Yes, he is a physician-like person.’ [Jatadhari the priestess, 105]  
         b. tɛ iŋ    kicʰu rɔʃid   emhukuiŋ 
  tɛ iŋ    kicʰu rɔʃid   em-kɛ-ku=iŋ 
  so 1SG some   receipts  give-PRF.TR-1/3PL.OBJ=1SG.SBJ 
  ‘I gave them some receipts.’ [Past, Arun arranged the Puja, 21] 
          c.  amaʔ      maiŋ   ɔraʔrɛ       oʃug     giʔɛ 
  am-aʔ     maiŋ   ɔraʔ-rɛ     oʃuk     giʔ=ɛ 
  2SG-GEN mother  home-LOC  sickness be=3SG.SBJ 
  ‘Your mother is sick at home’ [Modality and Existential verbs, 18] 
Note that the example in (4.28c) shows voicing assimilation, where /k/→ [g] when followed by a 
voiced obstruent, a process which is commonplace in Bangla (Kenstowicz, 1994:193). We do not 









4.8 Is Kɔɖa a mixed language? 
As defined earlier, a mixed language is a language that shares so many features from two 
or more sources (both the heritage language and contact language), that it cannot be clearly 
identified as deriving historically from one language or the other. The present description of 
Kɔɖa demonstrates many significant changes as a consequence of contact with Bangla, which 
appear not only in the lexicon, but also in the phonological inventory, phonotactics, derivational 
and inflectional morphology and, to the extent we have seen here, in the syntax, as well. Does 
the degree of shift towards Bangla or mixing of Munda and Indic structural properties in Kɔɖa 
qualify it as a truly mixed language?  
A definitive answer to this question is only possible when a “mixed language” is well 
defined, but a definition of mixed language as a language type, as discussed by Bakker and Mous 
(1994, pp. 4-5) is problematic. One structural definition of mixed language is provided by Matras 
(2003, p. 151): a mixed language is a language where there is a split between the source of 
grammar and the source of the lexicon. Mixed languages can also show dual sources within the 
class of function words, and/or a split between the source of inflectional morphology and the 
source of content words. While this describes the state of affairs in Media Lengua (Muysken, 
1994) a mixed language arising from contact between Spanish and Quechua, other kinds of 
mixing are found. Michif (Bakker, 1997) a canonical mixed language resulting from heavy 
contact between colonial French and Cree in Canada, shows a large amount of French functional 
morphology, but verbs and verbal inflection are almost entirely from Cree, while nouns and 
nominal inflections are largely of French origin. The structural profiles of Media Lengua and 
Michif are presented in Tables 4-2 and 4-3, respectively, following Matras and Bakker (2003, pp. 





Table 4-2 Structural profile of Media Lengua (after Muysken 1981, 1997) in Matras and Bakker 
(2003, p. 5) 
Source Language Quechua Spanish 
Lexicon  85% of lexicon 
   
Inflection Verb and noun inflection  
   
Functional words (Plural pronouns) Pronouns 
  Demonstratives 
  Indefinite pronouns 
  Negators 
  Adverbs 
 Conjunctions Conjunctions 
  Numerals  
   
Syntax Word order  











Table 4-3 Structural profile of Michif (after Bakker, 1997) in Matras and Bakker (2003, p. 2) 
Source Language Cree French 
Lexicon Verbs  
Few nouns Nouns 
 Adjectives 
   
Inflection Verbal Inflection Nominal Inflection 
   
Functional words Personal pronouns  
 Possessives with Cree nouns Possessives 
 Demonstratives  
  Definite articles 
  Indefinite articles 
 Indefinite pronouns  
 Some negators Most negators 
 Most adverbs Few adverbs 
  Numerals  
   
Syntax VP word order  
  NP word worder 
 Some subordinations  Some subordinations 






Definitions of mixed language do not always coincide (Thomason, 2003, p. 19) and some 
well-described languages that qualify as mixed languages do not adhere to the structural 
prototype (Matras, 2003, p. 152). For this reason, it may be best to describe mixed languages in 
negative terms, or to accept mixed languages as those showing some of the most extreme effects 
of language contact: mixed languages are those where an adstrate from the dominant language 
and an adstrate from the recessive language combine, but where, in terms of historical origin, it 
is not possible to ascribe the language as evolving directly from either source, as most 
components of grammar show significant feature mixing of the two languages due to extensive 
contact. In either case, Kɔɖa fits the mixed language proto-type, as exemplified by Media 


















Table 4-4 Structural profile of Kɔɖa 
Source Language Kɔɖa Bangla 
Lexicon Verbs Some verbs 
Nouns Nouns 
Adjectives a few Adjectives 
   
Inflection Verbal Inflection  
 Nominal Inflection Nominal Inflection 
   
Functional words Personal pronouns  
 Possessives  
 Demonstratives  
 Postpositions Postpositions 
  Definite articles 
 Negators Negator in conditional clause 
 Adverbs Some adverbs 
 Numeral 1-5 Numerals 6 and above 
   
Syntax Some subordinations Some subordinations 
 Conjunctions Conjunctions 
The structural profile in Table 4-5 shows that Kɔɖa resembles both Michif and Media Lengua in 
central ways. Where Michif shows most nouns taken from French, the majority of content 





morphology. And, like Media Lengua, Kɔɖa borrows a wide range of lexical elements from the 
dominant language but is more restrictive in the borrowing of grammatical/functional elements 
along with pronominal morphemes.  
In terms of the linguistic typology of mixed languages put forward by Bakker (2015, pp. 
220-225), Kɔɖa is closer to Gurindji Kriol, a mixed language that takes the VP structure 
including TAM from Kriol, an English based creole, and the NP and converb structure, a non-
finite verb form that serves to express adverbial subordination, from Gurindji, an Australian 
aboriginal language, but the nominal lexicon from both languages (Bakker, 2015, p. 223; 
Meakins, 2013, p. 131). Bakker (2015, p. 225) uses the label V-NN mixed language to capture 
the Gurindji Kriol pattern, where NN indicate nouns are taken from both languages. This label 
represents the nature of mixture or the split. For instance, Media Lengua falls into the grammar-
lexicon (G-L) mixed languages, and Michif falls into noun phrase-verb phrase (N-V) languages. 
Copper Island Aleut (Golovko, 1994), which is accepted as a mixed language, does not exactly 
follow any of the aforementioned types. Copper Island Aleut (also known as Mednyj Aleut) 
takes finite verb inflection, pronouns and negators from Russian and noun phrases with all of its 
elements and verbal roots from Aleut. Bakker (2015, p. 223) classifies this pattern as a Lexicon-
Inflection (L-INFL) mixed language.  
 Kɔɖa shows a cross-cutting pattern with regard to Bakker’s typology. Kɔɖa takes its 
lexical roots (L), regardless of category, and its nominal functional morphology (NM), namely, 
case and number markers, from Bangla and Munda. However, it takes its verbal morphology 
(VM) solely from Munda. Following Bakker’s (2015) use of acronyms for naming the typology, 
we would call Kɔɖa a LNM-VM mixed language, which indicates a lexicon and nominal 





Apart from linguistic typologies, mixed languages are also categorized in terms of the 
sociolinguistic factors and processes that give rise to them. Croft (2003, p. 52) maintains that 
there are at least three different social types for mixed languages. To paraphrase Croft (2003, pp. 
51-52), the first type comprises mixed languages that result from extreme borrowing in a 
bilingual setting. These languages defy cultural assimilation, but under the extreme pressure 
from the adoptive society, gradually adopt more and more substance linguemes. At some point 
they rise up to represent the extreme end of the borrowing continuum, where little more than a 
core of basic vocabulary and some grammatical inflections and constructions of heritage 
language remain. Croft describes this process as “death by borrowing” (2003, p. 52). Croft 
defines the second set of mixed languages as “semi-shift” mixed languages: these arise when a 
society shifts only part way toward the language of the adoptive society. This might happen due 
to either lack of full access to the language of the adoptive society or because of a marker of a 
distinct social identity. In semi-shift mixed language, vocabulary comes from the 
adoptive/contact language but the grammatical inflections, at least in part, are drawn from the 
native heritage language (2003, p. 55-57). The final type of mixed language results from the 
context of mixed marriages (2003, p. 57).  
We suggest Kɔɖa belongs to the set of mixed languages that Croft categorizes as semi-
shift mixed languages. Kɔɖa speakers are all minimally bilingual, speaking both Kɔɖa and the 
local dialect of Bangla. However, most of them do not have literacy skills in Bangla because 
very few have access to schools, where standard Bangla is taught. In addition, their distinct 
identity seems to come between them and their Bangla speaking neighbors. As stated earlier, the 
Bangla speaking neighbors recognize Kɔɖa as Bhuingas, which means “foreigners” in the local 





are in the majority. Muslims regard Bhuingas as lower caste Hindu, and lower caste Hindus do 
not accept Bhuingas as proper Hindus because Kɔɖa speakers worship an indigenous god called 
Bonga along with the spirits of their ancestors.  
Overall, Kɔɖa have resisted cultural assimilation to a considerable degree. They held on 
to their ancestral religion while many speakers of sister languages, including Munda and Santali, 
who live in the same district, converted to Christianity. Kɔɖas rarely marry outside their own 
language community. Despite their reluctance to cultural assimilation, their attitude toward 
Bangla is more positive than toward their own language (Kim et. al., 2010, p. 22). In a language 
use, attitudes, and vitality study, Kim et. al. (2010, p. 22) found that that Kɔɖa speakers want 
their children to speak Bangla well and they want more presence of Bangla in their life, since it 
is the most useful language for them. Bangla has always been a useful language to Kɔɖas living 
in Bengal since they moved there from Chota Nagpur, Jharkhand.  
Kɔɖa clearly stands far beyond the stage where a language borrows lexical items 
motivated by lexical gaps due to the arrival of new concepts, social activities and cultural 
acquisition (Myers-Scotton, 1993b, p. 5; Matras, 2009, p. 150). The Kɔɖa lexicon has borrowed 
Bangla words from all categories displayed in Table 4-2, and has also borrowed what  Myers-
Scotton terms “core” borrowed lexemes (1993b, 5), for example: baba ‘father’ (native apum); 
maiŋ ‘mother’ (native ɛŋga); and dada/bʰai ‘brother’ (native bagam). Kim et. al, (2010) 
conducted a lexical similarity study among the Kherwarian languages of Rajshahi, with a list of 
307-item core vocabulary (Blair, 1990, pp. 28-29), which subsumes the extended Swadesh list 
(1952). They found that 19% of Kɔɖa core vocabulary were Bangla borrowings. They also found 
the lexical similarity between Kɔɖa and Mundari to be 61-67% which led them to make two 





Mundari because of the influence from other languages, mainly Bangla, and (ii) “with so many 
Bangla words in their vocabulary, it could be that the Koda have started to adopt Bangla as their 
main language”  (Kim et. al, 2010, p. 28).  
Contact effects from Bangla are not limited to extensive borrowing. Active Kɔɖa-Bangla 
bilingualism, and the dominance of Bangla, brought about many contact-induced changes in the 
overall structure of Kɔɖa as a Munda language. Some of these are extreme and may make Kɔɖa 
unique. Regarding the morphological borrowing and its implication on native syntax, Kɔɖa 
appears to violate crosslinguistic borrowing constraints with morphemes such as object case 
marker -kɛ, nominative suffix -tɛ and the imperfective suffix -tɛ borrowed directly from Bangla. 
Myers-Scotton (2003, p. 79) suggests that the morphemes that are critical in defining a mixed 
language include affixes indicating subject-verb agreement and case affixes signaling the 
syntactic relations. We find several case suffixes are borrowed from Bangla. The object suffix -
kɛ is used in deriving a Bangla-like dative subject in Kɔɖa also implicates changes in the syntax. 
Kɔɖa borrowed definite article -ʈa from Bengali, which has a different distributional pattern in 
Kɔɖa than in the source language. In contrast typical Munda languages lack the definite marker. 
Kɔɖa seems to have two co-phonologies, at least with regard to syllable final voicing 
neutralization: loanwords escape syllable final neutralization of obstruents and are never 
preglottalized like native obstruents in syllable final position. All of this represents the 
intertwining of linguistic elements from two distinct sources (Matras & Bakker, 2008, p. 4) and 
leads us to propose that Kɔɖa is a mixed language resulting from contact between what may have 
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